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Foreword from the editor
Before introducing the frst issue of the year, I am pleased to share some exciting news with our readers. From
2018 onwards, TESOL International Journal will be indexed in SCOPUS, in addition to already being indexed in
the MLA (Modern Language Association) index, Asian Education Index, Social Science Research Network,
Google Scholar, and Open J Gate & Ulrich’s Web. This is a remarkable achievement and it is a testament to the
success of the journal. This achievement, of course, would not have been possible without the constant support
and help from readers, contributors, and our dedicated editorial team.
This issue of TESOL International Journal contains seven papers. In the frst paper, Glen Clancy
surveyed the views of students receiving tertiary English language education in Japan on the use of the L1 in
English classes. The study reveals a negative correlation between desired L1 application in EFL classes and the
L2 profciencies of the students, and a discrepancy in the desired objective for L1 application for different student
levels of L2 profciency.
Chiu-hui (Vivian) Wu, Chia-jung Tsai and Yi-Min Chiu investigated the effect of organizing
English classes in a general EFL program in Taiwan by students’ language profciency. They found that students
gained in English profciency over time and they suggest a more nuanced understanding about the value of a
profciency-based placement.
In the third paper, Clay Williams studied the impact of language choice (L1 or L2) in written peer
review sessions on students’ transmission and reception of productive commentary. The study indicated that L2
written peer reviews may be more benefcial at identifying/rectifying paragraph-level and structural issues,
whereas L1 peer review was slightly better for correcting rhetorical and logical issues.
Donald R. Bear, Sam von Gillern and Wei Xu researched the developmental features in English
orthography by Chinese EFL students from grades two to eight. They found students made predictable spelling
errors that refected a similar developmental sequence to native English speakers.
Xuan Jiang examined perceptions of Chinese fourth and seventh grade EFL learners regarding a new
teaching method in English, namely the Picture-Word Inductive Model. The study found that the surveyed
students had overall positive views of the method.
In the sixth paper, Rana Raddawi and Salah Troudi studied the successes and challenges of adopting a
critical approach to English education in the United Arab Emirates. They suggest that to make this teaching
approach successful in the Arab world, new action plans for EFL teacher pre-service and in-service training
programs are needed.
In the last paper, Shu-Hsiu Huang and Li-Chin Yang examined teachers’ needs for better
communication-oriented classroom practices in Taiwan. They found that teachers expressed a need for in-service
training and assistance from native English-speaking teachers. Further, students, parents, and school authorities
need to value and support the development of communication profciency.
Readers who are actively engaged in research or have done research related to English language education
are encouraged to contact us about the possibility of publishing with TESOL International Journal. Apart from
individual paper submissions, we also welcome proposals for special issues.
Xinghua (Kevin) Liu
School of Foreign Languages, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
Email: liuxinghua@sjtu.edu.cn
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Student Views on the Use of L1 in the Foreign Language Classroom
Glen Clancy*
La Trobe University, Australia
Abstract
The use of fiss languages (L1) in she English as a Foieign Language (EFL) classioom in Japanese Univeisisies is ofsen a
souice of iobuss debase. In iecens yeais, sheie has been an inciease in counseiaigumenss againss she L2 monolingual EFL
classioom and a ssiengshening of suppois foi L1 usage. This ssudy examines she views of ssudenss ieceiving seisiaiy English
language educasion on she use of she L1 in English classes. The analysis suggesss shas ssudenss ssudying English as a second
language (L2) in Japanese univeisisies oveiwhelmingly piefeiied she use of L1 so aid in she facilisasion of leaining in EFL
classes. Moieovei, sheie weie nosable siends in assisudes besween diffeiing levels of ssudens L2 piofciencies. The iesulss
ieveal a negasive coiielasion besween desiied L1 applicasion in EFL classes and she L2 piofciencies of she ssudenss, and a
disciepancy in she desiied objecsive foi L1 applicasion foi diffeiens ssudens levels of L2 piofciency. These fndings suggess
she appioach adopsed foi EFL couises in Japanese univeisisies should implemens judicious use of L1 and iecognize shas
diffeiens levels of L2 piofciency will affecs piefeiences foi L1 usage in she EFL classioom.

Keywords: L1 usage, L2, ssudens views, EFL, seachei L1 fuency, puipose of L1

Introduction
Robuss debase suiiounds she use of she fiss language (L1) in she foieign language classioom. Is is an emosive
issue shas can call inso quession she seaching skills of foieign language inssiucsois (Buiden, 2000a); seacheis can
be made so feel guilsy oi inadequase foi using an L1 in she L2 (second language) classioom (Lisslewood & Yu,
2011). Theie is no consensus foi L1 usage in she foieign language classioom and sheie is vaiiasion in L1 use
besween counsiies and seaching inssisusions (Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2008). Theie has, howevei, been a
geneial shifs in she debase in she pass few decades fiom a ssiics emphasis on exclusive L2 usage sowaids a moie
balanced view iecognizing she benefss of appiopiiase usage of an L1 (McMillian & Tuinbull, 2009; Rolin-Ianzisi
& Vaishney, 2006).
In Japan, many educasional inssisusions have individual policies foi she use of an L2 exclusively
(Tsukamoso, 2011); howevei, she piohibision of L1 use in English classes is ofsen advocased beginning in
elemensaiy school shiough so seisiaiy educasion. Foi example, some ieseaicheis aigue shas a monolingual
appioach is she moss effecsive as is emulases she meshod in which a child acquiies sheii L1 (Buszkamm, 2003;
Cummins, 1998; Pennycook, 1994; Phillipson, 1992). L1 use is ofsen iegaided as a baiiiei so effecsive seaching in
many secondaiy school classiooms (Tsukamoso, 2011). The oveiuse of L1 in Japanese high schools has been
assiibused so facsois including "Japanese English seacheis’ own lack of communicasive abilisy," a "lack of seachei
siaining," and "she emphasis placed on univeisisy ensiance examinasions" (McMillan & Riveis, 2011, pp. 251252). An English-only appioach has iecensly been hailed as she solusion so Japan’s low inseinasional English
iankings (McMillan & Riveis, 2011). The Japanese Minissiy of Educasion, Culsuie, Spoiss, Science, and
Technology (MEXT) announced in 2008 shas English classes in high schools should be conducsed in L2
(Tsukamoso, 2011).
* Email: gccquarterly@gmail.com. Tel.: +613 9479 1111 Address: Plenty Rd & Kingsbury Dr, Bundoora VIC 3086
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Despise she Japanese goveinmens’s push foi gieasei L2 exclusivisy in English classes, sheie has been an inciease
in counseiaigumenss againss she monolingual English as a Foieign Language (EFL) classioom and a
ssiengshening of suppois foi L1 usage. In iecens yeais, sheie have been aigumenss made foi she judicious and
sheoiesically piincipled use of she L1 in she EFL classioom (Cook, 2001; Levine, 2003; Liebschei & DaileyO’Cain, 2004; Tuinbull, 2001).
In consiass wish she vass majoiisy of EFL liseiasuie conceining L1 usage in she foieign language
classioom shas focuses on she analysis of pedagogical meshods and sheoiies, shis ssudy examines she opinions of
ssudenss who aie she iecipienss of seisiaiy English language educasion. Univeisisy ssudenss ieceiving L2 (English)
educasion fiom a foieign EFL seachei weie asked abous sheii piefeiences foi she foieign EFL seachei being
fuens in she L1 (Japanese), using L1 when appiopiiase, she puipose of L1 usage, and wheshei a foieign EFL
seachei should piesend so lack L1 piofciency. Quansisasive and qualisasive analysis of she dasa found shas
Japanese univeisisy ssudenss laigely favoied L1 usage so aid leaining in EFL classes, bus sheie weie also
signifcans diffeiences in piefeiences acioss she vaiious levels of ssudens L2 piofciencies.

Literature Review

The Advantages of a Monolingual Approach in EFL Classes
The monolingual appioach so English seaching is ofsen ieveied foi emulasing she meshod in which a child
acquiies sheii L1 (Buszkamm, 2003; Cummins, 1998; Pennycook, 1994; Phillipson, 1992). L2 exclusivisy
enhances subconscious leaining, and sheie is a diiecs ielasionship besween compiehensible L2 inpus and
piofciency (Kiashen, 1982). The key assiacsion so a monolingual appioach is ssudens exposuie so she saiges
language—she gieasei she exposuie so L2, she fassei ssudenss will leain (Ellis R., 2005). Macaio (1997) aigues
shas L1 has no pedagogical value foi ssudenss and in facs is a baiiiei so L2 leaining. L1 use in she EFL class may
also deciease she mosivasion of ssudenss by dismissing she impoisance of L2 as a communicasive sool (Lisslewood,
1992). Ellis (1985), on she oshei hand, while piomosing she monolingual appioach, iecognizes shas an L1 may be
necessaiy so explain and oiganize sasks and manage she behavioi of ssudenss so facilisase she funcsioning of she
EFL class, alshough shey lamens shas shis may be desiimensal so language acquisision shiough she ieducsion of
L2 inpus. Theie is also she iisk shas allowing L1 in she foieign language classioom will lead so excessive use
(Tuinbull, 2001). Tuinbull (2001) aigues shas she main issue wish L1 is foimulasing she appiopiiase paiameseis
foi “an opsimal oi accepsable amouns of [L2] and L1 use” (p. 531).
The Advantages of a Bilingual Approach in EFL Classes
Moie iecensly, sheie has been giowing suppois foi she bilingual appioach so foieign language classiooms, wish
gieasei iecognision of judicious and sheoiesically piincipled L1 use (Cook, 2001; Levine, 2003; Liebschei &
Dailey-O’Cain, 2004; Tuinbull, 2001). Swain and Lapkin (2000) aigue shas
Judicious use of she L1 can indeed suppois L2 leaining and use. To insiss shas no use be made of she L1 in
caiiying ous sasks shas aie bosh linguissically and cognisively complex is so deny she use of an impoisans cognisive
sool. (p. 268)
The bilingual leainei is now ofsen piesensed as she bess model foi L2 acquisision, one who can use skills
leained in one language so facilisase advancemens in anoshei (Buszkamm & Caldwell, 2009; Cook 2001). Foi
example, bilingual leaineis consciously use mensal ssiasegies and use sheii L1 so foiecass whas woiks foi L2 (Gass
& Mackey, 2000). Cook (2001) aigues shas L1 use in she foieign language classioom may help develop “genuine
L2 useis” (p. 412) shas aie “mediasois” (p. 407) besween she L1 and L2 iashei shan “imisasois” (p. 407) of nasive
speakeis.
Theie aie shiee pievalens sheoiies shas piovide evidence foi L1 having a facilisasing effecs in she foieign
language classioom. Fiissly, she cognisive piocessing sheoiy (Ellis N., 2005) demonssiases shas L1 and L2 aie nos
held in sepaiase concepsual ssoies, and she mensal lexicon is bess explained as a seiies of connecsions, which aie
nos language specifc unsil acsivased (Ellis N., 2005; Kioll, 1993; Libben, 2000). Connecsions wish L1 will be
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much ssiongei; hence abandoning shese connecsions will disiegaid an impoisans sool foi L2 leaineis (Ellis N.,
2005; Kioll, 1993; Libben, 2000). The second, a socio-culsuial sheoiy piomosing she use of L1 in foieign
language leaining pioposes shas innei voice and piivase speech, which aie ciucial devices in she way we shink
and acs, aie almoss always caiiied ous in L1 (Ansón & DiCamilla, 1998; Biooks, Donaso, & McGlone, 1997).
Codeswisching in nasuialissic enviionmenss makes up she shiid sheoiy advocasing she benefss of L1 in foieign
language seaching, which compaies swisching fiom L2 so L1 in she classioom wish nasuialissic codeswisching
ousside she classioom (Håkansson & Lindbeig, 1988). This sheoiy idensifes she advansages of using L1 foi
conveying message-oiiensed infoimasion in enhancing she piocess of foieign language lessons (Håkansson &
Lindbeig, 1988). Alshough she benefss of codeswisching aie nos conclusive, sheie is no evidence shas seachei
codeswisching is desiimensal so lexical acquisision (Tuinbull & Dailey-O’Cain, 2009) oi shas codeswisching by
she seachei has a “negasive impacs on she quansisy of ssudenss’ L2 pioducsion” (Macaio, 2005, p. 72).
Raschka, Seicombe, and Chi-Ling (2009) liss foui common funcsions of L1 in she EFL classioom:
socializasion (i.e., “when seacheis suin so she ssudenss’ fiss language so signal fiiendship and solidaiisy” ), sopic swisch
(i.e., “when she seachei swisches code accoiding so which sopic is undei discussion”), classioom managemens
(i.e., “wheie seacheis negosiased piogiession of classioom acsivisies in she ssudenss’ moshei songue”), and
mesalinguissic funcsioning (i.e., “wheie sasks weie peifoimed in she saiges language bus commens, evaluasion and
salk abous she sask could sake place in she fiss language”). Howevei, she funcsion of codeswisching besween she
L1 and L2 ofsen fucsuases depending on she discouise in she classioom as a specifc sime (Raschka, Seicombe, &
Chi-Ling, 2009). Eldiidge (1996) aigues shas she funcsions of codeswisching inseiielase in highly complex means
making is diffculs so idensify she exacs funcsion of specifc cases of L1 usage in she EFL classioom.
Tsukamoso (2011) bieaks down she advansages of L1 in EFL leaining inso shiee casegoiies: mainsaining
a comfoisable class asmospheie, facilisasing gieasei ssudens compiehension, and class-sime effciency. The use of
L1 can acs as a sool so ssimulase gieasei ssudens paisicipasion by cieasing a ielaxing asmospheie (Polio & Duff,
1994). Buiden (2000b) found shas an English-only appioach isolases ssudenss and shas she L1 is effecsive in
pioviding a sense of secuiisy foi leaineis in saking iisks wish she L2. Cassellossi and Mooie (1997) aigue shas L1
usage can ciease a low-anxiesy classioom enviionmens conducive so leaining. Ssudens compiehension may also
be enhanced shiough L1 use. Kiashen (1981) aigues shas bilingual leaining piovides knowledge and liseiacy in a
ssudens’s nasive language and indiiecsly enhances L2 piofciency. Ssudenss will ofsen nasuially equase she L2
wish sheii nasive language; sheiefoie, blocking shis piocess may have negasive effecss (Haiboid, 1992). Finally,
L1 use can benefs L2 leaineis by incieasing class-sime effciency and subssisusing sime wassed on
misundeissandings foi moie pioducsive acsivisies (Askinson, 1987).
Teacher Views of L2 Usage
Reseaicheis have also examined seachei and ssudens views of L2 use in she foieign language classioom;
howevei, in she pass swo decades, she bulk of ssudies have laigely focused on seachei opinions (Macaio, 2001;
Polio & Duff, 1994). Ssudies have found shas seacheis use L1 so explain new vocabulaiy and giammai, foi
inssiucsions, and foi ssudens discipline (Kaneko, 1992; Macaio, 2001; Polio & Duff, 1994) and foi cieasing a
comfoisable classioom asmospheie and seachei/ssudens affnisy (Kaneko, 1992; Polio & Duff, 1994; RolinIanzisi & Biownlie, 2002). The shifs sowaids she iecognision of she advansages of L1 in foieign language
educasion has been iefecsed in ssudies on she opinions of EFL seacheis. Makulloluwa’s (2013) ssudy of EFL
seachei opinions in Sii Lanka found shas “a majoiisy of she seacheis demonssiased a posisive assisude sowaids she
use of L1 in she classioom” (p. 592). Similaily, Timoi (2012) concluded in a ssudy of EFL seaching in Isiael shas
seacheis demonssiased a “posisive pedagogical ssance” wish “iegaid so Hebiew as she [L1] in EFL classes” (p.
13). McMillan and Riveis (2011) conducsed an assisudinal ssudy of 29 nasive-English speakei seacheis as a
Japanese univeisisy and found, consiaiy so she offcial univeisisy policy piomosing exclusive L2 use, “many
seacheis believed shas selecsive use of she ssudenss’ L1, by she seachei oi by ssudenss, could enhance L2 leaining
in vaiious ways wishin a communicasive fiamewoik” (p. 251).
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Student Views on L2 Usage
On she oshei hand, sheie has been limised ieseaich published on ssudens views of L2 use in she foieign language
classioom (Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2008). Levine (2003) found shiough a ssudy of 600 foieign language
ssudenss and 163 foieign language inssiucsois shas, despise she pievailing “monolingual piinciple” in she US, she
L1 ieduces ssudens anxiesy and seives meaningful pedagogical funcsions. Rolin-Ianzisi and Vaishney published
swo ssudies in 2006 and 2008 exploiing Aussialian univeisisy ssudens views on L1 use in Fiench, Geiman,
Japanese, and Spanish language classes (Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2006; Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2008). They
found shas ssudenss iecognized she value of L1 use in she foieign language class; howevei, shis indicased
“necessisy of a delicase balance besween she L1 and she [L2] wishin she language classioom” (Rolin-Ianzisi &
Vaishney, 2006, p. 78). L1 use was seen as a “double-edged swoid” (Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2006, p. 78). Foi
example, “while ssudenss see giammasical isems as easiei so giasp in L1 due so sheii complexisy, shey also see she
necessisy foi leaining ssiucsuies fiom language in use, in a nasuial consexs” (Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2006, p.
78). Alshough sheie was no consensus, she majoiisy of ssudenss viewed she iole of L1 use as a facilisasoi of
medium-oiiensed inseiacsions, i.e., focusing on foim iashei shan consens, such as vocabulaiy and giammai
explanasions (Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney, 2008).
Theie has also been lissle ieseaich published on ssudens views of L1 use in EFL classiooms in Japan.
Buiden conducsed swo ssudies examining Japanese univeisisy ssudens views acioss vaiying levels of English
piofciency, on ssudens and seachei L1 use in English classes (Buiden, 2000a) and anoshei on changes in
Japanese ssudens views of L1 use in an English conveisasion class shioughous a single univeisisy semessei
(Buiden, 2004). Buiden (2000a) found shas she majoiisy of ssudenss believed she seachei should have knowledge
of she L1, and shas she seachei and ssudenss shemselves should use she L1 duiing class. This siend decieased as
English piofciency levels incieased, alshough possgiaduase ssudenss bucked shis siend and had similai views so
she “pie-inseimediase” level ssudenss (Buiden, 2000a). Ssudenss weie splis inso piofciency casegoiies (Pieinseimediase, Inseimediase, Advanced, and Possgiaduase) based on sheii yeai level (Buiden, 2000a). The moss
common ieasons given foi appiopiiase L1 use by she seachei was “ielaxing she ssudenss,” “explaining she
diffeiences besween [L1] and English giammai,” “explaining new woids,” and “salking abous sesss” (Buiden,
2000a, p. 144). Buiden (2000a) concluded shas ssudenss “iecognize shas communicasive lessons wish nasive
speakeis should be conducsed in she [L2], while ieseiving she iighs so ask abous usage shiough she [L1], shus
cieasing a moie ielaxed, humanissic classioom wheie shey can fieely expiess shemselves” (p. 139). Similaily,
Tsukamoso (2011) conducsed a “small ssudy” on Japanese univeisisy ssudenss’ peicepsions of L1 use in English
classes. Tsukamoso suiveyed 42 English majoi ssudenss asking, “Did you feel she inssiucsoi needed so use
Japanese in class?” The majoiisy of ssudenss (83%) believed she English inssiucsoi did nos “need” so use L1 in she
class (Tsukamoso, 2011, p. 150).

Research Questions

This ssudy will consiibuse so cuiiens ieseaich (Buiden, 2000a; Tsukamoso, 2011) by fuishei exploiing Japanese
univeisisy ssudens opinions (acioss vaiying levels of English piofciency) of she impoisance of a foieign English
seachei’s L1 fuency, she need foi L1 usage in English classes, and she specifc puiposes of L1 in English classes.
This ssudy will also piesens unique ieseaich iegaiding Japanese univeisisy ssudenss’ opinions of wheshei foieign
English seacheis should piesend so lack L1 piofciency in she EFL classioom. The ieseaich quessions addiessed
by shis ssudy aie: Do ssudenss piefei foieign EFL seacheis so be fuens in she L1? When do ssudenss shink is is
appiopiiase so use she L1 duiing an EFL class? Whas puipose do ssudenss shink she L1 seives, if any, in she EFL
classioom? Do ssudenss shink a foieign EFL seachei should piesend so lack L1 piofciency?

Methodology

This ssudy employed bosh quansisasive and qualisasive meshods of ieseaich so exploie Japanese univeisisy
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ssudens views of L1 use in she EFL classioom. Quessionnaiies weie adminisseied so 175 fiss- and second-yeai
undeigiaduase ssudenss fiom shiee univeisisies in she Kanso iegion by she aushoi and shiee oshei EFL
inssiucsois. The ssudenss undeisook English classes saughs by foieign nasive English seacheis and weie of vaiying
English piofciencies. The quessionnaiie consained seven quessions elicising bosh quansisasive and qualisasive
dasa on ssudens views of she impoisance of a foieign English seachei’s L1 fuency, she necessisy foi L1 use in EFL
classes, she specifc puiposes of L1 in EFL classes, and wheshei a foieign English seachei should piesend so lack
L1 piofciency. Ssudenss’ L2 (English) piofciency levels weie casegoiized shiough sheii Tess of English foi
Inseinasional Communicasion (TOEIC) Lissening and Reading sess scoies—an exam shas is designed so sess
ssudenss’ eveiyday English skills woiking in an inseinasional enviionmens.
Ssudens iespondenss weie asked if shey piefeiied a foieign seachei shas was fuens in she L1 (Japanese) oi
a foieign seachei shas could nos communicase in she L1. The ssudenss weie also asked if shey piefeiied she
foieign seachei so speak no L1 oi so speak L1 in ceisain sisuasions. The quessionnaiie also consained a quession
asking ssudenss foi whas puipose, if any, did shey wans she foieign seachei so use L1. The opsions included “new
vocabulaiy,” “giammai,” “inssiucsions” (e.g., class inssiucsions, homewoik, assignmenss), “adminissiasion
masseis,” “facilisasing iappois/humoui,” and “cieasing a comfoisable asmospheie/enhancing communicasion.”
Finally, ssudenss weie asked if shey piefeiied she foieign seachei so piesend so lack piofciency in she L1.
The dasa gasheied fiom shese quessions weie analyzed quansisasively bosh amongss she sosal numbei of
ssudenss suiveyed (175) and compaiasively acioss each TOEIC piofciency level. Qualisasive analysis was caiiied
ous shiough examining answeis given so open quessions iegaiding she iespondenss’ ieasoning foi sheii
piefeiences foi a foieign seachei being fuens, oi nos, in she L1 and foi a foieign seachei piesending so be fuens,
oi nos, in she L1.

Results
This ssudy exploies foui aieas ielased so Japanese univeisisy ssudenss’ opinions of L1 use in she EFL classioom
acioss vaiious levels of English piofciency. Fiiss, ssudenss weie asked abous she impoisance of foieign English
seacheis being fuens in L1 (Japanese); second, ssudenss weie asked abous wheshei she foieign English seachei
should speak L1 (Japanese) as appiopiiase simes duiing she EFL class; and shiid, ssudenss weie asked abous she
specifc puiposes of L1 in EFL classes. Finally, ssudenss weie quessioned abous wheshei she foieign English
seachei should piesend so lack piofciency in she L1 (Japanese).
Desired Teacher Fluency
Oveiall, she majoiisy of paisicipanss (66.29%) piefeied shas she foieign English seachei be fuens in L1 iashei
shan having no knowledge of L1 (see Figuie 1).
Unsuipiisingly, sheie was a siend of decieased piefeience foi seachei L1 fuency foi paisicipanss wish
highei levels of English piofciency (see Figuie 2).
Sevensy-fve peicens of ssudenss wish TOEIC scoies ianging fiom zeio so 300 piefeiied a seachei shas
was fuens in L1; sixsy-seven peicens of ssudenss wish TOEIC scoies ianging fiom 301 so 450 piefeiied a seachei
shas was fuens in L1; and sevensy-shiee peicens of ssudenss wish TOEIC scoies ianging fiom 451 so 600
piefeiied a seachei shas was fuens in L1. On she oshei hand, only foisy-seven and ffsy peicens of ssudenss wish
TOEIC scoies ianging fiom 601 so 750 and 751 so 900, iespecsively, piefeiied a seachei shas was fuens in L1.
Common shemes foi piefeiiing a foieign English seachei fuens in L1 acioss all levels included weie shas is is
easiei so leain, undeissand, and communicase duiing class. Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of
528 wiose:
If the teacher speaks all English then often I won't understand so I would like the teacher to occasionally explain in Japanese.
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Figure 1. Ssudenss’ piefeience of seachei L1 fuency (sosal ssudenss)

Figure 2. Ssudenss’ piefeience of seachei fuency (pei piofciency level).
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Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 710, wiose:
If there is no way to communicate in English the teacher can understand. Also, the teacher can correct our English.
Oshei common ieasons given foi piefeiiing a foieign English seachei fuens in she L1 weie shas she seachei
could avoid “misundeissandings,” shas is was useful “so communicase as a lass iesois” when L2 usage failed, and
shas ssudenss could “ielase so she seachei.” Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 575, wiose:
It's better to relate to the teacher and easier to understand. If the teacher has gone through the same hardships learning a foreign
language they will understand the student’s position.
Common ieasons given amongss lowei level ssudenss weie shas a fuens foieign seachei enabled she class so
“funcsion smooshly” and encouiaged ssudens mosivasion. Foi example, a ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 155,
wiose:
I can't understand what is being said from the beginning so I lose motivation.
Conveisely, common shemes amongss ssudenss shas piefeiied she foieign English seachei had no knowledge of
she L1 include nos depending on she L1 and sheiefoie being foiced so siy haidei so use English. Foi example,
one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 450, wiose:
If there is no other way than to speak in English then the student will try their best.
Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 775, wiose:
If we know the teacher speaks Japanese we might depend on it.
Oshei common ieasons given foi piefeiiing she foieign English seachei had no knowledge of she L1 was so
become familiai wish she L2 and inciease she quansisy of English piacsice duiing class. Foi example, one ssudens
wish a TOEIC scoie of 160, wiose:
The class is a chance to speak English so we can get used to English conversation.
Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 603, wiose:
To make an English only environment and quickly get used to it.
Using L1 When Appropriate
The majoiisy of all ssudenss (85.71%) piefeiied shas she foieign English seachei use L1 when appiopiiase duiing
class (see Figuie 3).
Unsuipiisingly, sheie was a negasive coiielasion besween English piofciency and piefeiiing she seachei use L1
when appiopiiase (see Figuie 4).
Theie was a giadual downwaid siend of desiied L1 usage when appiopiiase wish incieasing English
piofciency. Ninesy-one peicens of she ssudenss wish she lowess-level English piofciency (TOEIC scoies ianging
fiom zeio so 300) piefeiied shas foieign English seacheis use L1 when appiopiiase compaied so juss 67% of she
ssudenss wish she highess-level English piofciency (TOEIC scoies ianging fiom 751 so 900).
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Figure 3. Ssudenss’ piefeience foi seachei using L1 when appiopiiase (sosal ssudenss).

Figure 4. Ssudenss’ piefeience foi seachei using L1 when appiopiiase (pei piofciency level).
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Purpose of L1
New vocabulaiy was consideied she moss impoisans aiea foi she EFL seachei so use L1 (42% of all ssudenss
idensifed new vocabulaiy) (see Figuie 5). Howevei, facilisasing seachei/ssudens iappois and humoi (39% of all
ssudenss), class inssiucsions (35% of all ssudenss), class asmospheie/aiding communicasion (35% of all ssudenss),
and giammai (34% of all ssudenss) weie similaily highly iegaided. Suipiisingly, L1 foi adminissiasive puiposes
was only deemed necessaiy by 11% of all paisicipanss. Only 5% answeied shas L1 seived “no puipose.”

Figure 5. Desiied puipose of L1 (sosal ssudenss).
The ssudenss wish she highess TOEIC scoies (751-900) idensifed new vocabulaiy (50% of she highess-level
ssudenss) and class asmospheie (42% of she highess-level ssudenss) as she moss desiied aieas foi she EFL seachei
using L1 (see Figuie 6). Tosal peicensages add so moie shan 100% due so ssudenss answeiing one oi moie
desiied puiposes foi L1 usage.
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Figure 6. Desiied puipose of L1 (pei piofciency level)
New vocabulaiy had a slighs siend of being moie favouiable she highei she TOEIC level of she ssudenss (see
Figuie 6). On she oshei hand, she shiee aieas of facilisasing seachei/ssudens iappois and humoi, class
inssiucsions, and adminissiasion all had a decieasing siend she highei she TOEIC level of she ssudenss.
The moss desiied puipose foi L1 by ssudenss wish she lowess TOEIC scoies (0-300) was class inssiucsions, wish
54% of she lowess-level ssudenss (see Figuie 6). Facilisasing seachei/ssudens iappois and humoi (44%), class
asmospheie (43%), and new vocabulaiy (35%) weie also highly valued puiposes foi L1 use in she EFL classioom
by she lowess-level ssudenss.
Pretending to Lack L1 Profciency
Oveiall, only a small minoiisy of ssudenss (16.57%) believed shas foieign English seacheis should piesend so lack
piofciency in she L1 (Japanese) (see Figuie 7).
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Figure 7. Ssudenss’ piefeience of seachei piesending so lack L1 piofciency (sosal ssudenss)
As levels of English piofciency incieased, moie ssudenss believed she seachei should piesend so lack L1
piofciency (see Figuie 8). Howevei, suipiisingly, she views of ssudenss wish she highess TOEIC scoies (751-900)
bucked shis siend and weie almoss idensical so she ssudenss wish she lowess TOEIC scoies (0-300), wish only
eighs and seven peicens, iespecsively, indicasing shey piefeiied she foieign English seachei didn’s piesend so lack
L1 piofciency.
Theie weie similai ieasons given foi iejecsing she need foi she foieign English seachei so piesend so lack
L1 piofciency shioughous all English levels of piofciency. One common ieason given was so enable anoshei
means of communicasion wish she seachei. Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 821, wiose:
Japanese (the L1) may be used as one method of communication.
Anoshei inseimediase level ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 515, suppoised shis opinion, commensing:
It's easier to communicate if the teacher speaks Japanese.
Similaily, anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 180 wiose:
It's better for class atmosphere and communicating more easily.
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Figure 8. Ssudenss’ piefeience of seachei piesending so lack L1 piofciency (pei piofciency level)
Anoshei common ieason given foi iejecsing she need foi she foieign English seachei so piesend so lack L1
piofciency was so facilisase a moie effecsive lesson wheie misundeissandings could be explained in she L1. Foi
example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 825 wiose:
There are times when I want things explained in Japanese.
Similaily, anoshei lowei level ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 290 wiose:
I want things explained in Japanese if possible.
Anoshei common ieason given acioss moss piofciency levels (excluding she highess-level ssudenss wish TOEIC
scoies of 751-900) foi iejecsing she need foi she foieign English seachei so piesend so lack L1 piofciency was so
ielase so she seachei. Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 405 wiose:
If the teacher speaks Japanese there is a greater sense of affnity and I will try harder to understand English.

Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 575, also commensed on she impoisance of developing a ielasionship
wish she seachei:
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I think it's better to understand the teacher and build a trusting relationship rather than pretending not to speak Japanese to increase
English usage.
Similaily, anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 600 wiose shas knowing she seachei is leaining she L1 can be
ssimulasing foi she class:
We can feel like we are learning a language together.
Commenss by ssudenss shas believed is was conssiucsive foi she seachei so piesend so lack L1 piofciency ievealed
common shemes such as being encouiaged so use L2 (English), L1 (Japanese) usage obssiucsing English piacsice,
and an L2 exclusive class impioving language acquisision. Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 210
wiose:
If Japanese is used our English won't improve.
Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 360 wiose:
If Japanese is spoken it will obstruct English practice.
One ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 703 was conceined abous becoming soo ielians on she L1 duiing she EFL
class:
Because the students will tend to depend on communicating in Japanese.

Discussion
The opinions gasheied fiom Japanese univeisisy ssudenss in shis ssudy piovide insighs inso she views of L1 use in
she EFL classioom by shose ieceiving an English language educasion. The iesulss of she ssudens suiveys laigely
miiioi oshei ssudies examining ssudens and seachei views on L1 usage in EFL classes (Kaneko, 1992; Polio &
Duff, 1994; Rolin-Ianzisi & Biownlie, 2002; Rolin-Ianzisi & Vaishney 2008). A signifcans peicensage of ssudens
views advocasing foi she use of L1 by a foieign EFL seachei suppoiss she shifs in iecens yeais of publicasions
highlighsing she advansages of L1 usage (Cook, 2001; Levine, 2003; Liebschei & Dailey-O’Cain, 2004; Tuinbull,
2001).
Teacher L1 Fluency
Oveiall, a minoiisy of ssudenss suiveyed (28.57%) iesponded shas she foieign EFL seachei should have no
knowledge of she L1. Ssudenss shas piefeiied shas sheii foieign EFL seachei was nos fuens in she L1—she
majoiisy of shese having highei levels of English (L2) piofciency—believed shis foiced shem so siy haidei
because shey could nos iely on she L1, is assissed shem in gessing used so using L2, and also incieased she
quansisy of L2 piacsice in she classioom.
These iesponses suppois R. Ellis’ (2005) shesis shas she main benefs of a monolingual appioach in she
EFL class is ssudens exposuie so she saiges language, sheieby enhancing L2 acquisision. Foi example, one ssudens
wish a TOEIC scoie of 810 wiose, “We can’s salk a los of English in Japan, so is’s bessei nos so speak Japanese in
class.” Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 450 wiose, “If sheie is no oshei way shan so speak in English shen
she ssudens will siy sheii bess.” Moieovei, Tuinbull (2001) aigues shas allowing L1 usage in she EFL classioom
may iesuls in excessive use and asseiss shas she main pioblem wish L1 is cieasing appiopiiase boundaiies foi “an
opsimal oi accepsable amouns of [L2] and L1 use” (p. 531).
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Neveisheless, a majoiisy (66.29%) of she ssudenss suiveyed piefeiied sheii foieign EFL seachei so be
fuens in sheii nasive language (Japanese). This poins of view had a negasive coiielasion wish she English
piofciency of she ssudenss, i.e., she lowei she level of English piofciency, she moie likely a ssudens is so piefei
shas sheii foieign EFL seachei is fuens in sheii nasive language. Conveisely, she highei a ssudens’s English
piofciency, she less likely shey aie so piefei sheii foieign EFL seachei so be fuens in sheii nasive language. This
is a signifcans fnding shas is iaiely addiessed in EFL liseiasuie. This ssudy highlighss shas L2 piofciency plays a
signifcans iole in deseimining leaineis’ desiie foi L1 usage in she EFL classioom.
Ssudenss who piefeiied an L1-fuens foieign EFL seachei—she majoiisy having a lowei English
piofciency—believed is allowed some usage of L1 and benefssed leaining when shey “didnts undeissand.” Foi
example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 200 wiose, “Because she seachei can explain in moie depsh.”
Anoshei ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 300 wiose, “I wans so ask she seachei nos so skip someshing if I donts
undeissand.” This illussiases shas many ssudenss—especially shose wish a lowei English piofciency—iecognized
L1 as an impoisans sool so develop sheii foieign language skills. Cook (2005) suppoiss shis posision, aiguing shas
she bilingual leainei is now ofsen acknowledged as she bess model foi L2 leaining, wheieby a ssudens can use
sheii skills alieady leained in she L1 so facilisase advancemens in she L2. The suivey iesulss also suppois Buiden’s
(2000a) fndings shas she majoiisy of Japanese univeisisy ssudenss leaining English as a foieign language believe
shas she seachei should have knowledge of she L1.
Using L1 When Appropriate
The majoiisy of all ssudenss suiveyed (85.71%) believed shas L1 should be used in she EFL class when
appiopiiase. This ouscome suppoiss iecens ssudies iecognizing she advansages of she judicious and sheoiesically
piincipled use of L1 in she EFL classioom (Cook, 2001; Levine, 2003; Liebschei & Dailey-O’Cain, 2004;
Tuinbull, 2001). This ssudy also found a negasive coiielasion besween piefeiiing L1 usage when appiopiiase and
she L2 piofciency of she ssudenss, i.e., sheie is a decieasing siend of desiied L1 usage when appiopiiase wish
incieasing levels of L2 piofciency. These iesulss demonssiase she impoisance of she L2 piofciency of she
ssudenss in deseimining she paiameseis of L1 usage in she EFL class.
The oveiwhelming majoiisy (91%) of ssudenss wish she lowess-level L2 piofciency (TOEIC scoies
ianging fiom zeio so 300) believed L1 usage should be allowed when appiopiiase, while only 67% of she ssudenss
wish she highess-level L2 piofciency believed shas she L1 should be used when appiopiiase. Consequensly,
accoiding so she iecipienss of seisiaiy English language educasion in Japan, she applicasion of L1 when
appiopiiase in she EFL class is moie impoisans foi ssudenss wish lowei levels of English piofciency.
Purpose of L1
The suivey pioduced a ielasively complex mix of answeis iegaiding she piefeiied puipose of L1 usage in she
EFL classioom. Oveiall, new vocabulaiy (42% of all ssudenss) was consideied she moss signifcans aiea of
impoisance foi L1 usage, closely followed by she facilisasion of seachei/ssudens iappois and humoi (39% of all
ssudenss), class inssiucsions (35% of all ssudenss), class asmospheie/aiding communicasion (35% of all ssudenss),
and giammai (34% of all ssudenss). Signifcansly, only 5% of all ssudenss answeied shas L1 seived no puipose in
she EFL classioom, fuishei highlighsing ssudens beliefs of she advansages of L2 usage in EFL lessons.
These iesulss illussiase she similai fndings of pievious ssudies caiiied ous on she applicasion of L1 by
seacheis in EFL classiooms. Reseaicheis found shas seacheis use L1 so explain new vocabulaiy and giammai
(Polio & Duff, 1994) so give inssiucsions (Kaneko, 1992; Macaio, 2001; Polio & Duff, 1994), and so ciease a
comfoisable classioom asmospheie and seachei/ssudens affnisy (Kaneko, 1992; Polio & Duff, 1994; RolinIanzisi & Biownlie, 2002). The iesulss of shis ssudy also suppois she few published ssudies examining ssudens
views of L1 use in she EFL classioom. Foi example, Rolin-Ianzisi and Vaishney (2008) aigue shas she majoiisy of
Aussialian univeisisy ssudenss shey suiveyed viewed she iole of L1 as a facilisasoi of medium-oiiensased
inseiacsions. In oshei woids, L1 is an impoisans sool foi seaching aspecss of language focusing on foim iashei
shan consens such as new vocabulaiy oi giammai. Similaily, shis ssudy found shas ssudenss believed shas L1
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usage was moss impoisans foi leaining new vocabulaiy.
The ssudenss wish she highess TOEIC scoies (751-900) also idensifed new vocabulaiy (50% of she
highess-level ssudenss) and class asmospheie (42% of she highess-level ssudenss) as she moss desiied aieas foi L1
usage. On she oshei hand, ssudenss wish she lowess TOEIC scoies (0-300) idensifed class inssiucsions (54% of she
lowess-level ssudenss), she facilisasion of seachei/ssudens iappois and humoi (44% of she lowess-level ssudenss),
class asmospheie (43% of she lowess-level ssudenss), and new vocabulaiy (35% of she lowess-level ssudenss) as she
moss impoisans aieas foi L1 usage.
Respondenss who believed shas L1 usage was impoisans foi class asmospheie weie ielasively evenly
spiead amongss all levels of L2 piofciency; pievious ieseaich suppoiss shis widely-held view amongss
iespondenss. Foi example, Tsukamoso (2011) aigues shas mainsaining a comfoisable class asmospheie is one of
she key advansages of using L1 in she EFL classioom. Polio and Duff (1994) found shas she L1 is impoisans foi
pioviding a sense of secuiisy foi leaineis and can acs as a sool so ssimulase gieasei ssudens paisicipasion.
Moieovei, Cassellossi and Mooie (1997) aigue shas she L1 can ciease a low-anxiesy enviionmens and enhance
L2 leaining. The iesulss of shis ssudy suggess shas she ssudenss suiveyed weie awaie of shese benefss, boine ous of
L1 usage, foi cieasing a class asmospheie moie conducive so leaining.
These iesulss also suppois Buiden’s (2000a) ssudy in which ssudenss weie splis inso piofciency casegoiies.
One of she moss common ieasons given foi appiopiiase L1 use was “ielaxing ssudenss.” Buiden aigues shas
allowing ssudenss so ask abous L2 usage shiough she L1 cieases a moie “ielaxed, humanissic classioom wheie
shey can fieely expiess shemselves” (p. 139).
In consiass, she desiie so use she L1 foi class inssiucsions was moss pievalens amongss ssudenss wish lowei
English piofciency levels. This again indicases shas sheie is a disciepancy in she views of she iole of L2 foi
diffeiing levels of L2 piofciency. Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 300 wiose:
There are times when I can't understand anything or when I can't understand instructions so I want the teacher to be able to speak
some Japanese even if the teacher isn't fuent.
The iesulss illussiase shas ssudenss who aie less piofciens in she L2 believe shas she L1 is moss effecsively used as
a sool foi incieasing class effciency.
The dasa also ievealed an oveiall siend of a negasive coiielasion besween she piefeience foi L1 usage foi
class inssiucsions and she level of L2 piofciency. In oshei woids, she moie piofciens she ssudenss, she less likely
shey weie so piefei class inssiucsions communicased in she L2. This passein is she same foi ssudens views of L2
usage foi she facilisasion of seachei/ssudens iappois and humoi and adminissiasive sasks, once again illussiasing
she diffeiens piefeiences foi L2 usage acioss diffeiing levels of L2 piofciency. These iesulss demonssiase shas
ssudenss wish lowei L2 piofciency levels feel shey need she L1 so ciease a comfoisable enviionmens foi leaining
and so aid in she funcsioning of she class. The fndings in shis ssudy illussiase shas she aigumenss piesensed by
Tsukamoso (2011), Polio and Duff (1994), and Cassellossi and Mooie (1997), i.e., she use of L1 so ciease a
comfoisable asmospheie in she EFL classioom so inisiase moie effecsive leaining, aie peihaps even moie ielevans
so ssudenss wish lowei levels of L2 piofciency.
Foreign EFL Teachers Pretending to Lack L1 Profciency
Finally, ssudenss weie quessioned abous wheshei foieign EFL seacheis should piesend so lack L1 piofciency.
The oveiwhelming majoiisy of ssudenss wiose shas she foieign EFL seachei should nos piesend so lack L1
piofciency. Only 16.57% of ssudenss wiose she seachei should piesend, which is slighsly highei shan she iasio of
ssudenss advocasing foi she L1 nos so be used in she EFL classioom even when appiopiiase. These iesulss
illussiase shas almoss all ssudenss who piefei she foieign EFL seachei nos so use she L1 believe shas she seachei
should piesend so lack piofciency in she L1. The moss common ieasons given weie shas a monolingual EFL
classioom encouiages L2 usage and impioves leaining. Foi example, one ssudens wish a TOEIC scoie of 210
wiose, “If Japanese is used oui English wonts impiove.” Anoshei ssudens wish a TOIEC scoie of 703 was
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conceined wish becoming soo ielians on she L1 duiing she EFL class saying, “Because she ssudenss will send so
depend on communicasing in Japanese.”
The iesulss also showed an inciease in ssudens piefeience foi seacheis piesending so lack piofciency in
L1 as L2 piofciency amongss she ssudenss incieased. Howevei, she ssudenss wish she highess-level L2 piofciency
(TOEIC scoies ianging fiom 751-900) bucked shis siend and have a similai iasio of piefeience foi seacheis
piesending so lack L1 piofciency as she lowess level L2 piofciency ssudenss (TOEIC scoies ianging fiom zeio so
300). This peihaps suggesss shas she highess-level L2 piofciency ssudenss aie as a ssage in sheii English language
developmens wheie shey aie confdens enough shas L2 usage will nos impinge on sheii leaining.
The oveiwhelming majoiisy of all ssudenss suiveyed (and she majoiisy of ssudenss fiom each language
piofciency level) believe she foieign EFL seachei should nos piesend so lack L1 piofciency. Ulsimasely, many
ssudenss believe she foieign EFL seachei can use she L1 so enable communicasion when sheie is a
misundeissanding and so enhance she class asmospheie. Moieovei, is may be diffculs foi seacheis and piogiam
cooidinasois so sasisfy she minoiisy of ssudenss shas piefei monolingual lessons shiough she implemensasion of L2
usage paiameseis given she diveisisy of ssudenss in one EFL class. In piacsical seims, is is exsiemely diffculs foi a
foieign EFL seachei so piesend so have a lack of undeissanding of she L1 foi one ssudens and nos anoshei. This
decision will affecs all ssudenss in she class.
The majoiisy of ssudens opinions wish iegaids so foieign EFL seacheis piesending so have a lack of L1
piofciency suppois iecens aigumenss foi a gieasei accepsance of L1 usage in she EFL class in cieasing a
comfoisable asmospheie conducive so leaining (Cassellossi & Mooie, 1997) and iss use as an impoisans cognisive
sool (Swain & Lapkin, 2000).

Conclusion
Appioaches saken sowaids L1 usage in EFL classes in Japanese univeisisies can vaiy fiom a ssiics monolingual
syssem so fexible bilingual meshods. Unsil iecensly sheie have been ssiong aigumenss made foi she advansages of
monolingual EFL lessons. Foi example, some ieseaicheis aigue shas a monolingual appioach is she moss
effecsive as is emulases she meshod in which a child acquiies sheii L1 (Buszkamm, 2003; Cummins, 1998;
Pennycook, 1994; Phillipson, 1992). Howevei, in iecens yeais, sheie have been aigumenss made foi she judicious
and sheoiesically piincipled use of she L1 in she EFL classioom (Cook, 2001; Levine, 2003; Liebschei & DaileyO’Cain, 2004; Tuinbull, 2001).
This ssudy examined she views of univeisisy ssudenss ieceiving L2 (English) educasion fiom a foieign
EFL seachei iegaiding L1 usage in she EFL classioom. The ssudenss in shis ssudy weie asked abous sheii
piefeiences foi she foieign EFL seachei being fuens in she L1 (Japanese), using L1 when appiopiiase, she
puipose of L1 usage, and wheshei a foieign EFL seachei should piesend so lack L1 piofciency.
Theie aie seveial limisasions so shis ssudy: fiss, she ssudenss suiveyed caiiied ous she TOEIC English
piofciency sesss as diffeiens simes, which cieases a degiee of inconsissency in she compaiison of L2 piofciency
levels besween ssudenss; second, she piacsical implemensasions of she iesulss will be iessiicsed by she diveisisy of
she language piofciencies and leaining piefeiences of each ssudens wishin an EFL seisiaiy class; and shiid, sheie
may be some debase conceining she signifcance of ssudens views when is comes so she meshodology of English
language seaching in Japanese univeisisies. Finally, ssudenss wish lowei levels of L2 (English) piofciency may also
have lowei levels of mosivasion given sheii lack of piogiession in she language since secondaiy school.
Moss of she 175 univeisisy ssudenss suiveyed (66.29%) piefeiied shas she foieign EFL seachei was fuens
in she L1 (Japanese). A common sheme shioughous she iesponses was shas she L1 was a useful sool when ssudenss
could nos undeissand she L2 and is helped so facilisase moie effecsive class communicasion. These iesulss
ssiengshen she sheses suppoising L1 usage in she EFL classioom. This ssudy also found shas a negasive
coiielasion exisss besween ssudens piefeience foi seachei L1 fuency and she L2 (English) piofciency of shese
ssudenss. The deseiminasion of a monolingual oi bilingual appioach so seisiaiy EFL couises in Japan would
subsequensly benefs fiom she iecognision of she infuences of English piofciency levels on she desiied levels of
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seachei L1 usage.
Ssudenss weie also suiveyed on sheii piefeiences of she usage of L1 when appiopiiase. The
oveiwhelming majoiisy (85.71%) believed shas she L1 should be used in she EFL classioom when appiopiiase,
fuishei adding weighs so aigumenss suppoising bilingual appioaches. Moieovei, sheie is a negasive coiielasion
besween she piefeience foi L1 usage when appiopiiase and ssudens L2 piofciency, highlighsing she facs shas she
L2 piofciency of ssudenss should be saken inso accouns when devising an appioach so L1 applicasion in she EFL
classioom. Accoiding so shese fndings, lowei-level L2 piofciency classes should acceps a gieasei quansisy of
piudens L2 applicasion.
Ssudenss weie also quessioned on sheii views on she specifc puipose of L1 in she EFL classioom. This
ssudy ievealed disciepancies in shemes fiom ssudenss in diffeiens levels of L2 piofciency. Ssudenss wish she
highess level of L2 piofciency mossly idensifed new vocabulaiy as she moss impoisans aiea foi L1 applicasion
while ssudenss wish she lowess level of L2 piofciency mossly idensifed class inssiucsions as she moss impoisans
aiea foi L1 applicasion. These fndings also suggess shas she L2 piofciency of ssudenss in she EFL class should be
consideied when deseimining she objecsive of L1 usage.
Finally, ssudenss weie asked abous sheii opinions sowaids foieign EFL seacheis piesending so lack L1
piofciency. The oveiwhelming majoiisy of ssudenss (82.29%) believed shas she foieign EFL seachei should nos
piesend oi shas piesending will have no effecs on leaining. These iesulss aie signifcans foi English couises wish
policies piohibising foieign EFL seacheis fiom using L1 (Japanese) in classiooms. Accoiding so she oveiwhelming
majoiisy of she iecipienss of seisiaiy English (L2) educasion, a foieign EFL seachei should nos piesend so lack L1
piofciency.
This ssudy found shas ssudenss of English (L2) educasion in Japanese univeisisies oveiwhelmingly
piefeiied she applicasion of she L1 so aid in she facilisasion of leaining in EFL classes. Moieovei, sheie weie
nosable siends in assisudes besween diffeiing L2 piofciencies, wish iesulss ievealing a negasive coiielasion
besween desiied L1 applicasion in EFL classes and ssudens L2 piofciencies. The fndings also showed a
disciepancy in she desiied objecsive foi L1 applicasion foi diffeiens ssudens levels of L2 piofciency. The opinions
analyzed in shis ssudy suggess shas she appioach adopsed foi EFL couises in univeisisies (in Japan) should
implemens she judicious and sheoiesically piincipled applicasion of L1 and iecognize shas diffeiens levels of L2
piofciency will affecs piefeiences foi L1 usage in she EFL classioom.
This papei iecommends fuishei ieseaich on how ssudens piefeiences of L1 usage in EFL classes acioss
diffeiens levels of English language piofciency vaiy foi diffeiens English subjecss; foi example, subjecss focused
on English lissening, ieading, wiising, oi speaking. Fuishei ieseaich inso Japanese univeisisy ssudens piefeiences
foi L1 usage in English classes using a laigei sample size of ssudenss is also iecommended so complemens she
fndings of shis ssudy. The addision of moie specifc ieseaich iegaiding ssudens piefeiences of L1 usage in EFL
classes will piovide impoisans dasa in challenging she commonly held posision wishin Japanese educasional
inssisusions of a ssiong emphasis on L2 exclusivisy.
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Abstract
Ability grouping, organizing classes homogeneously by L2 profciency, has been commonly used in Taiwanese English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) classes. This quasi-experimental (within-subjects design) study examined profciency gains of 785
Taiwanese university students over three years enrolled in a general English (GE) program that employed ability grouping.
The standardized test used for this study was the College Students English Profiieniy Test (CSEPT). The results indicated students
gained in English profciency over time, from entry into the program to their last year of English instruction. Further post
hoc analysis of the long-term profciency changes showed that students with an observed A2 (CEFR) profciency, upon entry,
had more pronounced gains, over the three years, than their A1 and B1 counterparts. The study concluded that a leveled
English curriculum maximized the learning experience for A2 level students and allowed them continuous profciency gains.
However, the fact that B1 level students did not show consistent progress is perhaps due to plateau effect when their test
scores hit the graduation benchmark. As for the A1 students, their lack of achievement may be due to their low self-esteem.
The pedagogical implication suggests the need to revisit the leveled (ability grouping) English curriculum for A1 and B1 level
learners.

Keywords: ability grouping, general English curriculum, graduation benchmark, college English, language
program design

Introduction

Over the past two decades, Taiwan has attempted to increase its international participation in the global market
by prioritizing English language education through a national development plan (Chen & Hsieh, 2011). It is
believed that increased English profciency of Taiwanese citizens would give them greater opportunity to
participate in international affairs (Chen, 2011). Thus, the status of English in Taiwan has shifted from being a
foreign language to being a quasi-offcial language, which is illustrated by the fact that signs in English are used in
many public places (Chen, 2011; Feng, 2012). In addition, to better prepare citizens and students for English
profciency—and hence internationalization—the Ministry of Education (MOE) in Taiwan has initiated and
implemented policies for English curriculum reform. For instance, MOE recently made EFL courses compulsory
starting at primary school (grades 3 to 6) rather than secondary school (grades 7-12), (Chen & Hsieh, 2011;
Chern, 2002, 2010).
*
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Regarding tertiary or higher education, the MOE has set expectations for English curricula and language
policies for some time (Hua & Beverton, 2013; Pan & Newfelds, 2012). In the 1990s, the MOE began to move
universities away from exclusively reading in English curricula to more comprehensive learning plans (e.g.,
emphasis on production). In 2003, the MOE further urged universities and colleges to set English graduation
benchmarks and left the choice of how the benchmarks would be measured (e.g., standardized testing) to the
universities (Pan & Newfelds, 2012). In today’s universities, GE programs are how universities prepare their
students to reach the English profciency benchmark prior to their graduation.
To better understand the GE programs implemented across Taiwan, Chern (2010) studied the programs at
60 universities, including public and private. Findings from the study revealed that 32 universities required
students to take a one-year English course during their freshmen year, approximately four credit hours, and 20
universities required students to take English courses for two years with a total of four to six credit hours. Based
on the fndings from diverse GE programs implemented in Taiwan, Chern (2010) concluded that a systematic
examination was needed to determine if the curriculum prepared students to meet English language profciency
benchmarks.
One widely utilized approach believed to be effective at the tertiary level of EFL education was ability
grouping. When this strategy is implemented, students are placed in different levels of GE groups based on their
English profciency. Research in EFL contexts on the effects of ability grouping found positive results for college
freshmen (e.g., Khazaeenezhad, Barati, & Jafarzade, 2012; Kulik, 1992; Liu, 2008). Kulik (1992) contended that
it would be a mistake if schools abolished ability grouping. Yet, the controversy and debate regarding its
effectiveness has continued.
This current study was conducted to investigate how students of different English profciency upon entry
would progress over three years of ability grouping instruction. Because of university policies, a control group
and/or other groups receiving non-ability grouping instruction was not possible. This lack of an experimental
design meant that the fndings of the current study could not facilitate claim a direct casualty between ability
grouping and profciency gains. The rationale for this current study, instead, was grounded in a desire to
understand how ability grouping could have infuenced the profciency gains of students of different profciency
levels upon entry. In other words, this study contributes to an ongoing dialogue while also being aimed at
inspiring future research that could address its unavoidable design limitations.

Literature Review

Ability grouping in language education
Ability grouping refers to the practice of placing students in a classroom or small groups based on ability or
achievement. This is usually done by assessment of ability with standardized tests (Kim, 2012). This teaching and
program design strategy has been used in education, especially in primary and secondary schools, since the 20 th
Century (Slavin, 1987). The earliest reviews regarding ability grouping were found in the 1920s and early 1930s
(Kulik, 1992).
Subsumed under ability grouping are two types: (1) within-class and, (2) between-class grouping (Ireson &
Hallam, 2001). Within-class grouping, or mastery learning, is usually practiced in a class, and students of
different perceived levels are assigned to groups for specifc or adaptive instruction to accommodate their
learning needs (Ireson & Hallam, 2001). Between-class grouping, by comparison, is a school-level practice that
places students in different ability groups or tracks by class (Ireson & Hallam, 2001). The current study
specifcally looked at the between-class grouping model for ability grouping with respect to EFL students.
Between-class grouping model for ability grouping
Ability grouping has been widely adopted in pre-secondary and secondary English language education in several
countries such as the UK (Hallam & Ireson, 2003; Ireson, Hallam, Hack, Clark, & Plewis, 2002), and the USA
(Slavin, 1990), and Korea (Jung, 2000; Kim, 2012). Previous research, nevertheless, has yielded divergent results
regarding the effect of ability grouping on English profciency (L2) attainment.
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It has been evident in some survey-based studies with teachers that ability grouping facilitated English
language teaching and learning, yet it catered more to the needs of higher-level learners than to those of their
lower-level counterparts (Hallam & Ireson, 2003; Ireson et al., 2002). Hallam and Ireson (2003), for example,
researched secondary school teachers’ attitudes toward and beliefs about ability grouping. Their sample was
comprised of more than 1,500 teachers from 45 schools in the UK. They found overall agreement among the
teachers that ability grouping ensured maximum learning outcomes for the most advanced students.
Additionally, Hallam and Ireson (2003) found strong agreement that ability grouping was benefcial,
especially for teachers, because it was advantageous for student learning, while also making class management
easier. Furthermore, when using ability grouping, it was possible for teachers and programs to better design
curriculum to meet the needs of a variety of students. Regarding subject matter, ability grouping was seen as
specifcally benefcial when it came to the disciplines of mathematics and foreign languages.
Other studies (e.g., Kim, 2012; Slavin, 1990), in contrast, reported ability grouping to be only slightly
benefcial or ineffective. According to Slavin’s (1990) review on 29 (experimental, correlational, or case) studies of
between-class ability grouping for junior high and high school students, no positive effects on student
achievement were observed. This review of ability grouping, in the US, included students in various courses over
a period of fve years.
Kim (2012) found that there was not a positive attitude among students toward between-class ability
grouping. A survey was administered as part of the study to 754 students from six different Korean middle
schools (grades 7-9). Due to a variation in ability grouping practices among the schools participating in the study,
Kim focused on only three comparable schools. Findings revealed that in two schools with three group levels
(high, intermediate, low), higher-level students’ responses to between-class ability grouping were slightly positive
or neutral, while lower-level students were neutral or negative about its effectiveness. Moreover, in one school
with two group levels, both high and low-level students reported a negative attitude toward between-class ability
grouping.
While the fndings of ability grouping research in secondary contexts across various disciplines have been
divergent, studies done in post-secondary EFL settings tended to observe positive results (Wen, 2011).
Khazaeenezhad, Barati, and Jafarzade (2012) conducted an experimental design inquiry using test and control
groups to examine the effectiveness of ability grouping on college-level English language learners in Iran. The
study investigated ability grouping (less-able, intermediate, and advanced groups) and various amounts of
exposure to English (two, three, and four hours) in relation to academic gains in one semester. The study
recruited 320 non-English major undergraduates and divided them into different ability groups and non-ability
groups. Findings indicated that the students in the ability groups signifcantly outperformed their counterparts in
the different ability groups as exemplifed by their test scores. This clearly revealed the positive effects of ability
grouping on the subjects’ academic gains in GE training.
Ability grouping implemented in GE training in Taiwan
Specifc to the Taiwanese EFL context, ability grouping has been a popular policy in secondary education and
widely advocated and practiced by many universities and colleges (Chern, 2010; Feng & Chang, 2010; Lee & Su,
2009; Wen, 2011). Some studies have reported a positive impact on learning and a positive attitude from students
regarding the effectiveness of ability grouping in the GE courses (Lee & Su, 2009; Liu, 2008; Wen, 2011).
For example, ability grouping was positively perceived by university instructors, as well as by students (Liu,
2008). In a survey, Liu investigated the perceptions of 582 freshmen and sophomores and 34 English teachers at
university in central Taiwan. The focus of the survey was to measure the participants’ attitudes toward ability
grouping. The participants were divided into the following groups based on their scores from the General English
Profiieniy Test (GEPT) when they enrolled at the university: (a) basic, (b) intermediate, and (c) advanced. The
GEPT is an English profciency assessment designed by the Language Training and Testing Center (LTTC) of Taiwan
to measure citizens in four skills of English profciency. The four skills assessed were: (1) listening; (2) speaking; (3)
reading; and (4) writing. From the learners’ perspective, the results demonstrated that freshmen held positive
attitudes toward ability grouping, particularly those with basic English profciency. These students reported that
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working with students of similar ability reduced the pressure and anxiety of learning and enhanced their
motivation. However, positive attitudes toward ability grouping weakened by the end of sophomore year.
In a semester-long project, Lee and Su (2009) studied 2,230 non-English-major students from a technical
university in Taiwan with respect to ability grouping. The participants were leveled into three ability groups
based on English profciency: (1) beginning, (2) intermediate, and (3) higher intermediate. The aim of the project
was to compare achievement scores before and after taking the one-semester, freshman English course. Results
from the students’ achievement tests indicated a signifcant difference between pre- and post-test scores, with the
intermediate level students making the greatest progress. Yet, the short intervention time (one semester) and lack
of detailed description on leveled instruction lessened the validity of the fndings.
Likewise, the purpose of Wen’s (2011) study was to examine the effects of ability grouping on technical
university students’ general English learning achievement in a year-long, two-semester, program. The subjects in
this study consisted of 792 freshmen from three colleges at one university (business, engineering, and electronics
and information) who were divided into three ability groups: (1) high achievers, (2) medium achievers, and (3) low
achievers. Ability grouping was based on students’ English scores from the Joint College Entranie Exam (JCEE), a
regular (non-technical) university entrance exam. All the participants took one pretest (listening and reading)
before the year began and two posttests (listening and reading) at the end of the GE course. The fndings
indicated that low-achieving students did not beneft from ability grouping, but students in the medium and high
groups showed signifcant progress on listening and reading scores.
Some studies related to the two previously discussed research lines—English as a native language (ENL)
(Slavin, 1990) studies and EFL studies (Kim, 2012; Trautwein, Koller, & Kammerer, 2002)—voiced concerns
about the potential negative consequences caused by the implementation of between-class ability grouping.
These concerns were raised because students who were less profcient in EFL were deprived of what could be
better instruction because the teachers had lower expectations of them compared to their more profcient
counterparts (Kim, 2012). Kim (2012) also reported that between-class ability grouping often had adverse effects
because it widened the gap between high- and low-level learners. Kim (2012) concluded that the effectiveness of
ability grouping was determined by how it was implemented (e.g., the number of group levels) and if it was
supported by other school policies. In studying the effects of ability grouping on students grades 6 to 9 in EFL
and math classes, Trautwein, Koller and Kammerer (2002) found that the between-class ability grouping
enhanced lower ability students’ academic involvement in class.
These concerns about ability grouping, however, have been addressed by researcher such as
Khazaeenezhad et al. (2012) and Wen (2011). They suggested that the negative possible effects of ability
grouping could be mitigated through careful planning and decision making where all the different agents in the
teaching and learning process collaborated. Policy makers are tasked with the responsibility for how ability
grouping is implemented, keeping in mind the different levels with respect to curriculum design, materials
development. Teachers should be trained in how to deliver the instruction at the specifc level to which they are
assigned.
Taken together, two signifcant gaps exist in the above-discussed research. First, little empirical research to
date has explored ability grouping and profciency gains over time. Among the limited EFL studies done (e.g.,
Khazaeenezhad et al., 2012; Wen, 2011), most were done during a period of one semester or one academic year,
thereby contributing limited information about the short-term effects and not exploring the long-term effects.
Second, relevant studies have used different profciency measurements where subjects varied by absolute
profciency level. Lee and Su’s (2009) and Wen’s (2011), for example, were different in relation to their tests and
subject profciency level. Comparing their fndings would therefore be problematic. Perhaps a more widely used
reference framework could provide researchers common reference points for students’ profciency levels. These
issues indicate the need for (a) long-term studies with a systematic examination of how universities’ GE
curriculum prepares students to meet language profciency requirements and (b) the need for using a common
reference framework to ensure a consistent interpretation of students’ profciency levels.
To address these research gaps in the literature, the current study conducted a longitudinal study in Taiwan
within the context of EFL programs. Specifcally, it adopted a quasi-experimental within-subject design and
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interpreted students’ profciency levels based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR – Council of Europe, 2011).

Research Questions

Having noted the aforementioned gaps in the research, this quasi-experimental study examined whether or not
students enrolled in a longitudinal, ability-grouping GE curriculum improved over time at a university in
Southern Taiwan (hereafter SU). The study proposed the following research questions:
1.
2.

How do the observed English (L2) profciency scores of a group of Taiwanese EFL university students
change over time where their GE curriculum was designed around ability-grouping principles?
How do the observed English (L2) profciency scores of a group of Taiwanese EFL university students
who were observed to have an Al, A2, or B1 CEFR level upon entry to the university change over
time where their GE curriculum was designed around ability-grouping principles?

RQ2 was posed as consisting of three separate hypotheses and as a post hoc of RQ1.

Methodology

Subjects
This study used the three-year CSEPT test records from 785 students at SU. The subjects were frst enrolled in
the 2012 academic year and received a three-year-long intervention of leveled GE (ability grouping) instruction
from Fall 2012 to Spring 2015. Because the study was designed as a longitudinal study, these 785 subjects took
the pretest, the one-year posttest, the two-year posttest, and the three-year posttest. In other words, any subjects
who did take the CSEPT these four times were excluded. The informed consent for each student was obtained
prior to taking the pretest.
At the beginning of the subjects’ freshman year at SU, they took the CSEPT pretest for placement
purposes. Based on the CSEPT scores, all freshmen were grouped within Levels One to Eight. Table 1 illustrates
the range of scores from Levels One (lowest) to Eight (highest), their equivalence on CEFR, and the number of
subjects at each level. In addition, Level 7 subjects (N=60), equivalent to B2 level on CEFR, were excluded from
the analysis for the second research question given that they had reached graduation benchmark and accounted
for a small percent of the total sample. On the basis of CEFR, of the 725 subjects (excluding 60 B2 level
subjects), 110 were observed to have an A1 level, 223 an A2 level, and 392 a B1 level upon entry to the university.
College Student English Profciency Test
This study adopted the College Student English Profiieniy Test (CSEPT) as the initial reference points for placing
students into different levels/groups by profciency, which were converted to CEFR later on for data analysis
purpose. The CSEPT, designed by the Language Training and Testing Center (LTTC)see Endnote 1 for higher education
institutes in Taiwan, is an English profciency test for EFL college students. The purpose of the test was to
evaluate university students’ English profciency; primarily targeting students’ receptive skills including listening,
reading and grammar. The test fulflls the need of analyzing the outcomes of English language teaching and
learning. The Primary Level CSEPT was made available in 1997 followed by the Secondary Level in 1998
(LTTC, 2007). Table 1 presents the measurements of the CSEPT and its equivalent, the Common European
Framework of Referenie for Languages (CEFR, Council of Europe, 2011) as illustrated by LTTC (n.d.). The primary
level is the equivalent of CEFR B1, a level at which the test questions measure intermediate level of profciency.
The secondary level is the equivalent of CEFR B2 and measure the English profciency of intermediate to
advanced level learners. The test has been adopted by many technical schools and colleges and universities in
Taiwan (Pan & Newfelds, 2012). It is intended to measure language learners’ receptive skills, such as listening
and reading profciency within the context of everyday and campus life.
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Table 1
Level Groups and Their Profiieniy at SU for Freshmen
CEFR
A1
A2
B1
B2
Total:

SU’s GE
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Student’s
CSEPT Score
~119
120~144
145~169
170~200
201~219
220~239
240~259
260~344

General English at SU
Subjects
Notes
(N)
110
Level 1 – Level 4:
111
Extra 2 hours of remedial instruction;
Self-access to learning resources
112
119
166
107
60
Benchmark for non-English majors
NA
Benchmark for English related majors
785

Notes.
1. During the time of this study, a level nine course was not offered and was not implemented until 2016 for freshman.
2. English related majors include: English, Foreign Language Instruction and Translation and Interpreting.

Adopting CSEPT at SU
In 1997, SU was one of the universities to adopt CSEPT as a mandatory test for all students to measure their
gains in English profciency. The university adopted CSEPT for three reasons: frst, to place students in leveled
classes based on their profciency; second, to document learners’ language profciency so that SU could
constantly evaluate the effectiveness of its language curriculum; and third, as an English profciency benchmark
for students to fulfll as a partial graduation requirement. The secondary-level CSEPT test was used for all
students at SU and administered to the subjects of this study. This CSEPT test has three sections: listening,
grammar, and reading. First, in the listening test, students listen to and understand short conversations in
addition to short speeches. The listening test includes a total of 30 questions. For the grammar test, students are
required to complete sentences and short passages that consist of 50 questions. Finally, the reading test consists of
30 reading comprehension questions. The total time allowed to complete the CSEPT test is 90 minutes.
In this study, the CSEPT tests were offcially administered by the LTTC at SU when the subjects attended
a mandatory summer camp before their frst semester. The actual CSEPT scores collected during the summer
camp were considered the pretest scores (T1). Near the end of the frst (T2), second (T3), and third (T4) years of
the GE training program, the offcial CSEPT tests were administered by LTTC as posttests to measure the
students’ progress in English.
Southern University (SU) and its ability-grouping GE curriculum
Founded in 1966, SU is known for its foreign language pedagogy, with a vision that all students will demonstrate
English profciency to complement their knowledge in their respective majors, such as communication arts,
digital content application, international business, international affairs, foreign language teaching, etc. SU
believed that through foreign language learning, students would be able to understand global culture and expand
their world views. Thus, each college student was required to take an adaptive three-year GE program before
they graduated. The program was designed to ensure students’ English language profciency by the time they
exited the program. For example, students at SU were eligible to become exempt from some credit hours as soon
as they completed the highest level of English profciency (level nine) or when they demonstrated high English
profciency (CSEPT test score over 345). For example, if a student’s level of English profciency was at eight
when admitted to SU, he would be required to take two years of EFL to exit the program. In other words, he
would only have to complete 16 credit hours. As for level upgrading, two rules applied. The frst was to upgrade
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students to one level automatically after one year of GE training, regardless of their updated CSEPT scores. The
other was that students could apply to be upgraded, to the appropriate level, based on their updated CSEPT
scores.
The regular GE program design was conceptualized in a student profciency-based teaching philosophy
and embraced Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) as an approach. The program offered the integration
of four skills- listening, speaking, reading, and writing- and leveled materials for each skill. The teaching delivery
varied, including listening and speaking training, simulated dialogues, reading skills, and writing practices.
General English is a required subject for all students at SU. Beginning in 2013, SU required students to
complete a total of 24 credits (approximately six courses with each class worth four credits) in English within the
frst three college years. However, this excludes an additional two non-credit hours of remedial instruction per
week for students under Level Five during freshman and sophomore years. This consideration was based on the
assumption that students’ exposure to English would gradually increase their EFL profciency. It is noteworthy
that the total hours required by SU were exceptionally high compared to other universities in Taiwan. For
example, Chern (2010) reported that a range of four to six credit hours (usually two to three courses) was a
common requirement at many universities in Taiwan.
Although the program at SU requires students to take 24 credit hours, not all students receive the same
amount of English training. The primary feature of the GE curriculum at SU is that it is adapted to students’
level of English profciency, measured by a recognized English profciency test. Students whose CSEPT pretest is
under 200 (equivalent to CEFR A1 and A2 levels) receive additional two hours of remedial instruction per week,
whereas students whose entry level is Level Nine (equivalent to CEFR B2 level) were only required to take 1 year
of GE instruction. This allowed those students to take advanced English or English as a Medium Instruction
courses as electives. Table 1 illustrates the group levels and the entry levels of freshmen students at SU. Students
whose levels were under fve in their freshman and sophomore years (i.e., CSEPT test score below 200; the
CSEPT test will be introduced later in the text) received an additional two hours per week, for remedial
instruction.
The language curriculum for the subjects was tailored to meet their different needs. In addition to the
remedial hours, SU provided each student self-access to language learning consultation and resources in the
Language Diagnostic and Consulting Center (LDCC). In the LDCC, students can consult teachers about their
learning styles and strategies, as well as practicing language with computer assisted leaning programs. In order to
provide incentives for students to study English on their own time, the record of students’ self-access learning
progress was considered part of their overall course performance.
To ensure teaching quality and consistency, SU implemented a structured curriculum with the same
textbooks being used by all teachers at each level as determined by the level coordinator in consultation with
instructors. Exams were also created and administered in a similar fashion. For each level, teachers were expected
to be consistent with their content materials and assessments. The CSEPT washback effect was minimal because
SU did not tailor the curriculum to prepare students to take the CSEPT, as the school-based exams evaluated
both the receptive and productive skills of language learners, including speaking and writing. Every semester,
faculty meetings were held several times a semester for staff to discuss their teaching with other colleagues,
including the authors of the study.
Data Collection and Analysis
The subjects took the offcial CSEPT administered by LTTC as a pretest for placement purposes at the
beginning of their freshman year. After approximately one year of GE training, in May, at the end of their
freshman year, the subjects took an alternate version of CSEPT for the one-year posttest. After two years of GE
training, the subjects took another CSEPT for the two-year posttest. Finally, in a three-year English program, the
subjects took the last offcial CSEPT, the three-year posttest. The subjects’ pretest scores were regarded as their
English profciency before the intervention of GE classes at SU. The posttest scores were considered a measure
of the subjects’ progress in English after taking the GE classes.
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To analyze the data that had a within-subjects design, one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were
performed to investigate whether all the subjects’ observed English profciency scores changed signifcantly over
time (RQ1). This same analysis was then done on three groups from the sample to answer RQ1: A1 upon entry,
A2, B1. Main effect sizes (time and profciency scores), for RQ1 and RQ2, were reported via partial-eta-squared
(Lakens, 2013). Post hoc pairwise comparisons where employed to assess signifcance and effect size (via Cohen’s
d-average) of differences between two measurements, e.g, pretest and year one posttest. The magnitude
thresholds for d-average are the same as with Cohen’s d (see Cohen, 1988: .2-small - .5-medium - ,8-large) way
repeated measures ANOVA were referred to as a within-subject ANOVA for the same group of subjects. Since
RQ2 was framed as 3 independent hypotheses, α-level for statistical signifcance left at .05. For all ANOVAs, the
Mauchly’s tests were signifcant (ps <.01), indicating that the sphericity assumption was violated, GreenhouseGeisser corrections were therefore applied.

Results

First Research Question
Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of subjects’ profciency scores over time. Via one-way repeated measures
ANOVA testing, a signifcant association was observed among the four profciency scores across time [F (2.53,
1982) =223.34, p <.01, partial-eta-squared=.22]. There were 5 signifcant (p s < .01) observed pairwise post hoc
comparisons: T4 > T3 (d-average=.1); T4 > T2 (=.12); T4 > T1 (=.42); T3 > T1 (=.33); T2 > T1 (=.3). T3 >
T2 (p=.14; d-average=.02) was nonsignifcant.
Table 2
Desiriptive Statistiis of the Siores over Time
M
Pretest
188.82
Freshman posttest
206.12
Sophomore posttest
207.49
Junior posttest
213.00

SD
57.27
57.00
57.10
56.47

N
785
785
785
785

Second Research Question
The second research question was analogous to the frst except for the creation of 3 independent samples based
on observed CEFR profciency level upon entry into the program: A1, A2, B1.
Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of the A1 group’s profciency scores over time. Via one-way
repeated measures ANOVA testing, a signifcant association was observed among the four profciency scores
across time [F (2.19, 238.22) =39.98, p <.01, partial-eta-squared=.27]. There were 5 signifcant (ps < .01)
observed post hoc comparisons: T4 > T2 (d-average=.32); T4 > T1 (=.92); T3 > T2 (=.22); T3 > T1 (=.84); T2
> T1 (=.64). T4 > T3 (p=.21; d-average=.12) was nonsignifcant.
Table 3
Desiriptive Statistiis of the Siores: A1 Group
M
Pretest (T1)
103.08
Freshman posttest (T2)
120.73
Sophomore posttest (T3)
127.67
Junior posttest (T4)
131.56

SD
26.22
30.95
31.93
35.69

N
110
110
110
110

Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics of A2 group’s profciency scores over time. Via one-way repeated
measures ANOVA testing, a signifcant association was observed among the four profciency scores across time [F
(2.58, 572.49) =111.71, p <.01, partial-eta-squared=.34]. There were 6 signifcant (p s < .01) observed post hoc
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comparisons: T4 > T3 (d-average=.25); T4 > T2 (=.42); T4 > T1 (=1.17); T3 > T2 (=.15); T3 > T1 (=.87); T2
> T1 (=.79).
Table 4
Desiriptive Statistiis of the Siores: A2 Group
M
Pretest (T1)
147.91
Freshman posttest (T2)
168.73
Sophomore posttest (T3)
173.43
Junior posttest (T4)
182.25

SD
23.53
28.90
34.76
35.28

N
223
223
223
223

Table 5 presents the descriptive statistics of B1 group’s profciency scores. Via one-way repeated measures
ANOVA testing, a signifcant association was observed among the four profciency scores across time [F (2.55,
995) =76.32, p <.01, eta-partial-squared=.16]. There were 5 signifcant (ps < .01) observed post hoc
comparisons: T4 > T3 (d-average=.16); T4 > T2 (=.1); T4 > T1 (=.65); T3 > T1 (=.48); T2 > T1 (=.61). T2 >
T3 was nonsignifcant with a direction contrary to expectation.
Table 5
Desiriptive Statistiis of the Siores: B1 Group
M
Pretest (T1)
222.15
Freshman posttest (T2)
237.99
Sophomore posttest (T3)
235.86
Junior posttest (T4)
240.98

SD
24.93
26.61
32.75
32.64

N
392
392
392
392

Discussion
This study frst aimed at uncovering whether the students made progress over time after enrolled in the threeyear GE training program with ability grouping between-class. The fndings demonstrated signifcant gains in the
subjects’ CSEPT scores from the frst year to the third year. Time and profciency scores shared 22% of the
variance, and post hoc comparisons revealed 5 signifcant differences where the later test score average was
higher. These observations suggested that students, in the aggregate, had made somewhat continuous progress
over time since their frst-year enrollment in the three-year GE program designed based on ability grouping
principles at SU. This fnding was constrained and limited by the lack of a comparison with a control group or
non-ability grouping treatment group.
Ability grouping supporting L2 profciency attainment over time was also suggested by the existing
literature in domestic (Wen, 2011) and international contexts (Khazaeenezhad et al., 2012). Signifcant gains
were found in the majority of students who received long-term leveled GE instruction. Unlike Wen (2011) who
focused on the effect of one-year leveled GE instruction, the current study demonstrated gains over three years.
Therefore, this inquiry has contributed to the case for ability grouping in both Taiwanese and other contexts.
In spite of the profciency gains, students’ motivation may have lessened after the frst year of GE
instruction (e.g., T3 > T2 – nonsignifcant; T4 > T3 – d-average=.09/very weak effect) due to the lack of
integrated, as well as instrumental, motivation. Warden and Lin (2000) posited that Taiwanese students at a
technical college had undergone this very phenomenon. As pointed out by Hua and Beverton (2013), GE courses
in Taiwan were made compulsory to increase the nation’s global competitiveness. However, if the courses did
not relate to their major feld of study throughout the program’s duration, learning English might not have
offered any specifc value to the students. The subjects of this study might not have seen the value of their efforts
and eventually lost interest in learning English.
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L2 Profciency Gains across Different L2 Profciency Levels upon Entry
This study also proposed to investigate how groups at different CEFR levels upon entry varied in relation to
profciency gains. The A2 group as presented above had the strongest gains over time as evidenced by all 6
possible post hoc comparison being signifcant, in the expected direction and the highest observed partial-etasquared. The A1 group also made gains, but they were not as pronounced as the A2 group. The B1 group had
the weakest observed effect between time and profciency scores with one post hoc comparison (T2 > T3) being
in a direction contrary to expectation. This difference was nonsignifcant however.
A similar result found in Kim’s (2012) study was also observed regarding the subjects with an A1 entry level
in this study. Kim (2012) found that mid- and lower-level students struggled with ability grouping and suggested
that ability grouping alone would not lead to signifcant improvements in students’ English profciency. In order
for ability grouping to create an environment where signifcant gains could be made, Kim claimed that it would
be necessary to have a combination of curricula that corresponded to the students’ learning styles, interests, and
abilities.
Lastly, Level A1 and B1 students’ attitudes when taking the CSEPT may have infuenced the fndings. A1
students’ lack of achievement may be due to their low self-esteem as they probably knew they were the lowest
group. On the other hand, perhaps a plateau effect occurred among B1 learners. As most of the students whose
entry level was B1 passed the required graduation benchmark (240 for non-English majors – B2) in the frst year
of GE learning, these subjects may not have been taking the subsequent tests seriously, leading to
underperformance.

Conclusion
Adopting a quasi-experimental (within-subject) design, this study contributed to the understanding of the
observed longitudinal language gains of learners who received General English (GE) instruction designed around
ability-grouping principles. EFL students with an A2 entry level experienced an ongoing progress when the
stratifed English curriculum was adaptive to offer remedial instruction and to challenge their current level by
upgrading annually. Below are implications for EFL education and suggestions for future research.
Implications for EFL education
Ability grouping has been commonly used in EFL college settings including Taiwan, particularly when
implementing GE courses. The implication is that policy makers need to re-conceptualize ability grouping as a
way to increase language profciency (Lee & Lin, 2013). The ultimate goal of ability grouping is not to widen the
profciency gap among language learners but to offer different kinds of scaffolding for different levels of students.
Therefore, a well-designed leveled (ability grouping) curriculum helps learners to challenge their current levels.
Rather than seeing students’ diverse levels as a problem, teachers and policy makers can regard it as an
opportunity to make the curriculum more adaptable for learners at all levels. As Kim (2012) noted, the effects of
ability grouping can be enhanced or lessened depending on materials used, teaching hours, assessments, and
resources provided by a university. Administrators need to consider how the leveled curriculum is implemented
and adapted, and for what purpose. A leveled curriculum requires an integration of school-related learning
resources such as remedial instruction and self-access learning into the curriculum. It also allows teacher
collaboration within the same level to share their experiences. This allows the school to provide various
accommodations for the needs of students with differing profciency levels.
The current study also illustrated how A2 upon entry students, as a group, had progressed most since their
enrollment in a long-term program designed based on ability grouping. Perhaps, the supplementary remedial
intervention and the use of the school’s self-access learning resources worked best for them. The effect of these
types of resources can be positive for many students with a similar entry level. However, the language progress
was least pronounced for B1 upon entry students, particularly those who have reached the English profciency
benchmark for graduation. These students may be more focused on their professional studies rather than
concentrating on English language learning.
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Implications for Future Research
As this study was quasi-experimental in design, future researchers may consider conducting studies involving a
control group to compare gains via an experimental design. These studies could also include other treatment
groups to compare other class organization strategies, e.g., heterogenous (in relation to profciency) grouping.
Like this study, future studies may continue to use CEFR to systematically report learners’ levels of profciency in
their research designs. By doing so, researchers can make cross-study comparisons to show the effects of leveled
GE instruction in various contexts. Finally, as the fndings of this study suggest, A2 learners progress more than
those of the other levels, future studies could further investigate the phenomenon of why A2 learners make
smooth gains, whereas those of the other levels do not. Studies could also delve into the ceiling effect for B1
learners as implied by this study. Qualitative studies with interviews or observations could be conducted to
explore learners’ perceptions of effectiveness of ability grouping as a curricula and program design scheme.
Limitations of this study
Our design for the ability groups has several limitations. First, the CSEPT only evaluated students’ listening,
reading and grammar (usage norms) profciency. In contrast, the course design and materials at SU were
integrated with all four language profciency skills (speaking, writing, listening, reading). Although the GE courses
at SU placed a strong emphasis on the subjects’ speaking and writing skills, students’ production skills were not
measured by the CSEPT. Second, the program’s automatic progression, for level X to X + 1, regardless of
CSEPT score could have infuenced the observed fndings. The fnal and, perhaps, most important limitation was
the lack of a control group. The fndings of this current study cannot be used to suggest direct causality.
Endnotes
1.

2.

The CSEPT’s psychometrics have been assumed as credible for some time in the Taiwanese context given its long
history of development. The CSEPT’s governing body, the LTTC is partners with several international English
profciency testing groups such as Cambridge language assessment. Given these observations, the CSEPT’s validity and
reliability was accepted on its face. LTTC website: https://www.lttc.ntu.edu.tw/languagetesting.htm
Beginning in May 2016, all test takers who reached the English profciency benchmark could be exempted from taking
further CSEPT tests. However, this is not applicable to this study.
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Language Input Effects on L2 Composition Peer review Feedback
Clay Williams*
Akita International University
Abstract
To date, very little research on L2 peer review of L2 essay composition has focused on the issue of whether the choice of L1
or L2 use in the peer review process facilitates or hinders students’ transmission and reception of productive commentary on
their essay drafts. This study was designed to ascertain the impact of language choice in written peer review sessions on both
the types of commentary made and essay authors’ propensity to incorporate peer commentary into subsequent drafts. Data
was collected from essay assignments in an English writing course at an English-medium university in Japan using written
peer reviews conducted in both Japanese and English in a cross-balanced design. The data were analyzed to measure the
impact of the language used on the number and types of comments made, as well as to ascertain the relative impact of peer
commentary on the subsequent revisions. The study found sizeable differences according to the language a peer review was
conducted in, suggesting that L2 written peer reviews may be more benefcial at identifying/rectifying paragraph-level and
structural issues, whereas L1 peer review was slightly better for correcting rhetorical and logical issues.

Keywords: L2 writing; peer review; essay writing pedagogy; L1/L2 effects

Introduction

Given the increased prominence of English communication in the East Asian educational domain in recent
years, it is hardly surprising that more and more universities are offering courses on advanced English essay
writing. Increasing competition in the job market has increased the need for demonstrated English skills when
applying for employment (Reed, 2002). Recent years have witnessed a sudden growth in the number of tertiarylevel programs and whole institutions wherein English is the lingua-franca for all instruction. While a few
institutions have long and illustrious histories (e.g., International Christian University in Japan), the last decade
has seen the birth of such institutions as Akita International University (Japan), University of Nottingham Ningbo
(China), Tan Tao University (Vietnam), and Xing Wei College (China), all offering full degree programs taught
entirely in English. In addition to entirely English-medium institutions, other established regional universities
have begun offering specifc degree programs taught largely or entirely in English, such as Waseda University
(Japan), Ho Chi Minh International University (Vietnam), and Asian Pacifc International University (Thailand).
Outside of the Asia-Pacifc region, likewise, there is a global trend of increased number and prominence of
English-medium programs (Dearden, 2014). According to an ICEF Monitor report (Trend alert, 2012), English
is already the lingua franca of many Middle Eastern universities, there are over 4500 courses being taught in
English across continental Europe, and the number of English-medium courses/programs is on the rise in Africa
and South America, as well.
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This steep rise in English-medium content course availability has had a deep impact on both the type and
level of English language preparatory courses being offered, and the area of academic writing has been no
exception to this phenomenon. Whereas, not very many years ago, most L2 English writing programs functioned
at a low level, mostly focusing on issues of grammatical accuracy, these new English-medium programs require
writing courses which prepare students to write for English-medium content courses across a broad array of
academic disciplines. This has effectively raised the standards for writing course content and curricular goals in
East Asia, as has the increased English profciency of the students enrolled in such programs. These curricular
changes have resulted in many of these preparatory courses consciously modelling themselves after the sorts of
writing programs that L2 English international students would encounter in universities in L1 English countries.
This gives rise to some unique issues, as most prior research in L2 English writing examining high-profciency
writing has come from the ESL context, and not an EFL context. The sudden proliferation of advanced-level
writing programs in EFL contexts—wherein students come from the same L1 and national background—enables
an opportunity for experimentation in pedagogical design and effcacy that would not be possible in lower
profciency level nor with students with mixed L1s and nationalities.
This paper investigates peer review methodology in light of the new classroom dynamics created by the
proliferation of high-level (i.e., focusing on production of academic and/or professional essay writing skills as
opposed to a more general focus on sentence and paragraph-level vocabulary and grammar skills) L2-English
writing courses in East Asia. As many academic writing courses make use of written peer review as part of the
drafting/revision process for essay writing, the question arises as to whether there would be any immediate
advantages, disadvantages, or qualitative differences derived from conducting peer reviews in the students’ L1 or
L2.

Literature Review

Peer Review
One of the fundamental, main-stay pedagogical approaches to most writing composition programs and courses is
the concept of peer review. Originally developed for use in L1 composition teaching, and ftting squarely into the
cooperative learning strategies domain, this has been a time-tested teaching technique, and its positive effects on
L1 composition student performance have been reported in studies too voluminous to fully catalogue here (e.g.,
Beaven, 1977; Gere & Abbot, 1985). In the L2 composition domain, as well, it has a distinguished track-record,
and many researchers have attested to its effectiveness in application to L2 writing courses (e.g., Allison & Ng,
1992; Arndt, 1993; Keh, 1990; Lockhart & Ng, 1993; Tsui & Ng, 2000). The perceived benefts of peer review
are many: it is thought to help students in developing the ability to appropriately analyze and revise their own
writing (Zhang, 1995); it may increase learner participation (Mendonça & Johnson, 1994); and it is supposed that
peer feedback is less threatening than teacher feedback (Jacobs, Curtis, Braine, & Huang, 1998). However, these
views have not gone without challenge. Nelson and Murphy (1993) observed signifcantly more instances of
students being overly focused on surface problems at the expense of deeper textual issues, as well as greater
reluctance to implement peer commentary on the part of L2 writers as opposed to L1 writers. Their status as
second language speakers is assumed to make students more reticent towards accepting classmate feedback.
Additionally, the tendency towards teacher-centered classroom practices and general deference extended to
teachers in East Asia can make students wary of accepting peer commentary as authoritative, or even as helpful
(Ferris, 2003; Nelson & Murphy, 1993). Wu (2006) found in a study on Chinese L1 students of English that
teacher feedback had a measurably greater impact on student writing performance than did peer feedback.
There has been much investigation delving into various aspects of peer review in the L2-English context
which has enlightened our understanding of the strengths and potential limitations of peer review activities in L2English composition courses. For instance, Liao and Lo (2012) found that the relative quality and types of peer
review commentary was largely dependent upon students’ L2 profciency levels. While both high and low-level
profciency learners’ comments were dominantly used to identify problems, higher-level profciency reviewers’
comments provided signifcantly more detail in both discussion of the problem and in suggesting means of
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improvement. Salih (2013) conducted post-peer-review debriefng sessions and interviews to compare student
expectations for peer review comments with the actual patterns emerging from peer review activities. They found
that, despite the writers’ expectations that peer reviewers would focus on grammatical correction, in reality, the
dominant type of comments delivered were regarding essay structure, and reviewers recounted their primary
focus was in maintaining the clarity of the feedback. Yu and Lee (2015) investigated the factors which determine
individual participation in group peer feedback activities, and they found that the primary determining factor
was student motivation, which itself was affected directly by sociocultural context. Some of the studies on peer
review in L2 contexts have turned up less defnitive results, but are nevertheless valuable in shaping our
understanding of the pedagogical value of the activity. For instance, LoCastro (2000), investigating whether peer
review would follow the dominant discursive norms of the L1 and L2, found the results inconclusive; however,
the study also revealed that there seemed to be a clear effect of instruction in dropping L1 discursive behaviors.
One of the more extensively-covered aspects of peer review in the L2-English classroom domain has been
the issue of the extent to which recent technological advancements could signifcantly improve students’
performance and acceptance of classmates’ suggestions. Much of the research has found computer-mediated
learning to be an effective means of L2 study, as it can lower affective variables and enhance motivation (e.g.,
Coniam & Wong, 2004; Strenski, Feagin, & Singer, 2005), there has naturally been some curiosity as to whether
this would impact the effcacy of peer review in L2 writing classes. Some researchers (e.g., Crank, 2002; Liu &
Sadler, 2003) have found signifcant improvements to peer review performance when peer review is conducted
via computer platforms in asynchronous computer-mediated communication; whether or not those effects are
permanent has come under question. Xu (2007) found that performance boosts fade over time, and suggests that
the temporary increase in productivity simply refects student curiosity and excitement over the new technology,
and diminishes as students become accustomed to its use.
The Issue of Language Medium in Peer Review
The motivating question for this study was whether the language in which written peer essay review was
conducted would prompt students to write better commentary and/or be more accepting of peer suggestions (as
evidenced by inclusion in subsequent drafts). As basic as the question appears on its face, it appears that there has
been almost no research to date touching upon the issue. While it would be impossible to state conclusively why
something does not receive broader treatment in the academic community, the author’s suspicion is that the
issue has been ignored because, at least in East Asia, the issue was mostly moot until relatively recently. As
teaching practices tend to be pragmatic at their core, if a group of students was not very skilled in the L2, it
would be unsurprising for an instructor to allow students to use their L1 for peer review purposes, so as to enable
them to fully explain their thoughts on each other’s writing. Likewise, if students had the requisite skills to
conduct a meaningful peer review in the L2, many teachers might be hesitant to allow students to conduct the
review in their L1, and thus to lose such a precious opportunity to use and expand upon L2 writing skills. In the
ESL context, likewise, there often exists the need to conduct peer review in L2 English regardless of student
profciency because classes are frequently composed of mixed groups of students from various language/cultural
backgrounds, with English being the only common vehicle of communication. It is only in the new, emerging
context of the English-medium international university, wherein monolithic blocks of students from the same L1background study through the medium of L2-English, that the question becomes valuable. These students
unquestionably have the skills to conduct L2 peer review; however, as they use English day-in and day-out
during their university experience, there would likely be less compulsion to make every minute of class time
count. Classes are also overwhelmingly populated by students of similar cultural and linguistic backgrounds, so
use of L1 for peer review becomes a realistic option. As both options seem equally practical and valid, it becomes
necessary to consider whether or not there would be any qualitative differences in feedback and revision
performance between written peer review conducted in students’ L1 or L2.
While prevailing practices have emphasized use of L2 in written peer review sessions, there are reasons to
suspect that L1 peer commentary may in some ways be more effective towards producing a better fnal essay.
Studies such as that by Nelson and Murphy (1993), as well as Wu (2006), indicate some level of resistance by L2
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writers to take the critiques of other L2 writers very seriously. While writers can understandably be concerned
about the limitations of subject expertise and knowledge by peer reviewers, these negative perceptions are
sometimes further exacerbated by reviewers’ lack of L2 skill constraining their ability to articulate legitimate
points about the writings they are tasked with reviewing. Simply put, if peer reviewers respond in the shared L1,
they may be able to express their concerns about the essay’s structure, coherence, logic, etc. with considerably
greater coherence and detail than is allowed by the L2. This greater specifcity by reviewers could result in a
stronger argument for change, thereby more likely being accepted into subsequent revisions by the original
author.
There appears to have been little study of language effects on peer review. One exception was Huang’s
(1996) study of oral peer review in L2 English classes. Huang found an asymmetry in the foci of students’
commentary on each other’s papers, depending on the language used to moderate the discussions. Peer feedback
delivered in the students’ L1 (Mandarin Chinese) were more specifc, and focused mostly on issues of language
usage. By contrast, while groups delivering feedback in the L2 (English) were more general in their commentary,
they nevertheless managed to discuss a broader range of issues (e.g., language use, essay reasoning, and rhetorical
strategies). Both languages displayed positive effects on student feedback sessions: the use of L1 was perceived as
being more effective in eliciting deeper commentary and appeals to implement peer feedback; however, the L2
sessions, while not as focused, nevertheless elicited more communal support among students. Since this study
focused only on oral feedback, it is still unknown whether language choice in written feedback elicited via peer review
would lead to differences either in the types of comments made or in its persuasiveness (as measured by
prompting the authors to change their papers in subsequent drafts).

Research Questions

The study described herein was designed to ascertain whether advanced students of English composition would
show any signifcant differences in peer review performance depending on whether the peer reviews were
conducted in their L1 or L2. The specifc questions which this study sought to answer are:
1) What is the relationship between the language that peer feedback is delivered in and the type of
feedback delivered?
2) In individual feedback categories, what is the relationship between the language that peer feedback is
delivered in and the degree to which authors are willing to accept comments and integrate them into
subsequent revisions?
3) In holistic categories (based upon Huang, 1996) of mechanical vs. rhetorical commentary, is there a
relationship between the language used for peer review and the types of comments that authors are
more willing to accept and integrate into subsequent revisions?

Methods

Participants
The study was conducted at a small, English-medium international university in northern Japan. At this
university, all students take 1-3 semesters of foundational intensive English coursework before being
mainstreamed into regular content (degree-seeking) coursework. Upon mainstreaming, the students are still
required to take two English composition-writing courses as graduation requirements. These courses are usually
taken within the frst two semesters after fnishing the foundations program and beginning their degree programs.
The participants in this study were 39 students in two different sections (20 in one class section, and 19 in the
other) of the frst required composition-writing course. All students had Japanese as their L1, and all had been
enrolled at the university for 1-3 semesters prior to taking the course (most were in their second semester). At the
time, TOEFL IPT scores of at least 500 were required in order to exit the foundation classes and begin regular
coursework; however, most students had already exceeded that minimum score before embarking on the
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foundations coursework, and exit criteria have since been modifed. While individual TOEFL scores are
protected by law, and thus inaccessible to the researcher, at the time of the study, the average TOEFL IPT score
in such writing classes would have been around 530, with a range from a low of 500 (as the minimum score for
entry) to a high of 650. The students had all taken at least one academic writing course focused on production of
multi-paragraph essays in the preceding semester, and as part of that course, had already gained some
experience with peer review procedures.
Data Collection
The course was designed as an introduction to analytical, academic essay writing. For each assignment, students
would read a handful of essays and/or short stories (grouped by a theme) and develop a unique interpretation
through literary analysis. They would then write a 4-5-page essay arguing/defending their interpretation. Each
essay-drafting period would involve two opportunities for peer review. The peer review sessions were conducted
in-class, and were facilitated by a 16-question response sheet (see Appendix 1) asking a mix of short- and longanswer questions focusing on paragraph-level and essay-level critique and response. All peer review during the
frst essay was conducted in English, and was preceded by explanations, examples, and group work designed to
get students familiar with both the form and the peer review dynamic, as well as to frmly defne the expectations
and boundaries of acceptable and unacceptable peer commentary. 1
The experiment started from the second required essay, and lasted through the third and fnal essay (for a
total of two essays and four peer review sessions). The essay response sheet was translated by a bilingual native
speaker of Japanese, and from the frst peer review session for paper #2, class “A” was given the Japanese peer
review sheet (see Appendix 2) and was encouraged to respond to each other in Japanese, whereas class “B”
continued to peer review in English. This was held constant through both peer review sessions for paper #2. For
the third paper, the languages used for the peer review in each class were switched, with class “A” conducting
both peer reviews in English, and class “B” conducting both peer reviews in Japanese, thus counterbalancing the
presentation of English and Japanese peer review. The course instructor explained to both classes that this peer
review commentary was being used in a study to determine what (if any) impact the language of the peer review
would have on their performance, and encouraged students to respond in the appropriate language; students
were not given any additional information on how the data collected would be analyzed. All peer review sheets,
corresponding draft essays, and fnal essays were handed in at the end of each assignment period. Photocopies
were made to enable fnal grades and instructor feedback to be distributed to the students while the researcher
retained the original forms. Students were told that, upon request, they could reclaim their original copies,
though none followed up on this offer.
Analytical Procedure
After the end of the semester, all documents were analyzed by a team of two bilingual L1-Japanese/L2-English
graduate students according to a prepared rubric. First, they focused on identifying all peer review comments
according to the types listed in Table 1. The frst 5 categories focus on word, sentence, and paragraph-level issues
of structure. They include mechanical issues (e.g., highlighting a misspelled word or incorrect grammar),
introduction/thesis (e.g., one of the most common comments regarded theses which were either overly broad or
failed to make an argument), topic statements (e.g., pointing out incorrectly placed, missing, or topic statements
irrelevant to the following paragraph content), body paragraphs (e.g., unclear structure or examples that do not
clearly support the topic), and conclusions (e.g., failure to restate one’s position). Categories 6-9 focus on more
global issues of coherence and appropriateness. These include phrasing issues (e.g., issues of word choice and
degree of formality/informality in writing), logic issues (e.g., non-sequitur arguments), persuasiveness issues (i.e.,
an inability to convince the audience of one’s point), and global comments (i.e., the reviewer’s overall view of the
paper). As such, while the feedback types are subcategorized more extensively, the frst 5 categories can be
considered to correspond directly to Huang’s (1996) category of language/accuracy focus, and categories 6-9
correspond to Huang’s second (broader) category of rhetorical/logical focus. Category 10 measures the extent to
which the peer review exercise was used for purely social reasons (e.g., “Hi! How’s it going?”), and as such,
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stands largely outside of either category. The two student evaluators worked together and were required to agree
on classifcations. In the event of disagreements, the author would make the tie-breaking vote. Next, all instances
of each category were cataloged and numbered according to language used (i.e., Japanese or English).
An important caveat needs to be mentioned before continuing to the results. Seven students were dropped
from the study and results from their work were not factored into the analysis. Six of the seven were rejected
because they had missed one or more peer review sessions and/or failed to hand in one of the required papers.
Results are only tabulated using students who attended all peer review sessions and turned in all required work.
The other student responded almost entirely in the wrong language during one of the peer review sessions, and
was thus omitted from the analysis.
Table 1
Individual Feedback Categories in Peer Review
Word/ Sentence/ Paragraph-level Analysis

Global Issues
(Coherence/Appropriateness)

Social Commentary

1) Spelling & Grammar

6) Phrasing Issues

10) Personal Comments

2) Introduction/thesis

7) Logic Issues

3) Topic statements (in-body paragraphs)

8) Persuasiveness Issues

4) Body Paragraph

9) Global Comments

5) Concluding paragraph structure
Once the peer review comments had been analyzed and categorized, the data was used to address the three
motivating research questions. The frst question—regarding the relationship between the language that peer
feedback is delivered in and the type of feedback delivered—could be answered in two ways: either (1) by
counting the number of subjects receiving explicit feedback according to each of the two categories used by
Huang (1996) and then comparing (via a 2x2 Chi-square test) the number in each feedback category according
to whether the feedback was delivered in Japanese or in English; or, (2) by counting the total number of instances
of peer feedback in each of the two categories, and comparing by language (again, via a 2x2 Chi-square test).
Both methods were employed here. When analyzing by ‘subject,’ it should be noted that it would be possible for
one subject to populate more than one cell and thereby violate an assumption of the test, but subsequently, the
unit of analysis was the instance of feedback, so the Chi-square test was still employed noting this limitation.
Research question number two—measuring any association between the language of peer review and the
likelihood of individual categories of feedback being accepted into subsequent revisions—required an analysis of
the draft vs the fnal form of the assignment (handed in for grading) to determine if the peer review comments
had been accepted and used. With this information, the data could be analyzed via 2x2 Chi-square tests for each
category individually.
In responding to the third question—concerning the relationship between the language of peer feedback
and types of peer commentary which authors are more likely to accept and integrate into subsequent revisions—
the data collected recording the number of instances of peer commentary and the number of comments which
were implemented into subsequent paper drafts was simplifed into the two broad categories of mechanical
comments (sentence or paragraph-level) and logical/rhetorical comments (essay-level) according to Huang
(1996). Once the data was compiled, a comparison of the degree of uptake in each category could be made in
each language individually, and the categories of feedback could also be directly compared (individually) across
languages.
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Results

Research Question 1: Language Choice and Type of Feedback
The total number of subjects receiving each manner of feedback is shown in Table 2. Frequencies of mechanical
and rhetorical feedback rendered in Japanese and English were compared via a Chi-squared test ( α = 0.05).
There was no signifcant difference in the numbers of subjects receiving each type of feedback: X2(1, N = 156) =
0.06, p < 0.80.
Table 2
Numbers of Students Receiving Feedback by Type and Language
Type of feedback
English: Count # of Students
receiving commentary by type

Japanese: Count # of Students
receiving commentary by type

1) Spelling & Grammar

11

17

2) Intro / thesis

12

9

3) Topic statements

11

10

4) Body paragraph structure

11

10

5) Concluding paragraph structure

10

9

TOTAL: Word/Sentence/Paragraphlevel Analysis (categories 1-5)

55

55

6) Phrasing issues

9

8

7) Logic issues

6

6

8) Persuasiveness issues

4

5

9) Global comments

5

3

Total: Global Issues (Coherence/
Appropriateness) (categories 6-9)

24

22

10) Social Commentary
The total number of incidents of each manner of feedback in each language is shown in Table 3. An
analysis of the association between language used in the peer review and the feedback type according to Huang’s
(1996) two categories of word/sentence/paragraph-level analyses and global issues yielded no signifcant
differences X2(1, N = 234) = 0.39, p = 0.53, so while comments were somewhat more voluminous in Japanese
than in English, the relative proportion of mechanical to rhetorical comments did not vary according to the
language used in the peer review.
It is also worth noting that Japanese (L1) critiques of all types tended to be longer and more detailed. As a
small example of the difference between the two, we can look at two examples, by the same reviewer, taken from
the “logic issues” category. In a review written in English, the student writes simply, “Body paragraphs should be
more organized,” with no more detail. Reviewing a different paper in Japanese, the reviewer makes a relatable
observation, but this time expands into signifcantly more detail, “[Paragraph order should be reorganized
according to your 2 categories: communication and information. Now, the body paragraphs are not connected
well].”2 This kind of specifcity and detailed critique allows students to be much more confdent in the accuracy
and validity of peer commentary, thus possibly explaining why Japanese holistic comments were so much more
widely implemented into the essay drafts.
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Table 3
Numbers of Instances of Feedback by Type and Language
Type of feedback

Number of instances of
English feedback

Number of instances of
Japanese feedback

1) Spelling & Grammar

13

23

2) Intro / thesis

16

18

3) Topic statements

17

21

4) Body paragraph structure

14

19

5) Concluding paragraph structure

12

17

TOTAL: Word/Sentence/Paragraph-level Analysis
(categories 1-5)

72

98

6) Phrasing issues

12

15

7) Logic issues

8

9

8) Persuasiveness issues

4

6

9) Global comments

6

4

Total: Global Issues (Coherence/Appropriateness)
(categories 6-9)

30

34

10) Social Commentary

0

4

The topic of personal comments also bears further discussion. While the use of peer review activities for
personal interaction falls outside the scope of this study, and the category was simply used to classify commentary
that was social in nature and therefore did not respond directly to the paper being reviewed, I still found it rather
curious that there were no such comments made in L2 English. While it was somewhat predictable that L1
would lend itself more to socializing (assuming that students would normally speak to one another in Japanese
outside of class), it must be noted that these students are all extremely profcient in English by Japanese academic
standards, and make social use of English on a daily basis at the school (where roughly 20% of the student body
is composed of international students). The absence of any sort of personal comments made during Englishlanguage peer reviews suggests that the students were subconsciously treating English as a transactional medium,
and interaction was reserved for Japanese. While the four examples garnered are hardly enough to base any frm
conclusions on, the use of L1 and L2 for interactive and social purposes in written peer review activities would be
an issue well worth devoting attention to.
Research Question 2: Acceptance of Comments for Integration in Later Revisions vs. Language
of Feedback in Individual Feedback Categories
In analyzing comments to determine whether or not the essay authors incorporated them into their subsequent
essay drafts, more differences start to emerge. We can see the raw numbers for feedback integration according to
whether feedback was delivered in L1 or L2 in Table 4. Direct analysis of the degree of association between L1
or L2 use in peer review and the subsequent degree of integration of peer review comments into the fnal paper
for each of the individual subtypes of feedback (via isolating each horizontal line on Table 4 and using a 2x2 Chisquare test) showed several interesting trends. Comments regarding topic statements were signifcantly more
likely to be implemented when feedback was delivered in English: X2(1, N = 38) = 3.75, p = 0.05 (Φ=0.31,
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medium effect size); as were comments about essay conclusions: X 2(1, N = 29) = 5.15, p = 0.02 (Φ=0.42,
medium effect size). Comments regarding body paragraph structure delivered in English approached
signifcance: X2(1, N = 33) = 2.95, p < 0.09 (Φ=0.29, small effect size). Peer feedback delivered in Japanese,
however, yielded rates of incorporation in subsequent drafts approaching signifcant difference when comments
were about phrasing issues: X2(1, N = 27) = 2.79, p < 0.10 (Φ=0.32, medium effect size); and logic issues: X2(1, N
= 17) = 2.84, p = 0.09 (Φ=0.40, medium effect size). The analysis of personal comments was suspended as 3 of
the 4 comments were social in nature, and did not require any sort of decision which would yield a measureable
change in the paper. Other categories failed to produce any signifcant difference between English and Japanese
feedback (Spelling & Grammar: X2(1, N = 36) = 1.00, p < 0.32; Intro/thesis: X2(1, N = 34) = 0.17, p < 0.68;
Persuasiveness: X2(1, N = 10) = 0.27, p < 0.60; Global: X2(1, N = 10) = 1.67, p < 0.20).
Table 4
Acceptance/Integration of Feedback into Subsequent Draft by Type and Language
Type of feedback
English feedback: English feedback: Japanese feedback:
Integrated
NOT Integrated
Integrated

Japanese feedback:
NOT Integrated

1) Spelling & Grammar

11

2

16

7

2) Intro / Thesis

10

6

10

8

3) Topic statements

14*

3

11

10

4) Body paragraph structure

12**

2

11

8

5) Concluding paragraph
structure

10*

2

7

10

6) Phrasing issues

7

5

13**

2

7) Logic issues

3

5

7**

2

8) Persuasiveness issues

2

2

4

2

9) Global comments

2

4

3

1

10) Social Commentary

0

0

1 (***+3)

0

Notes.
*statistically signifcant difference
**approaching signifcance
***3 of the 4 personal comments did not involve any decisions on the paper itself
Research Question 3: Relationship Between Language of Peer Review and Types of
Commentary Integrated into Subsequent Revisions
By simplifying the feedback categories—word/sentence/paragraph-level analyses and global issues, more
patterns emerge. Table 5 provides the total number of integrated and non-integrated comments in each category
according to the language of peer review. Direct comparison between language of peer review feedback and
degree of integration into the fnal paper across the board (i.e., adding together comments from both categories
vs uptake analyzed according to language of peer review) yielded no signifcant results: X 2(1, N = 234) = 1.41, p
= 0.49. However, an analysis of the degree of uptake according to type of comments (i.e., mechanical vs
rhetorical) in English peer reviews revealed that comments and recommendations about mechanical issues were
signifcantly more likely to be integrated into the subsequent version of the paper than were comments regarding
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rhetoric: X2(1, N = 102) = 10.63, p = 0.005 (Φ=0.32, medium effect size). Japanese peer review yielded a
signifcantly higher proportion of uptake of comments concerning rhetorical issues: X 2(1, N = 132) = 5.82, p =
0.05 (Φ=0.21, small effect size). Direct comparison of the degree of uptake of comments concerning mechanical
issues according to the language of peer review revealed a signifcantly higher degree of uptake when the
comments were delivered in English: X2(1, N = 170) = 9.8, p = 0.007 (Φ=0.24, small effect size), whereas
comparison of uptake of comments about rhetorical issues showed a signifcant advantage for comments made in
Japanese: X2(1, N = 64) = 7.43, p = 0.02 (Φ=0.34, medium effect size).
Table 5
Acceptance/Integration of Feedback into Subsequent Draft by Simplifed Type and Language
Type of feedback
English feedback: English feedback: Japanese feedback: Japanese feedback:
Integrated
NOT Integrated
Integrated
NOT Integrated
Word/Sentence/Paragraphlevel Analysis (categories 1-5)

57

15

55

43

Global Issues (Coherence/
Appropriateness (categories 6-9)

14

16

27

7

Discussion

There are some useful discoveries from the experiment which may help elucidate how students conduct and
respond to written peer feedback according to whether they use L1 or L2. Comparing the instances of feedback,
one does fnd some support for Huang’s (1996) study of oral feedback, as feedback delivered in the students’ L1
did produce more comments regarding word, sentence, and paragraph-level issues, which could be classifed in
Huang’s terminology as “language issues.” This type of focus can also be used to explain the near-signifcant (i.e.,
p<0.10) difference in the number of comments regarding the structure of the conclusion paragraph.
However, it is when we start comparing the relative willingness of students to incorporate peer feedback
that we start to see a defnite trend. Peer feedback delivered in L2 regarding word, sentence, and paragraph-level
issues seemed more likely to be accepted and implemented into the next draft, as evidenced by the signifcantly
higher rate of comment incorporation for comments in L2-English regarding topic statements, body paragraph
structure, and conclusion paragraphs. By contrast, comments regarding phrasing issues or logic issues were
signifcantly more likely to be accepted if delivered in L1-Japanese—even though the number of comments made
in English and Japanese were quite similar. Thus, the evidence suggests that in written peer review activities,
much like Huang (1996) found in oral feedback sessions, L1 feedback will focus more on issues of language (i.e.,
at the word/sentence/paragraph level); however, commentary of this type is much more likely to be
implemented when delivered in the L2. While no real differences in frequency of comments regarding issues of
language use, rhetoric, and reasoning were found between L1 and L2 use, students were more likely to
incorporate such suggestions when delivered in their L1.

Conclusion

These fndings can be of some use for curricular planning because they suggest that students are unconsciously
focusing on opposite areas of essay analysis depending upon the language of the peer review. If these results are
representative, it would follow that teachers could strategically use L2 peer review to good effect for focus on
language form issues, and that it would be more effective to allow peer reviews focusing primarily on issues of
rhetorical effectiveness to be conducted in an L1.
It must be noted that the study described herein is limited by nature, being a relatively small test group
from a single nation/language background, therefore it would be advisable to ascertain the applicability of such
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results to the larger East Asian or global context via additional testing in other classroom contexts. These results
cannot yet be considered as indicative of broader L1/L2 issues, but rather as local (i.e., Japanese/English,
university-level, etc.) effects. While the results might fall within a larger trend, it is important not to generalize the
results of 32 students in northern Japan without plenty of verifcation from a wide array of locales and L1/L2
combinations. Additionally, the small sample size introduces a power concern (seen herein by all signifcant
effects only having small or medium effect size) which could only be eliminated through more expansive testing
of this type. Furthermore, the institution where the study was administered, being a rather small English-medium
university with a high national ranking, there is admittedly a high chance for selection bias to have infuenced the
results. In order to be able to generalize these results beyond their immediate context, it would be useful to try to
replicate the study in other areas of the Asia Pacifc region. Whether the results captured herein are specifc to
Japanese learners (or even a subsection thereof) or represent a general trend in L2 learners of essay writing, it
would be invaluable to the feld to amass more varied information on the interrelation of language and written
peer review commentary. While national, regional, and/or linguistic differences may well emerge from such
expanded study, this knowledge could then enable writing teachers to target peer review activities to best suit the
individualized learning aims of classes.
Notes
1

Problems here are rare, but it is very important to make sure that peer reviews are not used as a forum for airing grievances
or executing vendettas).
2
Translation from Japanese by one of the graduate students involved in the initial sorting.
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Appendix 1
English Peer Review Form
Peer Review Worksheet:
Introduction Paragraph
1. Write what you believe the thesis is.
2. Where is it located? Is it in the expected place (the very last sentence of the Introduction)?
3. How does the writer lead up to the thesis? Is the information useless, helpful, boring, interesting, alluring, offputting? Is the information directly connected to the thesis? Explain your answer.
Body Paragraphs
4. List the individual topics for each paragraph.
5. Are there any paragraphs that do not deal with a specifc topic?
6. How well do the topic sentences for each body paragraph represent what those paragraphs contain?
7. How well do the body paragraphs serve as evidence for the thesis? Do they directly connect to the thesis? Are
any points unexplained?
8. Which paragraphs seem useless, aimless, or need reorganizing? Explain any problems.
9. How well does each paragraph transition to the next? Do the paragraphs seem disjointed or carefully
arranged?
Conclusion Paragraphs
10. How long is the conclusion?
11. Is the thesis restated in some way in the Conclusion?
12. How alike/different is it from the thesis in the Introduction?
13. Where is the thesis located?
Evaluation Summary
14. What are three excellent aspects of this paper?
15. If you had to make three recommendations for change, what would they be? Name them in order of
importance.
16. How much effort do you think went into this draft?
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Appendix 2
Japanese Peer Review Form
相互評価シート
序文
1. この論文の主題を述べなさい
2. 主題はどこに書かれていますか。主題は序文の最後の部分にありましたか。
3. 筆者はどのように主題へと導いていますか。序文の導入部に書かれている情報は役立ちましたか 。
または（不要、退屈、興味深い、魅惑的、的外れ）ものでしたか。それらの情報は主題に直接的
に関与していましたか。自分の意見を述べなさい。
本文
4. 各段落の論題を述べなさい
5. それぞれの論題に対し直接関与していない段落はありましたか
6. 各段落においてそれぞれの論題は明確に示されていましたか
7. 本文はこの論文の主題を証明するものとしての役割を果たしていますか。主題に直接繋がるもの
ですか。説明が不十分な部分はありましたか
8. 不必要、目的のない段落がある場合はそれらの問題を指摘しなさい
9. 各段落はそれぞれ次の段落に円滑に繋がっていましたか。各段落は分裂しているものでしたか。
それとも注意深く繋げられていたものでしたか
結論
10. 結論はどのくらいの長さでしたか
11. 主題と結論に関連性はありましたか
12. 序章の主題と結論を比較し、似ている部分、異なっている部分を述べなさい
13. 主題はどこに書かれていますか
評価
14. この論文において優れた見地を３つ述べなさい
15. 校正するべき部分を３つ、最重要個所から順に述べなさい
16. この論文の下書きはどの程度練られていたか自分の意見を述べなさい
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Abstract
This study investigates the English spelling of students in grades 2 through 8 in Mainland China. A review of spelling and
cross-linguistic research in spelling is presented. The orthographic development of 273 students was assessed with validated
spelling inventories (Sterbinsky, 2007) to sample developmental features across three layers of English orthography. The sample
size and the detailed analyses make this study unique. The 13 features in the analyses spanned development from beginning
consonants to roots. Feature analyses predicted grade level, and there were signifcant differences across grades. Students
made predictable spelling errors that refected a similar developmental sequence to native English speakers. The error
analyses across grades adds to the body of cross-linguistic literature illustrating how English language learners develop basic
literacy skills in a similar manner to English-L1 children (Chiappe, Siegel, & Gottardo, 2002; Ford, Invernizzi, & Huang,
2014). This study indicates that as some English learners advanced in grades, their L1 has less of an impact on their spelling
in English. When orthographic knowledge is examined across the alphabet, pattern, and meaning layers and crosslinguistically, researchers and educators can identify features students have mastered and what they are learning as a guide
for a sequence of instruction and monitoring growth.

Keywords: grades 2-8, spelling development, orthographic knowledge in second language, Chinese-speaking
English learners, EFL, cross-language transfers

Introduction
Students’ spelling error patterns illuminate the development of their orthographic knowledge (Berninger, Abbott,
Nagy, & Carlisle, 2009; Ehri, 2000; Ehri & Roberts, 2006; Templeton & Morris, 2000). This study contributes to
the study of English spelling errors and orthographic knowledge in a cross-linguistic study of errors made by
Chinese-speaking English L2 learners. Researchers have found that English learners gain their orthographic
knowledge in a similar manner to their English L1 peers across the alphabet, pattern, and meaning layers of text
while also using their knowledge of writing acquired from their experiences learning another writing system. Like
all students, rates of acquisition among English learners vary with experiences (Helman, 2004; Invernizzi &
Hayes, 2004; Yeong, Fletcher, & Bayliss, 2014). However, most of the research in developmental spelling and
orthographic knowledge has been conducted with students whose primary language (L1) is English. In this study
of second through eighth graders, the orthographic development of students who are building on Chinese are
examined for developmental trends over these seven grades.

* Email: drbear@iastate.edu. Address: 415 Buena Vista Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95062.
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The theoretical perspective in this study is that spelling refects what learners know about the three layers
of English orthography: the alphabet layer when sound-symbol correspondences are learned, the orthographic
pattern layer, and the meaning in morphology layer. The sequence of learning specifc features has been
described in terms of fve stages or phases. The fve stages of spelling describe the spelling development and
orthographic knowledge of English spelling (Henderson, 1980; Templeton & Bear, 2018). The frst stage is the
emergent stage when students are learning about phonological awareness, and the concepts of print and the
spatial-temporal match between what we say and read. After the emergent stage, during the letter namealphabetic stage, students focus on sound-symbol, and in English, letter-sound correspondences inherent in the
alphabetic principle (Templeton & Morris, 2000). Students learn how to spell short vowels and many consonant
digraphs and blends. This stage closes when students make generalizations about basic short vowel sounds that
include commonalities in sound across a short vowel, and a tacit understanding of the closed syllable pattern
containing short vowel, i.e., the highly phonetic short-vowel CVC pattern as in bat, ball, and blank. Having
mastered these features, they begin to examine spelling patterns, a time when more abstract patterns are learned.
This developmental stage is called the within word pattern stage, it is a time that has been described as an
orthographic stage. In the pattern layer of English, students learn about long vowel (e.g., meet/CVVC, time/CVCe)
and complex vowel patterns (e.g., ou/around, ow/clown). During the last two stages, students make the meaning
connection as they learn about infectional morphology (e.g., hop/hopping, hope/hoping, talk/talking), and then
derivational morphology with roots (ter, spect, duct).
This study examines the spelling of English foreign language (EFL) learners in Mainland China from a
developmental perspective (Templeton & Bear, 1992), an approach that has not been undertaken with Chinese
speakers learning English. From this relatively large sample of errors, we wanted to know how the three layers of
orthographic knowledge (alphabet, pattern, and meaning layers) are refected in these students’ spelling. The
purpose of this study is to share an analysis of a wide range of orthographic features that may reveal
developmental patterns in the acquisition of features. With this purpose in mind, three areas of investigation
were undertaken:
1. What are notable developmental patterns in English spelling by Chinese EFL learners?
2. What cross-linguistic infuences may impact the English spelling of Chinese EFL learners?
3. How does spelling achievement advance with schooling experience by grade level?
We begin with a brief description of developmental spelling, orthographic knowledge, and assessment.

Developmental Orthography

Orthographic Knowledge and Spelling Development
Phonological, orthographic, and morphological knowledge are described as components or layers of written
English that are essential to learning to read, spell, and write (Berninger, Abbott, Nagy, & Carlisle, 2009;
Blachman et al., 2013; Cho, McBride-Chang, & Burgess, 2005; Nagy & Townsend, 2012; Perfetti, 2007;
Stanovich, 2000; Taft, 2003). A wide range of research that includes psycholinguistic, speech and language,
anatomical, and neurolinguistic studies strongly suggests that underlying spelling and reading is a shared
foundational knowledge (Beeson, Rising, Kim, & Rapcsak, 2010; Cutler, Treiman, & van Ooijen, 2010; Ellis;
1997; Perfetti, 1997; Rapp & Lipka, 2010).
Developmental sequences have long been observed in reading (Biemiller, 1970; Invernizzi & Hayes, 2004)
and spelling (Bahr, Silliman, & Berninger, 2009; Read, 1975; Templeton, 2003; Templeton & Bear, 2018), and
these changes in reading and spelling have been described as stages or phases of learning to read and spell (Chall,
1983; Ehri, 1997, 2014; Wolf, 2007; Yin, Anderson, & Zhu, 2007). While there is evidence that spelling and
reading share a foundation across the alphabet, pattern, and meaning layers, some researchers suggest that
spelling and reading are different processes (Caravolas, Hulme, & Snowling, 2001; Ellis & Cataldo, 1990). It is
suggested by others that spelling and reading achievement are highly correlated (Ehri, 1997; Ellis, 1997;
Foorman & Petscher, 2010; Invernizzi & Hayes 2004; Mehta, Foorman, Branum-Martin, & Taylor, 2005;
Templeton & Morris, 2000); for example, in a recent longitudinal study of Cantonese speakers, orthographic and
morphological knowledge contributed to spelling (Yeung, Ho, Chan, & Chung, 2013).
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A reciprocal relationship has been observed between reading and spelling with the consistent fnding that
spelling instruction can affect reading achievement, vocabulary, and morphological knowledge (Conrad, 2008;
Ehri, 2006; Ehri, 2014; Graham, Harris, & Chorzempa, 2002; Graham & Santangelo, 2014; Nunes, Bryant, &
Bindman, 2006; Richards et al., 2006; Rosenthal & Ehri, 2008; Taft, 2003; Treiman, 1998). Likewise, when
students learn about infected and derivational morphology during the last two stages, a reciprocal relationship
between reading and orthographic knowledge has been observed in studies of morphological knowledge, word
knowledge, and reading comprehension (Carlisle, 2007; Corson, 1997; Nagy, 2007; Nagy, Berninger, & Abbott,
2006).
Developmental Spelling Stages in English
The three layers of orthographic development, alphabet, pattern and meaning, have also been described in terms
of developmental phases or stages (Ehri, 2015; Templeton & Morris, 2000). In the assessments used in this study
with 273 students, 15 features were examined that match the developmental continuum of the fve spelling stages
of development described by Henderson (1981) and his students (Templeton & Bear, 2018).
This study builds on the work of Charles Read (1971, 1975, 1986), who initially found that children’s
invented spellings are not random but are based on the learners’ developmental theories of English spelling.
Henderson and his students (Henderson, 1981, 1992; Henderson & Templeton, 1986; Morris, 2001) built on
Read’s work and described fve stages of spelling that run parallel to the three layers of English orthography,
alphabet (sound), pattern, and meaning (Henderson, 1974, 1992; Henderson & Templeton, 1986; Morris, 2001;
Templeton & Morris, 2000). These fve stages of development have been useful to understand children’s
orthographic development and knowledge (Lee & Scanlon, 2015) and are described here as a framework for the
qualitative analyses of Chinese speakers’ spelling in English. We look at these fve stages quantitatively by the
number of features students spell; we also collect and analyze qualitatively the spelling errors and examine errors
for possible translanguage contrasts.
The emergent stage of spelling begins before school (ages 1–5). The spelling during this stage is mostly prephonetic, and the writing consists mostly of scribbles. During the latter part of the emergent stage, students have
learned the names of several letters of the alphabet, and they may represent the beginning or most prominent
sounds in a word (L for elephant). The reading of children in this stage is based on what they know about the text
from pictures or having heard the story before (Ehri, 1997; cf. Biemiller, 1970).
In the letter name-alphabetic spelling stage (ages 5-8), children learn letter-sound correspondences, and they use
the name of a letter to represent the sounds of the letter, such as spelling mess as MS and help as HLP because the
names of the letters s and l are pronounced as /ɛs/ and /ɛl/ (Treiman & Cassar, 1997). Spelling errors often
refect how spellers use articulation to spell (i.e., how a sound is articulated, or feels in the mouth, infuences a
learner’s spelling) (Read, 1971, 1975). During this stage, children use a letter name strategy to spell vowels. Long
vowels are usually easy to represent because the names of the vowels match the letter names (HOP for hope). To
spell short vowels, students in this stage often spell the short vowels with the long vowel name closest in
articulation (FES for .sh) (Read, 1975). For example, the /ɪ/ in .sh and the letter name e, which is pronounced
/i/, are articulated in a similar place; they are both high-front vowels (Finegan, 2008). By the end of this stage,
children have a full understanding of the alphabet layer of English orthography and are capable of spelling most
short vowels and consonant digraphs and blends, including preconsonantal nasals (Templeton & Morris, 2000).
Mastering the alphabetic principle (i.e., that certain letters correspond with certain sounds) is learned in
kindergarten and frst grade, and is highly related to concept of word in text and the ability to match syllabic
units (Morris, Bloodgood, Lomax, & Perney, 2003; cf. Goswami, 2006). Once letter-sound correspondences are
learned in English, the pattern layer comes into play frst with students developing the idea that the CVC, closed
syllable pattern, is a short vowel spelling.
In the within word pattern stage (ages 7-10), students learn the orthographic patterns for spelling long and
ambiguous vowel patterns in English. Their spelling errors during this stage refect growing knowledge of
orthographic patterns, particularly long vowel patterns as when they spell team as TEME or TEEM. Gradually,
they learn the correct spelling of long vowel words that include the consonant-vowel-consonant + e-marker
(CVCe; i.e., drive), consonant-vowel-vowel-consonant (CVVC; i.e., train), and consonant-vowel-vowel (CVV; i.e.,
say) patterns, such as when they spell team as TEEM or TEME, and gradually they learn to spell nearly all single
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syllable words correctly (Invernizzi, Abouzeid, & Gill, 1994). Learning to spell long vowel patterns in English
grows in parallel to learning to spell low frequency consonant di- and trigraphs in initial and fnal positions. As
children’s sight vocabularies grow and the regularities of long vowel patterns are learned, complex vowel patterns
are learned. Learning these aspects of the developmental sequence can take some students to the middle of third
grade, though many students learn common long vowel patterns by the end of frst grade. In the latter part of
this stage, children learn about vowels that are neither long nor short and which may be ambiguous or
inconsistent, such as the ou in mouth, cough, through, and tough (Gehsmann & Templeton, 2011, 2012).
Students in the fourth stage, syllables and af.xes spelling (ages 8-18), expand their orthographic knowledge as
they stretch into the meaning layer. As they learn to spell polysyllabic words they experiment with morphological
elements like infections (e.g., stopped/hoped, shopping/hoping), and past tense endings; e.g., that –ed signifes past
tense regardless of the suffx’s three pronunciations (/t/, /d/, or /ed/). They become familiar with the structure
of syllables and principles of spelling including consonant doubling and the structure of open and closed syllables
in relationship to the vowel; e.g., pilot/napkin and exceptions like pivot. The meaning layer is also seen in their
learning the spelling and meaning of morphological elements like prefxes and suffxes.
Students may move into the last stage, derivational relations spelling as early as grade 4 or 5 (age 9 or 10);
although the majority of them enter this stage in middle, high school, or even college. As the name implies,
derivational relations spellers become aware of the derivational relations among words in terms of roots, origins,
and meaning. They discover that words such as compete, competition, and competitor are connected in meaning, and
therefore are similar in spelling pattern, even though they sound slightly different (Templeton, 2003). Students
beneft from discovering spelling-meaning connections because it enables them to continue expanding their
vocabulary throughout their lives. Hence, this is a lifelong stage (Henderson, 1990).
The concepts of phases or stages can be useful conceptually to describe a gradual progression in learning
specifc features. For example, students learn frst about short and then long vowel patterns in parallel to their
learning to spell consonant blends and digraphs. The relationships between reading and writing will vary with
the structure of the orthography (Carlisle, 2010; Helman, Delbridge, Parker, Arnal, & Jara Mödinger, 2015) and
the progression through the three layers varies with the particular orthography (Helman, 2004; Shen & Bear,
2000; Templeton & Morris, 2000).
The sequence of development refected in these fve stages is evident in the spelling development of
children learning English as a second language where the impact of students’ primary oral and written languages
has been examined (Ford, Invernizzi, & Huang, 2014; Helman, 2004). These translanguage errors are useful for
assessment and instruction among learners of different languages, in this case, Chinese students learning English
as a foreign language. The next section presents a discussion of Chinese orthography and spelling to suggest
features that may be seen in the cross-language spelling of students in grades 2-8.
Chinese and Pinyin
Pinyin functions as an indispensable tool like the alphabetic principle in Western writing systems (Share, 1995).
Pinyin is introduced to Chinese children in frst grade and typically learned by the end of the year. They become
fuent in pinyin and continue to use it throughout their primary school years. In their early years of writing when
their character knowledge is limited, students write in pinyin to substitute for the characters they do not know
(Cheung & Ng, 2003). After learning pinyin, students receive exposure to pinyin in conjunction with the Chinese
characters to help them read and learn the logographic characters and understand the phonetic pronunciation of
the characters.
Progression through the three layers of alphabet, pattern and meaning and a sequence of spelling
development in Mandarin has been observed in patterns of spelling. Spelling accuracy increased signifcantly
across grade levels, and the quality of the errors over the grades suggested a progression that related to the
sound-pattern-meaning layers of Mandarin orthography (Shen & Bear, 2000). In an analysis of 7,000 spelling
errors classifed into 15 categories from the writing of 1,200 children in grades 1 through 6 in Mainland China,
nearly 80 percent of the spelling errors had some phonological base, decreasing from 96 percent in frst grade to
53 percent in sixth grade. Errors classifed as pattern-type errors increased from 4 percent in frst grade to 33
percent in sixth grade. Meaning-type errors jumped from 0.3 percent in frst grade to 11 percent in sixth grade.
Similar fndings for responses to morphological instruction support the utility of addressing this morphological
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layer of Mandarin (McBride-Chang et al., 2008). The development of the three layers refects the depth and
frequency of characters in Mandarin orthography.
Cross-linguistic Spelling Development among English Learners
Building on English-L1 developmental spelling research, and using it as a source of comparison, cross-linguistic
researchers have produced a growing body of literature on the infuences of English learners’ L1 on their English
spelling and orthographic knowledge and development. Researchers have found that English learners make
orthographic errors that often occur when a single phoneme is represented by different letters in different
languages (Cook, 1997; Fashola, Drum, Mayer, & Kang, 1996). For instance, Fashola et al. (1996) found that
Spanish-L1 children spelled happy as japi because /h/ is represented by the letter j in Spanish and by the letter h
in English. In Japanese, Cook (1997) found that Japanese-L1 English learners confused /l/ and /r/ sounds in
their spelling refecting phonological differences in languages (Thompson, 2001). The following examples
illustrate how English learners make phonetic errors, which often occur when a sound does not exist in the L1.
Wang and Geva (2003a) found that Cantonese-L1 children substituted sh with s and th with either s or z due to
the absence of these two phonemes in Cantonese. Similarly, Morris (2001) discovered that French-L1 children
tended to spell house as OUSE, which is likely due to the absence of /h/ in the French language (Walter, 2001).
At the same time, research suggests that L1s can be facilitative, depending on the nature of the two writing
systems. In general, studies have shown that learners with an alphabetic L1 background usually do better on
word identifcation and phonological awareness tasks than those with a non-alphabetic L1 (Leong, Cheng, &
Tan, 2005; Wang, Perfetti, & Liu, 2005).
Some studies, such as Hamada and Koda (2008) and Wang, Koda, and Perfetti (2003), have illustrated
learner performance differences on tasks due to varied L1 backgrounds. A number of studies have also
documented that learners with the same written L1 background vary in word recognition abilities and
phonological tasks given their variation in exposure to the alphabetic principle (Leong, Hau, Cheng, & Tan,
2005). Bertelson, Chen, and de Gelder (1997) found that students from Mainland China outperformed students
from Hong Kong on tasks related to phonemic awareness, which is likely due to the Mainland learners’
familiarity with pinyin that students in this study from Hong Kong lacked. In a recent meta-analysis of fMRI
studies, language and writing processing networks in Chinese are largely similar to alphabetic language
processing but there are distinct differences related specifcally to Chinese (Wu, Ho, & Chen, 2012).
The facilitative effect of pinyin is also shown in research by Leong, Hau, Cheng, and Tan (2005), who
investigated phonological sensitivity, and Cheung, Chen, Lai, Wong, and Hills (2001) in a study of phonological
awareness among pre-readers in Hong Kong, Guangzhou in Mainland China, and New Zealand and by
McDowell and Lorch (2008) . among Chinese speaking students 15-19 years-old learning English.
To date, there are only a handful of studies that have examined the development of cross-linguistic
spelling. Within this limited number of studies, researchers have found that English language learners develop
their basic literacy skills in a similar manner to English-L1 children (Chiappe, Siegel, & Gottardo, 2002; He &
Wang, 2009), and their progression may be infuenced by various factors, including their L1 (Wang & Geva,
2003a, 2003b), with a modest impact for phonological infuences on learning English as a foreign language.
Early studies revealed that younger children made more L1-infuenced errors than older children, and as their
grade level advanced, the number of L1-infuenced errors decreased; likewise, as English profciency grew,
English learners used more of their knowledge of English and spelled more English words correctly (Fashola et
al., 1996; Ferroli & Shanahan, 1993;).
Longitudinal studies of the evolution of specifc features in spelling by emergent bilinguals have also been
illuminating (McBride-Chang, Liu, Wong, Wong, & Shu, 2012). In a study by Wang and Geva (2003a), younger
bilingual learners (Grade 1) made more predictable L1-specifc phonological errors in their spelling than their
English-L1 counterparts. By the end of Grade 2, these ESL spellers performed as well as their English-L1 peers.
Nassaji (2007) analyzed the development of English spelling and orthographic knowledge of a Farsi-L1 student’s
spelling errors from his daily journals and free writings over a four-year period, from grade one through four.
Nassaji found that the child’s spelling followed a stage-like sequence in a similar fashion to English L1 speakers,
in which the child developed more complex spelling abilities and accuracy over time.
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To summarize, previous cross-linguistic research indicates that English learners develop their basic literacy
skills in a similar way to English-L1 children, and as their English profciencies grow their spelling abilities also
develop. As students’ knowledge of English develops, English learners make fewer L1-infuenced errors. To
examine the three components or layers of English spelling cross-sectionally across grades 2–8 by features and
developmental stages, this study focused on how Chinese, Mandarin-L1 students learning English as a foreign
language spell both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Method

Participants
273 students from two primary schools and two middle schools in northeastern China participated in the study
(Grade 2: N = 41, Grade 3: 32, Grade 4: 40, Grade 5: 40, Grade 6: 40, Grade 7: 40, Grade 8: 40). They ranged
in age from seven to 14. At the time of data collection, each participant had at least one academic year of English
instruction as a foreign language as part of the regular curriculum. They received one hour of English instruction
each day. All participants spoke Mandarin Chinese at school and at home.
Measures
Students’ spelling was assessed with two spelling inventories (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnson, 2016)
designed to measure the students’ spelling knowledge. Inventories consist of 25 words (grades 2 & 3) and 26
words (grades 4-8), both of which have undergone a validation study (Sterbinsky, 2007). Two spelling inventories
were used to provide developmentally appropriate words and spelling features for the participants who varied by
age, ranging from second grade to eighth grade. While these spelling inventories are different, they largely
measure the same spelling features, ranging from initial consonants to infected endings, and the more advanced
spelling inventory also measuring more challenging spelling features, such as syllable junctures and roots. In the
classroom setting, the classroom teacher followed the inventory instructions, read the directions in Chinese and
read each word, followed by a sentence in English using the word, and then the word again. Participants were
asked to spell the best they could even when they did not know how to spell a word.
Sterbinsky (2007) conducted a reliability and validity analysis of both spelling inventories in which 647
students completed the Primary Spelling Inventory and 862 students completed the Elementary Spelling
Inventory. The results indicate that both inventories are “reliable instruments and valid predictors of student
achievement” (Sterbinksy, 2007, p. 19). 1 Twelve features are studied in this inventory in a sequence that refects
the three layers (alphabetic, pattern, and meaning) of English orthographic knowledge, and the corresponding
stages of spelling. Emergent stage spelling was not evident in this sample, so the features we examined begin with
(1) beginning consonants, (2) ending consonants, (3) short vowels, (4) consonant digraphs and (5) blends (e.g., bed,
ship, when, lump). In the pattern layer of English spelling during the within word pattern stage of spelling
development, students’ knowledge of (6) long vowel patterns (2oat, train, place, drive bright, and throat), and (7) other
vowel patterns including diphthongs (spoil) and r-infuenced vowels (serving) are examined. Upper level spelling
knowledge for the syllables and affxes stage begins with (8) infected endings (serving, chewed, carries, and
marched), then includes an examination of other features with words with (9) syllable junctures and (10)
unaccented syllables (shower, bottle, favor, ripen, cellar). Finally, derivational morphology and knowledge of (11) more
diffcult affxes and (12) roots (pleasure, fortunate, con.dent, civilize, and opposition) are examined.

Data Analysis

Students’ spellings were analyzed for words and features spelled correctly, and scores for the total features and
words spelled correctly were obtained for each student. Two trained college students at a research institution in
the western United States frst coded the data. An experienced researcher then coded 70 students’ spelling (10 in
each grade) to confrm the errors had been identifed accurately. The handwriting posed a greater than usual
challenge for the scorers, and there were times when the children used a character to spell a word. Discrepancies
in scoring were discussed between the two scorers, and when agreement could not be reached, the frst and
second authors were consulted. The scoring guide for the features has been used extensively in research and
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teaching (Bear, et al., 2016), and the mean scores and standard deviations for this study are presented in Tables 1
and 4. The feature types and their developmental order are presented from top to bottom for the primary
inventory in Table 1 and the elementary inventory in Table 4. The specifc features and words are presented in
the following discussion of the data.
For informal, post hoc analyses, spelling stages were matched to power scores, the number of words spelled
correctly. These criteria were set developmentally (Bear et al., 2016), and a range of development was described
for grade levels by power scores. While the two different spelling inventories measure many of the same spelling
features, the results of the two spelling inventories were not compared from one inventory to the other. This
approach was utilized to illustrate how each age range performed on their respective spelling inventories.

Results

Grades 2 and 3
As described earlier, students’ spelling abilities were analyzed by the total number of words and features spelled
correctly. This section will briefy examine descriptive statistics, and then explore specifc features in detail. The
list of specifc spelling features addressed in the results section is not exhaustive, but rather focuses on notable
fndings, and features that characterize the stages of development. Table 1 presents the means and standard
deviations from independent t-tests for second and third graders. Students in both grades experienced diffculty
with short vowels. More students in grade 3 struggled when spelling the fnal consonants than students in grade 2
(t = 2.17, df =71, p = .03, d = .60).2 No signifcant differences (p ≤ .05) were observed in the other features
examined. We continue with an analysis of the categories of orthographic development.
Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Spelling Features in Grades 2-3
2nd (n = 41)

3rd (n = 32)

Max.

M

SD

M

SD

Words Correct

26

2.22

2.29

2.06

1.72

Features Correct

56

21.90

5.69

21.53

4.74

Total Score

82

24.12

7.55

23.59

6.14

Initial Consonants

7

6.56

.63

6.44

.91

Final Consonants3

7

5.78

1.29

5.16

1.11

Short Vowels

7

2.22

1.51

1.97

.82

Digraphs

7

3.54

1.82

3.91

1.51

Blends

7

2.44

1.30

2.21

1.24

Long Vowels

7

.34

.62

.50

.76

Diphthongs, and R-infuenced Vowels

7

.27

.63

.56

.76

7

.76

1.02

.79

.97

Features

Infected Endings
Note. Total N=73.

Consonants
As noted in Table 1, students in second and third grade spell beginning and fnal consonants with great
accuracy. This illustrates their expertise with this feature, which is much higher than their spelling of other
features. The words for these features are regular and familiar; only the r in rob might be diffcult. The beginning
consonants were spelled accurately by second graders 94% of the time, compared to 83% for the third graders.
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Short vowels
Short vowel sounds were diffcult for the second- and third-grade students to spell correctly. The most diffcult
short vowel was u as in gum, with only 2.74% of the students spelling it correctly. Forty-one percent of the
students spelled gum as gam. This is likely because the u in gum (represented phonemically as /ʌ/, which is similar
to /ə/) “is sometimes replaced by /a/” (Chang, 2001, p. 311). This case of misspelling is also likely infuenced by
the place articulation, as all of these are central vowels; /ʌ/ and /ə/ are mid-central vowels and /a/ is a lowcentral vowel (Finegan, 2008).
The e as in sled was the second most diffcult short vowel sound for the 2 nd and 3rd grade participants. This
is likely related to the lack of a distinct /ɛ/ phoneme in Chinese (Duanmu, 2006). The most frequent
replacement was a. The letter A was also the most frequent substitution for e as in pet. These instances may be
infuenced by how /ɛ/ in sled sounds like the letter name a, which is pronounced /e/; both /ɛ/ and /e/ are front
central vowels (Finegan, 2008). Table 2a displays the most prevalent misspellings of short vowels for the second
and third graders.
Table 2a
Misspelling of Short Vowels by Children in Grades 2-3
Short Vowels
% Feature Correct
Misspellings (%)
fan

65.75

fun (10.96); fain (4.11)

pet

26.03

pat (26.03); pait (5.48)

dig

53.42

deg (9.59); dg (6.85)

rob

24.66

raob/raop (15.07); roub/roubo/rout (8.22)

gum

2.74

gam (41.10); garm (4.11)

sled

10.96

slad (13.70), slaid (9.59)

stick
28.77
sdk (12.33); sdek/sdekc/sdeke (9.59)
Note. N=73. In the Misspellings column, similar types of errors were combined as noted.
Consonant digraphs
Compared to spelling short vowel sounds, students spelled more digraphs correctly. A notable exception was
the /θ/ sound as in thorn and third, which had lower rates of accuracy. The other digraphs did not impose a
signifcant obstacle for most students. This may be because pinyin has similar digraphs (e.g., ch and sh), but lacks
a th digraph, which is represented in the spelling inventory and in this case, matches the /θ/ phoneme. Most
students replaced it with either s or f, two common substitutions for the /θ/ sound among Mandarin speakers
(Rau, Chang, & Tarone, 2009). This substitution makes sense as all three sounds are voiceless fricatives, and
thus, only differ in the place of articulation. The students replaced an unfamiliar sound, a /θ/ (an interdental
fricative), with a familiar sound, either an /s/ (an alveolar fricative) or an /f/ (a labiodental fricative). Table 2b
shows the most frequent misspellings of digraphs.
Consonant blends
Students had trouble with the majority of the blends except sl as in sled and fr as in fright. Table 2c displays this
analysis. Students often inserted a vowel between consonants and wrote some single-syllable words as twosyllable words. This is likely because there are no consonant clusters in Chinese (Chang, 2001). As shown in
Table 4, students added either i or a between the s and the l in sled, and e or u between the b and the l in blade;
however, this addition was not consistent.
There are a few reasons why students’ might have spelled cr as kr. One is that there is also a /k/ sound in
pinyin that is represented by the letter k. Consequently, they may have made an error based on their
orthographic knowledge in pinyin. Another possible reason is that in English, the /k/ phoneme can be spelled as
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c, cc, ck, k, and ke. While learning to spell in English as a foreign language in their early years, these students were
less familiar with the varied spellings of the /k/ phoneme in English where there is a greater frequency of initial
c-blend compared to a k-blend.
Interestingly, students often replaced the tr in tries with ch, affrication, a logical linguistic confusion that is
often observed at this point in students’ development. Additionally, many students also replaced the dr in drive
with a j. This phenomenon represents how when alveolar stops are followed by an r, palatalization can occur.
Thus, t becomes /ʧ/ (or ch) and d becomes /ʤ/ (or j). This is an interesting fnding that aligns with previous
studies of the development of L1 English children (Henderson & Beers, 1980; Read, 1975).
Table 2b
Misspelling of Digraphs by Children in Grades 2-3
Digraphs
Feature Correct (%)
Misspellings (%)
shine

78.08

sun/sunny (12.33);
sai/san/saie/sam/sane (6.58)

coach

67.12

kouh/holh/coldh/cdh,/coh (9.59)

chewed

71.23

cug/cud/coud/cund (9.59)
treed/tryd/trd (5.48)

wishes

60.27

wsas/ws/wesds/wsaz/weiseis (6.85);
wrhz/wxhz/wszh (5.48)

thorn

5.48

saon/sone/son/sonjn/sorn/sosoht/sen/sanyn/san/sany/saone/
sonn/seen/sloor (42.47);
fao/faoen/foth/faon/fon/foog/fan/foan/foin/forh/foun/ford/
fane/found/fonu/foon/fng (30.14)

shouted

72.60

soutb/sotd/saoied/saotd/saofeit/sahtd/std/soutd/suo/suts (15.07)

31.51

sed/serd/sede/st/srot/srt/sd/seed/srerd/sot/snes/sered/srid/
sterl/seth/stas/sorasd/sride/sead/sends/sensd/sred (30.14); 3ed (2.74)
Note. N=73. In the Misspellings column, similar types of errors were combined, and the subsequent percentage
illustrates the total percentage of spellings with that type of error.
third

Table 3
Misspelling of Blends by Children in Grade 4
Blends
Feature Correct (%)

Misspellings (%)

lump

2.50

lam (25.00);

foat

85.00

train

70.00

tain (10.00);

place

97.50

--

drive

62.50

diver (7.50)

bright

47.50

blight (7.50);

folt

larm (5.00)

(5.00)
tian (5.00)

grit (7.50)

spoil
37.50
sbout (5.00);
sbor (5.00)
Note. N=40. Only the two most frequent misspellings are reported. Misspellings only occurring once are not
included in this table.
Long vowels, diphthongs, and r-infuenced vowels
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On average, second and third graders spelled less than one long vowel and one diphthong and r-infuenced
vowel correctly (see Table1). Some vowels were spelled with two or three vowels; e.g., CHUAIS/CHUAIZ for
tries and GEEM/GAIME for dreams. Some words are more frequent and spelled more accurately than pattern
would belie. For example, the word hope was spelled correctly by 8 of the 63 second and third graders. The word
dream was not spelled correctly by any child. The chance for error is much greater for dream than a word like wait;
the word dream is less common and is a more diffcult word to spell correctly with the dr affricate, a vowel
digraph, and a fnal nasal that can be confused by English learners more so than with native English speakers
(Helman et al., 2012). This pattern continues with the vowel patterns in the other vowels category; and we see that
no second or third graders spelled the following words in this category correctly: chewed, crawl, thorn, shouted, spoil,
and growl. The word third was spelled correctly by nine children who may have learned the word through reading
and instruction. Specifcs for a number of the features in this category are discussed below; we have chosen to
discuss the most salient features given space limitations.
Infected endings
This was a diffcult feature for students to spell correctly. None of the second and third grades spelled chewed,
shouted, and camped, correctly and only one student spelled wishes and tries correctly. Fewer than one of seven
features were spelled correctly; third grade mean was .79 for spelling words with infected endings correctly,
except for the frequently occurring word riding, spelled correctly by 13 students, and the word clapping (7), a word
with a fairly unambiguous vowel and syllable pattern.
Developmental spelling analyses
As seen in Tables 2a and 2b, the mean score was slightly above 2 words spelled correctly. This score has been
used as a power score to relate to stages of spelling development, and for these students a score of 2 indicates that
a student is in the letter name–alphabetic stage of spelling. For context, this stage also corresponds roughly to a
lexile level (see lexilie.com) of up to 300, a beginning reader, frst grade level. Consider that the frst four words
(fan, bet, dig, rob) were the easiest words to spell correctly, accounted for the vast majority of errors, and refected
knowledge of short vowels. The feature analyses as noted in Tables 2a and 2b also indicate a beginning
knowledge of short vowels (2.22/7) compared to fnal consonants (5.78/7).
Qualitative analyses across features revealed similar patterns of the letter name–alphabetic stage in which
students use a phonetic principle that incorporates articulatory information to spell, a strategy shared by EnglishL1 students. For instance, similar to English-L1 children, some of these Chinese students spelled like early letter
name–alphabetic stage spellers when they deleted vowels. Examples include spelling dig, bled, and stick as dg, bld,
and sdk, respectively. Participants also spelled dr as gr, which is similar to their English-L1 counterparts. To spell
vowels, students in the middle of this stage may have employed the letter-name strategy with the alphabetic
principle and used their knowledge of a vowel’s name to spell long and short vowels (e.g., HOP for hope, GREM
for dream, or PAT for the short vowel in pet) (Helman et al., 2012).
Grades 4–8
The spelling inventory included several more diffcult words including the last two words, civilize (0 correct
spellings) and opposition (4 correct spellings). Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations of these analyses.
As expected, the total words spelled correctly and feature score totals were highly correlated in a Pearson
correlation (r = .94, p < .001). Statistical analyses confrm the fndings of previous research in English as a
second language that learners gain orthographic knowledge as their English language profciency advances; in
this instance, spelling achievement predicted grade level, the proxy for experience with English, with the total
feature and words correct score accounting for 44 percent of the variance (F (1,198) = 154.79, p < .000), a large
effect size (Cohen’s d of .98 based on r-squared). A factor analysis of the raw scores of each feature was computed
across fourth through eighth grade levels. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy indicates that
the factor analysis is appropriate for these data (.91). The general sequence of features followed the predicted
developmental sequence except for the consonant digraph feature. The frst factor included the frst eight
features except for the consonant digraph category and together, they accounted for 49.9% of the variance. The
second factor included for the last two features, harder suffxes and roots, accounted for 10.39% of the variance.
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations (Grades 4-8, n = 160)
4th (n = 40)
5th (n = 40)

6th (n = 40)

7th (n = 40)

8th (n = 40)

Ma
x

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Words Correct

25

3.50

2.19

8.83

2.82

10.28

2.09

9.25

2.47

11.65

2.42

Features Correct

62

22.23

4.93

36.58

5.41

39.48

4.60

36.23

6.09

42.58

4.98

Total Score

87

25.73

6.90

45.40

7.88

49.75

6.54

45.48

8.25

54.23

7.21

Initial Consonants

2

1.88

0.36

2.00

0.00

1.98

0.16

1.75

0.44

2.00

0.00

Final Consonants

5

3.75

1.02

4.85

0.36

4.93

0.27

4.83

0.38

4.95

0.22

Short Vowels

5

2.85

0.97

3.83

0.96

4.15

0.48

3.90

0.55

4.08

0.53

Digraphs

6

4.83

1.01

5.10

0.63

5.00

0.88

5.25

0.81

5.53

0.60

Blends

7

4.05

1.17

5.40

1.13

6.25

0.71

5.38

0.90

5.68

0.80

Long Vowels

5

1.00

1.07

3.10

0.90

3.38

0.63

3.48

0.72

4.00

0.45

Diphthongs and rinfuenced vowels

7

0.65

0.80

2.23

1.23

3.20

1.22

2.35

1.23

3.25

1.43

Infected Endings

5

0.98

0.87

2.50

1.30

3.45

0.93

2.63

1.39

3.78

0.89

Syllable Junctures

5

1.28

0.72

3.60

0.78

3.63

0.81

3.18

1.08

3.60

0.71

Unaccented Final
Syllables

5

0.83

0.88

2.28

0.91

2.30

0.79

2.25

1.28

2.80

0.97

Harder Suffxes

5

0.15

0.36

1.58

1.08

1.03

0.95

1.03

0.89

2.08

1.05

Bases or Roots

5

0.00

0.00

0.13

0.40

0.20

0.61

0.23

0.48

0.85

1.03

Features

Short vowels
Students in grades 4 through 8, spelled 3.76 of the 5 short vowel features correctly. Like so many of the second
and third graders, 30 percent of the fourth graders, and 63 percent of the ffth graders spelled the u in lump, with
an A. A quarter of the students in grades 4 and 5 spelled the e in bed with an A, also a common error among
students in grades two and three, and students among English-L1 students in the middle letter-name stage (Bear
et al., 2016). Closeness in articulation of the short vowel with the long vowel letter name may account for this
error (Read, 1975).
Consonant blends and digraphs
Blends and digraphs were spelled correctly more often than the vowels; 5.14 of 6 blends and 5.35 of 7 digraphs
were spelled correctly. The majority of the students spelled at least one of the features in the blends (e.g., m as mp
and t as tr). One possible reason for these errors is the absence of consonant clusters in Chinese (Chang, 2001).
Again, these errors are expected of students in the letter name – alphabetic stages by English L1 learners (Bear et
al., 2016).
Similar to their peers in grades 2 and 3, students in grades 4 through 8 had diffculty spelling unaspirated
sounds, such as p in spoil. Expectedly, some of students spelled sp as sb. This may be related to the voicing
differences in p and b; additionally, the vowel sound after the onset is voiced, which could have affected the
students’ interpretation of the previous consonant sound. Students in grade 4, in particular, had trouble with the
blends. However, unlike students in the lower grades, these students did not often insert a vowel between
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consonants. This result might suggest that as their experience with English increased, the infuence of a phonetic
strategy from their L1 faded. Table 4 illustrates the misspelling of blends by grade 4 students.
Additionally, the mp in lump was diffcult for students in grades 4-8. Only 12% of these students spelled
lump correctly attributable to both errors in the u and the preconsonantal nasal in mp. Again, this is likely because
of the lack of fnal consonant clusters in Chinese. Learners often insert a reduced vowel or as we found,
particularly with fourth grade students, “simplify the cluster…by dropping the last consonant” (Chang, 2001, p.
312).
Long vowels
Almost three of the fve long vowels were spelled correctly in fourth through eighth graders. The majority of the
students found it diffcult to spell oa in 2oat and igh in bright. Most students either used a letter-name alphabetic
stage misspelling (2ot), the most common error of sixth and seventh graders (23%), or they applied their English
knowledge of the CVCe pattern to produce the /o/ sound with 2ote, an error made by 14% of the fourth
through eighth grade. Students also spelled 2oat with other possible variants such as ou and ow. Students who
spelled 2oat with ow may have been using their knowledge of other sight words, like the /ow/, long o in 2ow, mow,
row, tow. Using two vowels to spell the long o refects students’ knowledge of orthographic patterns in English, a
move beyond the more linear, phonetic strategies used during the letter name – alphabetic stage.
The misspelling of igh as in bright can be understood in a similar way. The most common substitution for
bright was brite, just as 2ote was a common error for 2oat, (12% by fourth through seventh grade) which may refect
their experimenting with orthographic patterns of long vowels. The students’ spelling errors are similar to those
of English-L1 students in the early within word pattern stage (Templeton & Bear, 2018). As older students made
fewer of these types of errors, these results again indicate that as students’ knowledge of English expanded, they
tended to make fewer L1-infuenced errors. There was an interesting jump in the correct spelling of bright by 8th
graders (92.50%), a change from 55% in seventh grade. Perhaps this word was taught directly or learned
through reading. In contrast, 2oat was spelled correctly by just a few eighth graders and none in grades four and
six.
Diphthongs, r-infuenced vowels, infected endings, and syllable junctures
Students’ lower accuracy rates for the spelling of “other vowels” that included diphthongs and r-infuenced
vowels, may be related to the fact that in pinyin there are no vowel digraphs. In pinyin, all vowels sound the
same in length. Across all grades, many misspellings of other vowels were substitutions of short vowels for
ambiguous vowels, such as spelling in this case, the r-infuenced vowel in marched was spelled mucht, an error
which is also made by English-L1 students in the early within word pattern stage (Helman, 2004). Furthermore,
the students in grade 4, had particular diffculty identifying the infected ending in marched (hence the misspelling
much by over 57%), a word that has a complex fnal consonant cluster /ɹʧt/ that is not permitted in Chinese
phonology. However, as students progressed they were more accurate in their identifcation of sounds (marcht)
and use of infected endings (marched spelled correctly by 60% of the students in grade 4).
In the last two stages of spelling with the analysis of syllable junctures, the consonant doublet was diffcult
to spell across all later grade. Gradual competency spelling words with doublets increased for spelling these
words correctly at 34.8% for the word shopping, 21.2% for carries, and 25.8% for bottle. The word cellar was
gradually spelled more accurately each year, up to 32.50 percent by eighth grade, an unsurprising error rate for
this unfamiliar word.
The fnal fve words on the spelling inventory asked students to spell fve words with less frequent suffxes,
and fve word roots. Less frequent suffxes (-ent, -tion) and word roots (civ, .d) were rarely spelled correctly.
Nineteen students spelled pleasure correctly, two spelled fortunate correctly, and no children spelled the last word,
con.dent, correctly.
Developmental spelling analyses
The mean number of words spelled correctly for the fourth through eighth graders in this study was 8.70 which
corresponds to the later part of the within word pattern stage of spelling development, a 420-820 extended lexile
level range, and a second-grade reading level (Bear et al., 2016). There was a range from 3.5 words spelled
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correctly for 4th graders to 10.275 for 8 th graders. Accordingly, there were many students who did not spell the
short or long vowel features correctly (3.76/5; 2.99/5, respectively). See Table 4 for mean scores by grade. There
were diffculties spelling short vowels, particularly e and u, and they spelled more consonant digraphs and blends
correctly than short vowels. Students in grade 4 also had more trouble with blends than their older, more
experienced peers. Like the younger spellers in grades 2 and 3, the greater the error rate, the greater the number
of variants they produced. The eighth graders were refning their knowledge of other vowels (e.g., our, ow) at the
same time that they were learning about syllable junctures and infected morphology. They were spanning the
focus from basic vowel patterns of single syllable words to a beginning analysis of morphemes and unaccented
syllables.

Discussion

The examination of students’ spelling showed them to master features in an order that refects the three
orthographic layers and the fve stages of spelling. The second- and third-grade children showed greater
profciency with features associated with the alphabetic layer of English orthography (e.g., consonants, short
vowels, digraphs, and blends), than with the pattern layer features (e.g., long vowel patterns), and the meaning
layer (e.g., infected endings, base and roots). These children did quite well spelling beginning and ending
consonants, features of the alphabetic layer, and they did better spelling short vowels, blends, and digraphs than
features associated with the pattern and meaning layers of English orthography. Native English-speaking
children likely fnd short vowels easier to learn than these Chinese speaking EFL students as they match familiar
sounds with a single letter. Chang (2001) has shown how Chinese speakers have a variety of diffculties mastering
short vowels, which may be infuenced by the greater number “of vowel contrasts in English than in Chinese, so
English vowels are closer to each other in terms of position of articulation than Chinese vowels. This means that
more effort is required to distinguish them” (p. 311). The better performance of Chinese students with digraphs
over short vowels is perhaps infuenced by this phenomenon and also suggests that their knowledge of consonants
and consonant digraphs (e.g., ch, sh, zh) in pinyin may have served as a springboard to developing their
orthographic knowledge of some digraphs in English.
After one or two years of instruction in English, most second and third grade students were centering on
the alphabetic layer and in the letter name – alphabetic stage as evidenced in the way they spelled features
associated with the alphabetic layer of English orthography (e.g., consonants, short vowels, blends, and digraphs).
Overall, the results show that these Chinese students developed greater profciency with the alphabetic layer
before the orthographic pattern and meaning layers of English orthography, and while this pattern illustrates the
general trend, the data also illustrate interesting differences between native English speakers and Chinese English
learners in their development and profciency of short vowels and digraphs, as illustrated above.
In the present study, the 173 fourth through eighth grade students’ spelling abilities developed as their
grade levels advanced. Spelling ability among students in grade 4 was less developed than that of students in later
grades. Notably, students gradually progressed in their profciency from the alphabetic stage to the pattern stage
of English orthography. Students in fourth grade struggled substantially more than their older peers with spelling
features related to the pattern stage (e.g., long and other vowels). Scores for spelling long vowels, diphthongs, and
r-infuenced more than tripled from fourth to ffth grade. This spike in development illustrates a shift from the
alphabetic to pattern layer of English orthography, as students were developing their abilities to recognize and
utilize long and other vowel patterns in which the same sound can be represented with different orthographic
patterns (e.g., fare, fair). Furthermore, there are noticeable differences when comparing grade 4 students to grade
8 students in terms of ability to spell features associated with the meaning layer (such as suffxes and roots).
However, their knowledge of both the pattern and meaning layers of English orthography is still in development.
Ultimately, this illustrates how these older students also develop their knowledge of English orthography in a
similar manner to native English speakers.
Analysis of the data reveals a few more interesting differences among students in different grades. While
students in grade 8 outperformed students in the early grades, in most areas, students in grade 6 led students in
both grades 5 and 7 on spelling three features: blends, diphthongs, and r-infuenced vowels (like ew, oi, or), and
infected endings. This outcome might be infuenced by the preparation students in grade 6 were receiving for
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the entrance examination for middle school; their constant review of English may have helped their performance
on the assessment.
There were occasions across all grades that students could spell some more diffcult words than easy words.
For instance, among second and third graders, more students spelled riding correctly (Grade 2: 6/41; Grade 3:
7/32) than chewed (Grade 2: 0/41; Grade 3: 0/32). Among students in grades 4 through 8, the word bottle was
spelled correctly more often than an easier word, like 2oat (Grade 4: 10 vs. 0; Grade 5: 30 vs. 1; Grade 6: 36 vs. 0:
Grade 7: 26 vs. 0; Grade 8: 27 vs. 7). This outcome may be because these more diffcult words might occur more
frequently than the easy ones in their instructional context, and thus, students learn them earlier because of
greater exposure. Nonetheless, taking the results from the spelling of students in grades 2 and 3 into
consideration, it can be concluded that the infuences of students’ L1 became less of an issue as their experience
with English advanced.
This study adds empirical evidence to the body of cross-linguistic literature that has found that English
learners develop basic literacy skills in a similar manner to their English-L1 peers (Chiappe, Siegel, & WadeWooley, 2002). More specifcally, the present study lends support to previous research that has suggested that
learners of written English acquire their orthographic knowledge in a similar manner and vary primarily in the
rate of acquisition (Invernizzi & Hayes, 2004).
While this study contributes to our understanding of how young Chinese students develop their English
literacy skills, it also has its limitations. One notable limitation was that individuals were only measured once,
and thus, individual patterns and development over time could not be examined. In this study, grade level was a
proxy for experience and achievement. Following students over time would provide unique insights into
development. Additionally, the specifc vocabulary covered in the curricula is also unknown, and thus, it is
unknown if the students are already familiar with the words on the spelling inventories. This information may
provide a deeper understanding of why some diffcult words saw greater rates of accuracy than easier words (e.g.,
greater accuracy spelling riding than stick or fright for the students in grades 2 and 3). More information about
instruction may account for the achievement of the sixth-grade sample. Finally, the two results of the two spelling
inventories were analyzed separately in this study, as to focus on how each age range performed on their
respective spelling inventories. However, the analysis could have been conducted differently and compared the
same spelling features across age groups and spelling inventories, which may have revealed patterns related to
the children’s spelling development and profciency with various spelling features over a larger age range.
Future research examining how the spelling of individuals and groups develops over time would be
valuable as it may indicate what patterns and phenomena are diffcult to capture through examining a single
spelling sample at a specifc point in time. Additionally, research that compared different pedagogical practices
(e.g., various combinations of vocabulary, phonics, word study, etc.) and how those practices infuence spelling
development would also be helpful. While examining the spelling development of Chinese students is important
for what is learned about word knowledge, it would be benefcial to explore more deeply comparisons between
spelling development and other components of literacy, such as word recognition, comprehension,
morphological knowledge, phonological awareness, fuency, and writing. Investigating these relationships might
provide unique insights into Chinese students’ developmental processes in literacy and provide additional
perspectives on the similarities and differences of Chinese speaking English learners and their English L1 peers.
The advanced students in this study would be interesting to study as they learn beginning morphological
orthographic features, something that can be learned from secondary students; see Carlisle, 2010; McBrideChang et al., 2008.
This study suggests some important implications. At the alphabet layer, there were some specifc sounds,
letters, and patterns that caused diffculty for participants. Learners may beneft from specifc instruction related
to these diffcult features. The short vowels e and u were diffcult, and minimal pair exercises that help learners
discriminate these vowel sounds with others may be benefcial (e.g., contrasting pet to putt or bed to bad or mud to
mod). Drawing attention to the diffcult short vowel sounds and juxtaposing them with other vowels may help
students discriminate these sounds from others and ultimately, read and spell these sounds with greater mastery.
During the pattern layer of analysis, participants’ spelling illustrated how they experimented spelling long
vowel patterns (e.g., spelling 2oat as FLOTE). Thus, explicit instruction on long vowel patterns may be helpful for
students, particularly showing them patterns like the CVVC, CVV, CVCe patterns. Blends were particularly
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diffcult for younger students, which is understandable given the lack of consonant clusters in Chinese (Chang,
2001). Thus, explicit instruction in early grades that highlights pure blends vs. blends with a slight inserted vowel
(e.g., blade - /bled/ vs. /bəled/) may draw attention to the differences in these sounds and concepts for younger
students and promote mastery at a younger age. Once long vowels patterns are mastered, students are ready to
examine other vowels in English. During vocabulary lessons, students will beneft from seeing the words written
as part of the instruction (Rosenthal & Ehri, 2008).
Vocabulary learning expands at the meaning layer in the examination of infected and derivational
morphology (Nagy & Townsend, 2012). It has been emphasized that students’ reading, including vocabulary and
comprehension, will improve when accompanied by spelling instruction (Cutler et al., 2010; Foorman &
Petscher, 2010; Graham & Santangelo, 2014). In an integrated and generative form of instruction, students can
begin with infected morphology and related word families in general, and domain-specifc academic vocabulary
(Templeton et al., 2015).

Conclusion

The orthographic development in English of Chinese L1 students illustrates interesting similarities and
differences in comparison to English L1 learners. This study aligns with previous studies as it illustrates that
Chinese EFL learners develop their English skills in a similar fashion to English L1 peers (Chiappe, Siegel, &
Gottardo, 2002; Helman & Bear, 2007). However, differences in acquisition were also found, which are likely
related to the differences in phonology between English and Chinese and students’ familiarity with pinyin. This
study builds upon previous research by providing specifc information and analyses of Chinese students’ English
orthographic development, which is particularly valuable given the efforts of the Chinese education system to
promote English skills for their students as well as the increasing presence of Chinese speakers in the United
States and around the world. Moving forward, when researchers and educators understand students’
orthographic knowledge from developmental and cross-linguistic perspectives, they are better prepared to
identify which features students have mastered, and they have a guide for a sequence of instruction that includes
features that might be confusing cross-linguistically.
Notes
1

2
3

Internal consistency was evaluated and overall reliability was established with a coeffcient of .915 (Cronbach’s alpha).
Analyses for reliability by item discrimination and diffculty, and internal consistency provide evidence that these
instruments differentiate between relatively higher and lower performing students reliably. Test-retest data for these two
inventories indicate similar reliability when English learners, special education, and gifted students are included.
Reliability estimates for both inventories were acceptable (Sterbinsky, 2007).
According to Cohen (1988), effect sizes (d) of .2, .5, and .8 are small, medium, and large, respectively.
Only signifcant fnding.
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Exploring Young English Learners’ Perceptions of the Picture
Word Inductive Model in China
Xuan Jiang*
St. Thomas University, Miami, USA
Abstract
The Picture-Word Inductive Model (PWIM) is one of the new teaching methods introduced in English Language Education
(ELT) in China, in order to develop English learners’ communicative competence. However, studies conducted on PWIM
from the perspectives of English learners are underrepresented and no research has been done about using PWIM with
English learners in China. Considering this gap, I attempted to answer the question: What are young English learners’
perceptions of PWIM? I deployed observations, questionnaires, and interviews to explore what fourth and seventh graders
perceived to be the strengths and drawbacks of PWIM. My fndings suggest that many students listed and exemplifed
numerous strengths of PWIM, and a few mentioned its weaknesses. The students expressed that PWIM had a positive effect
on their English learning.

Keywords: picture-word inductive model, perceptions, vocabulary, mixed methods, exploratory

Introduction
English has been taught as a core and compulsory subject in China for decades, making China the largest
population of English learners and users: approximately 440 million English-learning and English-using people
in China (Crystal, 2008, pp. 4-5). And for decades, English teaching in China promoted a strong linguistic focus
on grammar, reading, and translation, with a method called “teacher-centered textbook-analysis-based grammartranslation” (Yang, 2000, p. 19). This traditional approach, however, is not the only English teaching approach
implemented nowadays, because English learners in China need more skills (e.g., writing and speaking) and
communicative competence. Communicative competence is defned as “a certain level of language profciency,
speech and social-cultural set of knowledge, skills and abilities that enable to vary acceptably and appropriately
their communicative behavior in a communicative way” (Fahrutdinova, Yarmakeev, & Fakhrutdinov, 2014, p. 36).
Picture-Word Inductive Model (PWIM), as a new English Language Teaching (ELT) approach that seemingly
had never been used in China before, might be essential to the ongoing reformed English education, because
PWIM potentially enables learners to manage the meaning and use of new words, empowers learners from
passive to active learning by speaking and writing, and helps learners write paragraphs step by step from adding
up words, phrases and sentences.
In terms of research studies, PWIM is not well represented. Until now, there have been only a few research
studies of PWIM (Calhoun, 1999; Feng, 2011; Swartzendruber, 2007; Wong, 2009), and none of them have been
conducted with any English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners in Mainland China. With the empirical and
contextual gap mentioned above, the purpose of this study was to explore young EFL learners’ perceptions of
PWIM in China. The implication of this study included using this research piece as a mechanism to develop a

* Email: xjiang@stu.edu. Tel.: 1-786-838-9482. Address: School of Arts and Education, Saint Thomas University, 16401 NW
37 Avenue, Miami Gardens, FL 33054, USA.
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view about PWIM as a newly-tried ELT method from learners’ perspectives within a policy-driven framework, so
that educational leaders and practitioners can consider PWIM as a new teaching approach being introduced and
implemented widely in Mainland China. In addition, applying the fndings and discussions of this paper to
different contexts, English teachers may have better approaches to developing appropriate and effective ways of
presenting and practicing PWIM with students, in order to help students develop their language skills and
communicative competence.

Literature Review

English Teaching in China
English teaching in China has its peculiar cultural, social and political context; moreover, China has experienced
its own history of English textbooks and syllabi changes. Historically, English has been taught as a compulsory
subject with a strong emphasis on grammar, translation, and reading, mainly through direct instruction
approaches (Yang, 2000). Such traditional teaching approaches are characterized by systematic study of
grammar, extensive use of Chinese-English translation, and persistent memorization of syntactic patterns and
vocabulary (Hu, 2002). The traditional approach, however, has failed to develop an adequate level of EFL
learners’ communicative competence (i.e. the ability to use English for authentic verbal and textual
communications) in China. Millions of EFL learners taught by this traditional approach can read, but cannot
speak or write well. As a result, new English teaching approaches including Communicative Language Teaching
(Yang, 2014) and Task-based Learning and Teaching (Zheng & Borg, 2014), focusing on transforming learners
from passive to active agents, have recently entered EFL classrooms in China.
As mentioned earlier, some innovative teaching approaches have recently been introduced into English
education in China. However, school principals and teachers may feel uncomfortable and unsafe when they are
informed of change. This feeling occurs when “change…upsets the pattern” people are accustomed to, thereby
thrusting people into new perceptions and challenging people’s way of dealing with life (Evans, 1996, p. 27).
Such feelings are more likely to register with those educational practitioners who are already satisfed with the
situation they are in (Feng, 2011).
Students may similarly be accustomed to the traditional teaching methods and resistant to change. Their
resistance to change may also be rooted in Chinese culture which has been largely infuenced by Confucius
(Jiang, 2011), and Confucian philosophy has led to the teacher-centred approach. It has also, as Scollon (1999)
pointed out, correspondingly exerted an ideological impact on students’ ways of thinking, teachers’ and students’
roles, objectives of education, and behaviours of teachers and students. Under the infuence of the Confucian
education philosophy, what teachers say is authoritative and true, and these truths should be repeated and
remembered instead of being questioned by students. Values including “docility, passivity, and conformity” are
what education demands of its students in this Confucian heritage culture (Yen, 1987, p. 52). Students under the
infuence of Confucian heritage culture for years are more likely to be passive thinkers without any consciousness
of inductive reasoning (Scollon, 1999). Scollon (1999) undertook a case study to identify the cultural constructs
that underlie the participants’ viewpoints on the purposes of education in Chinese classrooms and that infuence
the behaviors of students and teachers. She observed that the cultural notions stemming from Confucius affect
learning processes tacitly (Scollon, 1999). Chinese EFL learners infuenced by historically dominant Confucian
traditions tend to be disabled from using rhetorical reasoning (Jiang, 2011). Nevertheless, it deserves exploring
and experimenting whether and how these learners can be transformed with rhetorical reasoning after certain
instructional practices, such as PWIM.
Picture-Word Inductive Method
PWIM is a teaching approach based on Calhoun’s (1999) research on early literacy. The fundamental tenet of
PWIM is its use of “pictures as a stimulus for language experience activities” in classrooms to teach young
beginners learning to read and write (Joyce, Weil, & Calhoun, 2009, p. 130). Calhoun suggested that PWIM be
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used to teach several skills as an integrated whole simultaneously, beginning with the phonetic and structural
components of language, for example, the pronunciation and the spelling of a word. Students using PWIM see
the item, listen to the teacher’s pronunciation, and then pronounce the word to reinforce word recognition.
PWIM also covers explicit instruction and induction, as well as an immediate assessment of students’ needs and
comprehension. Calhoun suggested that a teacher can arrange any individual activity, as well as small-group and
large-group activities, with a PWIM format. She also suggested that PWIM can be modifed and applied to older
beginners (Calhoun, 1999).
PWIM has many successful examples of applications in classrooms (Calhoun, 1999; Joyce & Showers,
2002; Joyce et al., 2009). Calhoun claims that its successful applications are closely related to prescribed and
detailed steps for implementation, an instructional sequence incorporating cycling and recycling through the
following 10 steps (Calhoun, 1999):

1. Select a picture.
2. Ask students to identify what they see in the picture.
3. Label the picture parts identifed. (Draw a line from the identifed object or area, say the word, write the
word; ask students to spell the word aloud and then to pronounce it.)

4. Read and review the picture word chart aloud.
5. Ask students to read the words (using the lines on the chart if necessary) and to classify the words into a
variety of groups. Identify common concepts (e.g., beginning consonants, rhyming words) to emphasize
with the whole class.
6. Read and review the picture word chart (say the word, spell it, say it again).
7. Add words, if desired, to the picture word chart and to the word banks.
8. Lead students into creating a title for the picture word chart. Ask students to think about the information
on the chart and what they want to say about it.
9. Ask students to generate a sentence, sentences, or a paragraph about the picture word chart. Ask students
to classify sentences; model putting the sentences into a good paragraph.
10. Read and review the sentences and paragraphs (p. 23).
PWIM embraces the development of visual perceptions, which is vital to children’s literacy acquisition
(Astorga, 1999; Clay, 2001; Joyce, Calhoun, & Hopkins, 2002). During instruction with the PWIM, students are
shown a picture and are asked to identify items in the picture or “shake out” the words of the picture. The
picture as a visual image has a signifcant role in PWIM to develop children’s literacy. Joyce and Weil (2004)
showed how pictures may serve as important stimuli for connecting learners’ life experiences to their language
learning in the classroom. The teacher writes each identifed word on chart paper outside the picture and draws
a line from the word to the item in the picture, essentially creating a picture-word dictionary which the students
can employ to connect words with corresponding pictures. Joyce and Weil (2004) claim that such a kind of
connection contributes to developing new ideas and learning vocabulary.
Wong (2009) demonstrated that vocabulary learning is also achieved through connections via dual channels
of speaking and writing. ‘Shaking out’ the words and spelling the words, she says, brings “awareness to the letters
in the word and connection between the spoken words onto written text” (Wong, 2009, p. 9). Reading out,
spelling out, and writing down these words on the picture-word dictionary is the frst step for children to know
the phonetic and morphological form of the words. After they become more familiar with this mode of
instruction, they start to write phrases, short sentences and later long ones about the pictures independently or
with the assistance of teachers and more competent peers. This writing process involves learning form, meaning
and use of those words. Gradually, these vocabularies should be stored, as Calhoun (1999) suggests, in students’
long-term memory and eventually become a part of their prior knowledge, which will be used to learn new
words.
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Inquiry-oriented induction is another key feature of PWIM. Inductive thinking or induction promotes
learners’ awareness of language development (Astorga, 1999; Clay, 2001; Joyce et al., 2002). Induction in PWIM
refers to developing new ideas through building parallelism among unrelated information, ideas, and artifacts
(Joyce, Weil, & Calhoun, 2004). This type of thinking assists students noticing and inferring with patterns and
relationships within the language—elements which should enable them to apply and transfer such learning to
novel words. Joyce, et. al (2004) also suggest that such induction empowers students to generalize language rules,
for example, how to structure sentences as in building up the sentence. Students may draw generalizations after
numerous PWIM activities, and then cycling and recycling the sequences mentioned above.
There is only one quantitative research study (Swartzendruber, 2007) found in the literature review.
Swartzendruber (2007) conducted a quasi-experiment study with 35 second graders in a Midwestern U.S. city
with both English as a Second Language (ESL) learners and native English speakers (NESs). Results indicated
that the experimental group was statistically signifcant better than the control group on the fnal assessment.
Scaffolding and explicit connections to concepts and words appeared to be benefcial to both ESLs and NESs,
with respect to vocabulary acquisition. The only qualitative research was Feng’s (2011), in which the participant
teachers reported that their fourth to sixth grade students had increased English vocabulary through PWIM and
cooperative learning.
PWIM has more space to develop in terms of research studies. First, there are only a few research articles
and books about PWIM studies since Calhoun’s (1999) research, most of which are written or co-written by
Calhoun or Joyce. Evidently, Calhoun and Joyce are the two major proponents of this model, thus PWIM
narrated and evaluated by them cannot avoid possible biases.
Second, PWIM is not the only intervention in the learners’ language development in those research studies,
so it cannot be inferred from the results that PWIM alone contributes to the learners’ language development. For
example, parents also seem to play a role in the scenario, who “need to read at least fve books each week to their
children” in English as their native language (Joyce et al., 2009, p. 137). Third, research studies of PWIM are
even fewer when the studies are narrowed down to ESL or EFL learners. There is only one quantitative research
study (Swartzendruber, 2007) found in the literature review. The only qualitative research found was in Feng’s
(2011) dissertation. Thus, one might infer that ESL and EFL research studies of PWIM are underrepresented.

Research Question

The focus of this study was to explore young EFL learners’ perceptions of PWIM in China EFL classrooms. The
primary research question was: What are young English learners’ perceptions of PWIM’s strengths and
weaknesses?

Methodology

To explore the learners’ perceptions, I observed, conducted open-ended questionnaires and interviewed 18
fourth graders in an elementary school and 30 seventh graders in a secondary school to examine how they
understood and perceived PWIM. I designed interview questions based on the observation and questionnaire
answers. The interview data were the main source to answer the primary and secondary research questions.

Figure 1. Procedures of data collection
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Participants
In the current study, I chose participants who were early elementary pupils at the stage of learning to read and
early adolescents in middle schools who already knew how to read and read to learn in two public schools in a
coastal city in Mainland China. They were all Chinese. All participants had already received a year or four years
of English education. The fourth graders received four 40-minute English classes per week. The seventh graders
received fve 45-minute English lessons every week.
After my in-class observation during the PWIM trial period for seven weeks, I used nested sampling. I
asked the seventh-grade English teacher to hand out a letter to parents about my research, one parental consent
form and one child consent form in both Chinese and English to each student, so the students could send them
home for parents’ approval. The students submitted the signed forms to their English teacher and then I had 30
participants. For the fourth graders, I agreed with the class headmaster’s suggestion by introducing my research
study in a parents’ meeting. I handed out the parent’s letter about my research, one parental consent form and
one child consent form in Chinese, introduced myself and my research project and I then answered the parents’
questions. They had questions with respect to the reward, the timing of interviews with their children, and what I
would ask in the interviews. I answered each query one by one. In return, I asked the parents to discuss the
project with their kids after the meeting and to hand in the two consent forms with their signatures if their
children indeed wanted to participate with the questionnaire and the interview. Later, I collected signed forms
from the fourth graders and ultimately had 18 fourth graders for the questionnaires and interviews.
Procedures
Observation
I observed the two PWIM-trial groups during most of their practice and testing sessions, for approximately 25
hours. I took feld notes when I observed each of the two classes during the 7-week-long trial. I did not
electronically record anything during the observations. I noted down some moments of students’ facial
expressions and body language, as well as their interaction with peers and teachers, in case I could ask them in
the subsequent interviews. In addition to the reason stated above, observations also provided more relevant and
personalized questions for the following interviews. For instance, I asked a student’s feeling about PWIM after I
saw he raised his hands actively during PWIM lessons.
Questionnaires
After I received parents’ and children’s permission, I handed out the pre-designed hardcopy PWIM
questionnaires to the 18 fourth graders and 30 seventh graders, using language that is understandable to them. I
gave each of them a coded ID to be put on their answer sheets. Students wrote down the coded ID that I gave,
instead of their names.
Interviews
Immediately after collecting and preliminarily analyzing their answers on the questionnaires, I interviewed the 48
participants in Chinese one-to-one and digitally recorded them. The questions asked were based on what I had
observed and their answers on their questionnaires. I could only interview them for a maximum of 10 minutes
during class breaks, self-learning classes, and minor classes (i.e., geography, history, music, fne arts, physical
exercise, and other classes apart from Chinese, Math or English). Seventh graders were pulled out one by one for
maximum 10 minutes each. Fourth graders were pulled out in small clusters of three to fve, in an attempt to
keep the classrooms as uninterrupted as possible. The observations and questionnaire responses helped me with
the interview questions. Due to the design of my research questions, the interviews was the main data source.
Data Analysis
I did data analysis during and after data collection to explore the participants’ perceptions of PWIM. According
to Merriam (2002, p. 14), qualitatively, “data analysis is simultaneous with data collection.” I started preliminary
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data analysis after collecting data from the observations, so that I could decide to keep or modify my questions
asked on questionnaires. After collecting the data from the questionnaires, I analyzed the data from their answers
for generating interview questions. As Stake (2005) stated, analysis refers to giving meaning to frst impressions of
those texts. I wrote down my frst impressions on the margin of the questionnaires. I did preliminary analysis by
studying and coding answers on the questionnaires, which gave me a clearer direction about what to ask for the
future interviews.
Due to the tight schedule of interviews with both fourth and seventh graders, I did not analyze collected
interview data deeply and thoroughly during data collection. However, I framed “new questions” for the
following interviews as a result of what had been found (Seidman, 2006, p. 113). By adding new questions to the
original ones and modifying some old questions for the next interview, I “made adjustments along the way”
(Merriam, 2002, p. 14). It should be noted that I avoided “in-depth analysis of the interview data” until I fnished
all the interviews, because I tried not to “impose meaning from one participant’s interview on the next”
(Seidman, 2006, p. 113). Thereafter I minimized “imposing on the generative” and inductive process of the
interviews (Seidman, 2006, p. 113).
After I interviewed all assented participants, I transcribed those interviews via listening to the recording
and typing every single word. Then I translated their answers from Chinese into English. Following this
transcription, I conducted the coding by writing my frst thoughts on the margins of the transcript to read
through literal words. After that, I used different color highlights to categorize the coding. The coding categories
were words and phrases which represented the regularities, patterns and topics my data covered (Bogdan &
Biklen, 2007). I categorized coding to fnd concepts and patterns and developed them into themes through
thematic analysis to help answer the three secondary research questions. Themes are “the relationship between
two or more concepts” (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, p. 194). The relationship includes “why something happened,
what something means, or how the interviewee feels about the matter” (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, p. 194). For
instance, I develop one theme as “linguistic acquisition” by grouping seven concepts together, including “to
summarize the words by unit”, “to memorize those words deeply,” “to build up paragraphs from words,”
“connecting pictures and words,” “emphasizing how to use these words,” “acquiring more words” and “good for
writing.” By building up themes, I threaded my draft with themes, categorized answers and evidence from those
analyzed data.
Results
The fndings start with developed common themes from interviews seventh and fourth graders, covering the
topics of pictures, connections of pictures and words, affective enjoyments, and practical issues of implementing
PWIM in a class of over 55 students. Following this is the topic of fourth graders’ reliance on their Chinese
language to learn English.
Associable Pictures
PWIM uses “pictures containing familiar objects and actions” (Calhoun, 1999, p. 21), which was counted as one
of its strengths, revealed from the interview answers. One seventh grade girl (pseudonym Zhou) preferred PWIM
pictures to one-to-one word-picture cards because PWIM pictures could prompt more words and connections.
It was interesting that when asked to choose pictures of local culture and western culture, the seventh
graders did not mind pictures of western cultures. One student (pseudonym Huang) thought of English as a
“carrier,” as a vehicle to carry foreign cultures, so that she could learn more about English-speaking cultures,
knowledge, and the world from pictures of English-speaking countries. As revealed from the interviews, there was
little resistance from the seventh graders to pictures of foreign culture, and vocabulary and the PWIM pictures
may be not necessarily culturally mapped for those EFL participants.
Fourth graders had similar opinions. The characters and stories in the pictures were suitable to their age, so
students could easily associate with them. One interviewee (pseudonym Yuan) compared pictures in her
textbooks with pictures in PWIM, saying that “Pictures in textbook are a little interesting, and boring with the
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same style; the new method [PWIM] has extra-curriculum pictures which are greatly interesting and totally fresh
to me.” Comparing PWIM pictures and word cards, another fourth-grade interviewee (pseudonym Tang) stated
that many words can be found in one PWIM picture versus only one word found in word cards, and a paragraph
or story can be developed from one PWIM picture versus one word found in word cards. Seen from both, PWIM
pictures are more informative, connective with words and inductive as a source.
A PWIM picture has a theme with multiple backgrounds and characters to explore and create a scenario; a
word card has one item in the picture and a word along with it. AS shown in Figure 2, compared to conventional
pictures, PWIM pictures are more informative and connective with words and inductive as a source.

Figure 2. Samples of a PWIM picture and a word card
Connections between Pictures and Words
With PWIM pictures, most of the interviewees mentioned that they learned, memorized and retrieved those
previously learned and newly learned words more quickly, easily, conveniently and effciently, “not one by one,
not by rote” (interviewee pseudonym Xu), possibly due to “connections and imaginations” (interviewee
pseudonym Zhu). They could not tell which jumped out of their mind frst, pictures or words. Most respondents
thought that pictures and words appeared simultaneously. Interviewees also thought that with pictures, the
impression of word was much deeper, because words to be considered were associated with the relevant pictures.
Enjoyment
All of the interviewees liked and welcomed PWIM very much. Most of them expected their English teacher to
continue using PWIM in the future to consolidate their vocabulary. One student in seventh grade (pseudonym
Xu) said, “I was learning in a happy and easy atmosphere, which reduced my psychological burden and
pressure,” so he anticipated the next opportunity of his English class with PWIM and would listen to the English
teacher attentively. Nevertheless, there were a few students who were indifferent to whether they would have
PWIM in the future or not. Some students (e.g., pseudonym Li) thought they already had the strategy or
technique of having an image when meeting new vocabulary or writing topics, so there was no need for teachers
to implement PWIM any longer.
In sum, PWIM, indeed for numerous interviewees, made the class alive, interesting, engaging and
motivating. Students wanted the teacher to write down what they contributed during the word brainstorming
and category stages. Students also expected to be picked to read what they had written at the end of each PWIM
cycle, that is, the writing stage. PWIM was also welcoming and friendly to those students of unlikely risk-takers
or/and with small vocabulary (revealed from the interviews with pseudonym Zhao, Xu, & Gao), because they
had a lot of easy words to contribute (e.g., breakfast and lunch for Unit 4).
Practical Issues
Apart from all the merits of PWIM mentioned above, a few students talked about practical issues of PWIM. One
student (pseudonym Zhou) thought of long physical distance for the near-sighted peers sitting far away from
PWIM pictures. In such a large room using PWIM, those neglected groups were more likely to be distracted and
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even left behind. However, the other interviewees showed disagreement of attributing distraction to PWIM,
saying much as one interviewee (pseudonym Wu) that “being distracted is an individual phenomenon, not a
method weakness.” A few interviewees (e.g., pseudonym Guo) listed noise as one of PWIM’s weaknesses.
However, some interviewees showed disagreement in terms of noise being a disadvantage. “Being noisy is not the
weakness,” said one interviewee (pseudonym Huang), “It’s students’ personality weakness.”
For the three PWIM cycles, there were many repeated words (words of body parts, color, background—sky,
cloud, etc.) brainstormed. A couple of the interviewees saw such repetition as a weakness and a redundancy
(causing cognitive overload). One interviewee (pseudonym Zhang) said that too many repetitious words kept her
slightly from thinking of more words from PWIM pictures, and from easily fnding newly learned words in the
word bank on her category and writing module papers. She also mentioned that if her English teacher could
break the table of word bank into two parts, one with high frequency words and one with newly met words, then
such a problem would be solved.
Importance of the Chinese Language to the English Language Learning
Fourth graders’ native language played a vital role in their English language learning. They had not developed
phonetic awareness yet, nor any linguistic, cognitive or metacognitive strategies in learning English from my
observation. That is to say, the Chinese language was the only existing previous knowledge they could rely on in
terms of vocabulary learning. Similar to other interviewees, one student (pseudonym Xie) could think of
unknown words in the Chinese language frst in the brainstorming stage of PWIM and then memorize the
English version told by other students and their fourth-grade English teacher.
Participants’ Perceptions of PWIM as to its Strengths and Weaknesses in Summary
In reference to the question asked of the seventh graders about the strengths of PWIM, there were 15 reported
concepts from the questionnaire and interview responses: interesting, to study more quickly, to memorize easily,
connecting pictures and words, emphasizing how to use these words, acquiring more words, knowing more
knowledge, to learn happily, to make the atmosphere lively, to summarize the words by unit, to memorize those
words deeply, to build up paragraphs from words, motivating, directly visible, good for writing, and peer learning.
The 15 concepts were further categorized into fve themes: linguistic acquisition, knowledge acquisition, cognitive
development/advancement, emotional/psychological enjoyment, and peer learning.
Similar to the seventh graders, the fourth-graders spoke highly of PWIM because of the interesting
pictures, strong connections of pictures and words as an effcient way to manage new words, linkage to their tests,
affective enjoyments and strategic development. When it comes to weaknesses of PWIM, a few of the seventh
graders wrote in their questionnaires: noisy classroom without order, hard to hear clearly, think attentively or
write down all of the words, more time for teachers to prepare for the class, time consuming as to the reading,
spelling and writing down of the upcoming words, extra work for teachers, and unorganized handwriting on the
PWIM sheets. Figure 3 shows the six concepts and three themes in three different colors.

Figure 3. Weaknesses of PWIM reported by the seventh graders
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However, during the interview when asked about these weaknesses, student participants stated they would
prefer to keep using PWIM by avoiding or improving these weaknesses, as opposed to not using PWIM at all.
The fourth graders gave a shorter list of PWIM weaknesses: noisy classroom, too many new words at one time,
too many writing examples to think of their own, and so on. The respondents interviewed confessed that they
experienced some diffculty in learning, but they felt they would overcome it. They thought that they can process
the information and manage them subsequently, which is seen as normal process learning to them.
All the interviewees greatly welcomed PWIM and would use PWIM as English learners and English
teachers if possible. Some of them mentioned that they had a habit of connecting pictures and words
automatically after experiencing PWIM. Some seventh graders even developed a mind-set to seek a picture to
consolidate their unit vocabulary autonomously, but they would love to receive some kind of scaffolding or
guidance of using pictures from their English teacher.

Discussion

Similar to the fourth to sixth graders in Feng’s (2011) study, the participating fourth and seventh graders (i.e., at
the stage of learning to read and of reading to learn in English) spoke highly of PWIM. Their perceived
strengths of PWIM included increasing English vocabulary, improving descriptive writing, emphasizing word use,
peer learning, and so on. These perceptive merits echo with Calhoun’s (1999) descriptions about PWIM and are
outcomes beyond systematic study of grammar translation, and rote of syntactic patterns and vocabulary (Hu,
2002).
Moreover, the participants’ welcoming disposition about PWIM was able to inspire educators to refect on
Chinese Confucius culture in this modern era. With this historical heritage of Confucian, students can be trained
with new ways of thinking, new roles in classroom, and new behaviours in a new student-centred classroom
environment, which differ from Scollon’s (1999) fndings to a certain extent. Such a difference might be due to
generational differences born before and after China’s Open Door Policy in 1985. Reconciling cultural heritage
and modern approaches in ELT is possible, seen from the participants’ responses about PWIM.
I can imagine that Calhoun never considered implementing PWIM in such a crowded classroom with
such a large number of students. From my observations and the following interviews, I noticed that students
sitting far back away from the pictures could not see the pictures and words clearly. The seventh graders could go
to see them after class because the pictures were put on the back blackboard, but the fourth graders did not have
access after class.
Moreover, noise from peers kept students from hearing clearly. Even with classroom management, neither
teacher was able to grant quiet moments for one specifc respondent to make him/herself heard. Thus, students
were more likely to be distracted and lost. This factor can be a rationale for any unsuccessful implementation of
teaching methods, but it plays a more important role in student-centered activities, such as PWIM. With a PWIM
format, a teacher can arrange any individual activity, as well as small-group and large-group activities (Calhoun,
1999). However, her concept of large groups may not be as large as a group of over 55 students.
Aside from fndings of this research study, there are at least two main limitations which need to be taken
into consideration. Firstly, there was no protocol for PWIM for students in secondary schools. Calhoun (1999), as
PWIM founder, suggested that PWIM with modifcation can be used for older language beginners, though she
didn’t state how. In the current study, I trained two English teachers (one from an elementary school and one
from a secondary school), and gave them the 10 steps of PWIM practice in a classroom (Calhoun, 1999, p.43),
videos of PWIM demonstrations from YouTube and an implementation log (Calhoun, 1999, p.23 ) instead of a
protocol. Such introductory one-on-one training gave the two teachers conceptual understandings, but not
enough instructional strategies or practical preparations.
Secondly, PWIM was used in a crowded classroom with over 55 students, not individually or in small
groups. The class size in this research study was larger than many in previous research, so the effectiveness of
using PWIM to teach Chinese students English vocabulary may be refected in the fndings. The classes were so
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large that the experimental intervention of PWIM may have had different effects to what Calhoun and other
researchers have found. Those contextual factors may infuence the effectiveness of PWIM.
This research study spanned a three-month period, so the data only refected such a time period. For the
current study, I only observed the group who had PWIM. Even for the two trial groups in Grade 4 and 7, I did
not observe all of the PWIM sessions, because of schedule conficts. For further research studies, it would be
better to observe both the trial and non-trial groups, to see whether trial and non-trial classes have the same
instructional conditions, the teachers have the same teaching style and the students in two groups play similar
roles in teacher-student interactive communications. In that way, it may be further inferred which matters more,
using the intervention or how the intervention is used.
In the current study, I interviewed students only instead of involved classroom teachers, in order to
understand students’ needs and opinions about PWIM. For future research studies about PWIM, both students
and teachers should be interviewed, for the sake of understanding the other side in the two-way classroom
interactions. Also, data from interviews with teachers, who are educational practitioners facing students every
day, may reveal teachers’ professional openness and personal dispositions toward new instructional methods, both
of which might infuence the effectiveness of the intervention. Teachers’ voices from bottom up should be
noticed and considered by education policymakers.
In the current study, qualitative data were collected from 18 fourth graders and 30 seventh graders, to
answer the research question. The 18 fourth graders did not give much information as the 30 seventh grader did
in all. One of the reasons might lie in the developmental differences between the age of 9 and 12, specifcally, the
ability of judging, evaluating and critiquing. The other reason was the fourth graders were pulled out to be
interviewed as a cluster of three to fve, based on the head teacher’s request; thus, they were easily distracted by
their peers at the time of interviews, and the seventh graders were pulled out and interviewed individually.

Conclusion

This study has investigated participants’ self-perception of PWIM as a newly-tried ELT approach. Via
observations, questionnaires and mainly interviews, I found that many participants spoke highly of PWIM and
only a few mentioned its weaknesses, some of which were not considered as the method’s inherent issues. All of
the interviewees expressed the positive (either greatly positive or slightly positive) infuence of PWIM on their
English learning, with many rationales interfacing with the merits of PWIM.
ELT reformers and policymakers in China may consider the role of English teachers’ professional
development (to build up their constant exposure to, awareness of and strategic readiness for new teaching
approaches) and contextualization (including contextual factors) when introducing new ELT methods. This being
said, I hope that fndings of this research study will contribute to the existing handful of research studies of
PWIM in both ESL and EFL contexts.
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Abstract
This study examines the possibilities and obstacles present in adopting a critical approach to English language education in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Three main elements of critical pedagogy in language teaching were suggested: cultural
representation in the curriculum, perceptions of global English(es), and local and global issues. Within a research design
informed by an adapted action research methodology, six secondary public schools from three emirates were selected for
inclusion in the study. The pre-action stage included questionnaires, interviews, and class observations. An action plan and
intervention followed this frst phase of data collection. The intervention was informed by Freire’s (1996) “Conscientization”
approach, Shor’s (1992) generative themes, and Heaney’s (1995) codifcation and problem-posing methods of teaching. The
action phase consisted of a hands-on workshop for 20 volunteers from the 42 pre-phase participants. The results indicate
that while teachers showed interest and even enthusiasm about critical pedagogy, they were aware of a number of obstacles
and challenges in applying it in their classrooms.

Keywords: critical pedagogy, English teacher education, secondary schools, United Arab Emirates

Introduction
Globalization in its different manifestations, along with technological development and the internationalization
of educational settings, has prompted major educational reforms at both the organizational and school
curriculum levels. Furthermore, global economic crises and ferce job market competition are calling for
distinction and innovation; the Arab world is no exception. The nature of schooling in Arab countries is urging
reform of education based on critical thinking, innovation, and democracy (Akkary, 2014; Al-Suwaidi, 2010;
UNESCO report, 2005)
There have been tangible changes affecting educational settings in most Arab nations in order to meet
international standards. These have included the adoption of conventional teaching methods and curricula
approaches, along with the jargon of education academia (Alrabai, 2016; Badry, F. & Willoughby, 2016;
Education System and Curriculum in Dubai and UAE Schools, 2016). The researchers believe, based on their
several years of teaching experiences in the Gulf, that a ubiquitous component is still missing in these educational
contexts. There is still a lack of discourse that pays attention to the joy and essence of learning, the quality of
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teaching, and classroom content and its connection to the outside world including learners’ “experiences and
history” (Freire, 1996, p. 17). This discourse is the realm of critical pedagogy that can help in introducing these
pedagogical elements in the classroom. Critical pedagogy which deals mainly with “politics of difference”
(Pennycook, 2001, p. 114) links classroom environment to the wider society. This localized study followed an
adopted action research approach to address this perceived lack of critical pedagogy within the ELT (English
Language Teaching) space of the UAE.

Literature Review

Critical Pedagogy: History and Meaning
The term critical pedagogy is often associated with the work of Paulo Freire, especially Pedagogy of the Oppressed
(1996—frst published in 1968). In the traditional student-teacher relationship, Freire (1996) characterizes the
teacher as the authoritarian fgure who transfers decontextualized, impersonal information to passive students,
perceived as objects. Freire refers to this type of education as “banking education” where the teacher is the
“depositor,” the students are the “depositees,” and the educational experience itself is “an act of depositing” (see
p. 53).
Freire (1996) contrasts banking education with “liberating education” (p. 53) in which teachers do not
focus on transmitting information in a mechanical way but rather help students develop their cognitive abilities
(see also Giroux, 2011). They maintain that critical evaluation and personal development are inherently human
tendencies, so even those trapped by the shackles of traditions can free themselves and develop refned intellects
if provided with a nurturing environment. In the learning situation of liberating education, the teacher-student
hierarchy is reduced and instead they become co-learners in the classroom where information is shared through
dialogue. Even though Freire did not coin the term, his views on educational reform form the foundational
pillars of what we now refer to as critical pedagogy. Cho (2013) states that critical pedagogy shares many of its
core principles with other critical theories prevalent at the time, such as social constructionism and
postmodernism. Nevertheless, there was a gap that warranted the emergence of critical pedagogy.
A major concern of critical pedagogy is the nature of knowledge constructed and transmitted in society
and schools. McLaren (2009) captured this concern stating that “critical pedagogy asks how and why knowledge
gets constructed the way it does, and how and why some constructions of reality are legitimated and celebrated
by the dominant culture while others clearly are not” (p. 63).
At the level of English language teacher education, there is a dearth of literature on how to introduce
critical pedagogy to teachers in the Arab world in general and the Gulf region in particular. In her
transformative L2 teacher development model (TLTD), which is based on twenty critical pedagogy principles
adopted from Crawford (1978), Izadinia (in Wachob, 2009) argues that the practicality and feasibility of
developing teacher education programs around the tenets of critical pedagogy are potentially tangible. She fends
off criticism of critical pedagogy as practically gloomy, warning against the legacy and effect of the banking
model of teacher education.
To date, Wachob’s (2009) edited book of critical pedagogy studies conducted in the Middle East is one of
the few compilations devoted entirely to the discipline in this part of the world. In the UAE, critical pedagogy is
still in it its initial stages of classroom practice. To the best of our knowledge, only a few papers examine how the
implementation of critical pedagogy can promote strong critical thinking skills in the UAE (Clarke & Otaky,
2006; Hall, 2011; McLoughlin & Mynard, 2009; Raddawi, 2011; Raddawi & Troudi, 2012; Smith, 2011).
Referring to Qatar’s new critical thinking-based educational reforms, Romanowski and Nasser (2012) write:
“Religion and tradition…govern the political, economic, social, legal and educational aspects of society” (p. 124).
The authors highlight religious principles in various MENA (Middle East and North Africa) states which inform
civil practices, suggesting that these practices thus become “beyond question” (p. 125). Tertiary level education
in the MENA region may still appear incompatible with Freirian pedagogy’s focus on the “common good.” For
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example, Salame (2011) points out that higher education has neglected sustainable development. Some MiddleEastern states even practice “state censorship” (Romanowski & Nasser, 2012, p.125) and academic freedom is
still not seen as a fundamental facet of higher education (Nasser & Abouchedid, 2007).
Cultural Representation
Critical pedagogy is about relating classrooms to social, cultural, political, and ideological concerns (Auerbach,
1995; Benson, 1997). Troudi (2005) points out the necessity of critical knowledge for the TESOL teacher, which
requires an awareness of the socio-cultural contexts of the students and “how these shape their approach to
learning and attitudes to English as a second or foreign language” (p. 1). Critical pedagogy rejects the distancing
of culture from the political and economic life-processes of society; it “cannot be abstracted from the historical
and societal context that gave it meaning” (Freire, 1996, p. 39). Culture has become an “object” in Western
society repressing its critical elements and even negation of its critical thoughts (Adorno, 1975; Horkheimer,
1972; Lowentha, 1979, Marcuse, 1978 as cited in Freire 1996, p.40).What these authors mean by western society
is probably all communities that are directly derived from and infuenced by European cultures.
To some, culture is “a historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbolic forms by means
of which men communicate” (Geertz, 1973, p. 89). To others, it is what people must know to act and make
things in a distinctive way (Holland & Quinn, 1987). However, Samovar and McDaniel (2012) argued that
culture is not static but dynamic and “transgenerational” at the same time. It is more than ethnicity, where
members of a community inherit patterns such as skin color, food, and folklore. It is beyond the four ‘F’
approach advanced by some multiculturalists essentializing culture as Food, Fashion, Festivals, and Folklore
(Banks, 2002; Sleeter & Gran, 2008;). Culture is the ‘conscientization’ (Freire, 1996) process in which individuals
are aware of their own identities and way of living (one’s self) while at the same time acknowledging variation
and the other. We see culture as a set of shared experiences by members of a community in everyday life
(Raddawi, 2015), and as “a feld of struggle in which the production, legitimation, and circulation of particular
forms of knowledge and experience are central areas of confict” (McLaren, 2009, p. 65). It is this view of culture
that will be investigated in the present study.
Global English and World Englishes
The concept of World Englishes has been addressed within the wider framework of critical applied linguistics
and a critical stance to teaching English to speakers of other languages (TESOL). As English has become
globalized, many varieties of the language have emerged in different parts of the world. Kandiah (1998) explains
that even in the earlier stages of its development within the confnes of the British Isles, the English language, like
any other national language, had remarkably different varieties. However, the language’s spread from its
homeland to settle in foreign territories “caused it to become even more differentiated’ because it entered “new
and unfamiliar contexts…marked by specifc ecological, cultural, linguistic, and other characteristics…radically
different from those of England” (Kandiah, 1998, p.2). He aptly summarizes the journey of the language from its
homeland to new sociocultural settings as comprising three stages: “transportation, transplantation, and
adaptation” (p.12). Kachru (1982) uses the term “acculturation” to describe the adaptation of a given language
and adds that it results in “linguistic innovation” as foreign cultural and linguistic elements seep into the
borrowed language. Scholars have used a variety of names to group together various ‘Englishes’ across the globe,
including “New Englishes,” “Global Englishes,” and “World Englishes” (Jenkins, 2014; Kirkpatrick, 2007, 2012).
Kachru and Nelson (2006) state that the unparalleled expansion of the English language has led to the notion of
World Englishes and its major varieties include European, North and South American, African, and Asian
English. In reference to Kachru’s model of the three concentric circles of English (1982), the term World
Englishes (WEs) encompasses all varieties of English—inner, outer, and expanding circle varieties (Sharifan
2009).
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The Arabian Gulf region faces some major effects of the global spread of English, which is considered the
medium of instruction and the lingua franca in the UAE, Qatar, and Oman. Mahboob (2013) states that despite
the signifcant position of English in Middle Eastern countries, where it is taught as a school subject and used as a
medium of communication in social interactions as well as in published materials, research on “the use of English
in the region from a World Englishes perspective” (p. 14) is scarce. In fact, there is little research on the nature of
the English language in the majority of Middle Eastern countries. Only eight articles published in World Englishes
Journal focus on the use of English in the Middle East and just four out of these eight articles include a regional
author (see Mahboob, 2013). A study by Abdel-Jawad and Abu Radwan (2011) exploring the nature of English
used in tertiary institutions in Oman showed that it was used mainly for academic purposes as the medium of
instruction and for communication purposes such as internet use, meetings, publications, and advertisements. A
recent edited volume by Kirkpatrick (2017) provides insights into English language education in the MENA
region. However, there was no mention of which English variety was used in educational institutions. The
assumption or “natural position” is that it is one of the two inner circle varieties, British or American English.

Research Questions
The present study aims to examine the situation of EFL teacher education in public secondary schools in the
UAE in an attempt to introduce a critical approach to teaching and raise teachers’ awareness about the
feasibility of critical pedagogy. The following two research questions informed the design of the study:
1. How familiar is the EFL teacher in the United Arab Emirates with critical pedagogy?
2. What are the possibilities and challenges of introducing three elements of critical pedagogy: cultural
representation, World Englishes and local and global issues into the curriculum of the secondary EFL
teacher education in the UAE?

Methodology

Research Design
The research design of the study is informed by an action research approach (Zuber-Sklerri, 1996) with a mixedmethod design adapted to serve the critical aims of the study (Kemmis & McTaggert, 1988). The
action/intervention element of the study allowed us to introduce three elements of critical pedagogy through a
workshop to pre-service and in-service EFL teachers in the UAE. These elements are cultural representation,
local and global issues, and World Englishes. The study had three phases: pre-action, action, and post-action. In
the pre-action phase we explored how the EFL teachers perceived critical pedagogy and its place within the
secondary curriculum, and the strategies they were prepared to adopt in their classrooms. Using a questionnaire
and an interview at this stage helped us identify the nature of the professional development needs of these
teachers. The action phase consisted of the intervention, which was a workshop delivered to EFL secondary
school teachers. The post-action phase included a group discussion with the workshop participants to identify the
feasibility and challenges of introducing the three selected elements of critical pedagogy to EFL in secondary
schools. This marked the evaluation stage of the action research project.
Data Collection
The data collection in the frst stage consisted of documentary analysis, questionnaire (see Appendix 1), semistructured interviews (see Appendix 2), and observations. Documentary analysis was performed on print and
online databases in addition to sample documents related to the EFL curriculum in the selected schools such as
syllabus, curriculum map, lesson planning, textbooks, sample class handouts, exams, and students’ work to
investigate whether the three elements of critical pedagogy under scrutiny were evident. The goal behind the
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interviews was to assess teachers’ awareness and familiarity with elements of critical pedagogy and whether it is
possible to make it part of their training. Upon the request of the participants, a note-taking process with no
audio recording was used during the interviews and class observations. All interviews were conducted in formal
academic English, with interviewees using a variety of Englishes such as Australian, British, Philippine, Pakistani,
Indian, New Zealand, and American Englishes depending on their background. Field notes recording what was
said by the participants were later shared with respective participants for verifcation purposes.
The data collection during the action- and post-action phases revolved around a workshop on critical
pedagogy (the 3 elements driving this study) and the researchers’ observations/refections during the workshop.
The data collected during the frst stage drove this workshop.
Participants
A stratifed purposive sampling technique was used in the study (Patton, 2002). The goal was to select teachers
from representative public schools of both genders in some of the emirates.
Pre-action Phase
Three female and three male public schools at the secondary level from three emirates, Sharjah, Ajman, and
Dubai, were selected to participate in the study. For the pre-action phase, 42 EFL teachers completed the
questionnaire and 24 teachers from this group were available and agreed to the semi-structured interviews. Of
the 42 teachers, 26 were females teaching in the girls’ schools while 16 males were teaching in the boys’ schools.
These 42 participants and their contributions to the study would also act as the participant pool for the
subsequent stages (see action/post-action discussions). Table 1 summarizes the pre-action phase participants’
information.
Table 1
Pre-action phase participants’ information
Number of Teachers:
42
Gender:
26 Female and 16 Male
Ethnicity:
3 Emiratis
8 European, mainly British
2 Indians
1 Pakistani
1 Pilipino
27 from Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Tunisia, Algeria, and Sudan
Years of Experience:
More than 5 years
Pre-service Training:
5
In-service Training:
42
All teachers had more than fve years of teaching experience whether in the UAE or in their home
countries. Two of the three Emiratis were relatively new to the teaching profession. Five out of the 42
participants had pre-service training, and all had in-service compulsory training whether through workshops or
seminars. This is called ‘professional development’ and focused mainly on preparation for the CEPA (Common
Entry Profciency Assessment), a compulsory test that local students need to take prior to entering college.
Action Phase
Following the data collection or pre-action phase, which revealed an absence of critical pedagogical approaches
in the English Language teaching process observed in the six public schools, an intervention phase was
conducted via a workshop at a university in one of the emirates. An invitation to participate in the four-hour
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workshop was sent to all 42 EFL teachers who took the questionnaire. Twenty of them replied positively to the
invitation and registered to attend the workshop at a local university. There were 4 Westerners (2 British, 1
Australian, and 1 New Zealander) and the remaining participants were from the MENA region. The 20 teachers
varied in terms of number of teaching years.
Ethics
All ethical dimensions and procedures of participant consent, anonymity, confdentiality, and the right to
withdraw from the study were observed. Names of schools were kept anonymous and pseudonyms were assigned
to participants.

Findings

Pre-Action Phase
Surveys and interviews of teachers revealed an absence of critical pedagogy awareness. None of the participants
had heard of the term critical pedagogy, though two out of 42 asked whether it referred to “critical thinking.”
However, these two teachers, who came from the MENA region, reported being unable even to provide critical
thinking-based activities in the classroom due to time and curriculum constraints; both had more than ten years
of teaching experience.
While observing the two classrooms, the researchers could confrm the by-rote and lecture-based teaching
methods. The “banking” process was followed in the frst classroom. None of the students took the initiative to
talk unless asked a particular question. However, in the second-class observation, the teacher tried to deviate
from the textbook content to apply the formation of simple and complex sentences to some real-life situations
such as the excessive use of mobile phones and their harmful effects on the students.
Cultural Representation
In the curriculum. Upon examining the teaching materials used by the participants in the different
schools, the researchers could confrm that all public schools used the same textbook, “On Location” (Bye, 2011 )
for English language teaching, which is a series of three books that cover grades 10-12. In this context the term
“curriculum” is used in a narrow way to refer to a set of handouts and course packets developed locally by the
teachers (as is the case of Schools of the Future) as instructed by the Ministry of Education in the UAE or
textbooks assigned for development by an international publisher. Teachers needed to cover all the units
included in the textbook. In addition to the assigned textbook, they are required to prepare their own teaching
materials based on the four language skills. Teachers have no say in designing the curriculum and are restricted
in class content and time of delivery. Final exams and midterms are prepared and sent by the Ministry of
Education. This information was conveyed to the researchers by some of the teachers during the interviews.
All 42 participants agreed that the “On Location” textbook does not match the students’ needs and
culture. Below is an excerpt from our feld notes of what Samah, one of the interviewed EFL teachers, said:
The previous book had more practical exercises on the four skills and further cultural
references such as the high rate of dowry in the UAE and divorce issues. The actual
textbook has one unit in Grade 10 called ‘Proud to be Emirati’ that refers mainly to the
Emirati National Day. The rest varies between animals in the world, natural disasters and
some ‘know-how’ that does not relate to the local context such as ‘how to assemble a
skateboard’ or ‘how to prepare a pizza.
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Teachers expressed their dissatisfaction and frustration with the curriculum by using expressions such as:
“we are slaves,” “nobody listens to us,” and “we hope that you can convey our voices to concerned authorities.”
According to our feld notes, Ahmad stated in an interview:
I wished I could do what I used to do in my home country…I once changed the textbook in
the middle of the year [in my home country] as I noticed that the students were not
responding to it properly.
While there is clear evidence of frustration and helplessness vis-a-vis the contents of the prescribed textbooks,
there are also signs of teacher initiative and independence as described by Ahmad above.
In teaching philosophy and class interaction. Thirty-seven (88%) of the surveyed teachers said they
delivered the traditional lecture format while 5 (12%) of the teachers said they discussed issues that are related to
students’ lives and experiences. For example, Iman, an English teacher with more than 15 years of teaching
experience and a mother, stated that female students would tell her about their relationships with their mothers
and take her advice on how they can improve them. Sarah described how she shows the picture of her favorite
corner at home and asks the students to describe their preferred corners in English. Other examples of teachers’
efforts are from Mustafa who made analogies and references to the local culture every time there was an
opportunity, for example by asking them to talk about the heritage in one of the emirates compared to the
Australian culture referred to in the book. Suad stated she would discuss issues such as the excessive use of
mobile phones and its impact on students’ lives while she is explaining the means of communication in general or
discussing segregation in education, and so forth.
Conversely, in the same context, we noted that Maha said in an interview:
I don’t know how to tackle cultural issues. For example, I don’t know how to discuss the
issue of high rate of divorce in the UAE or racism in class, I never had courses on
Intercultural communication.
Another issue raised by the teachers is the disparity between textbook contents and the exam questions. The
latter come ready from the Ministry and the teachers have no knowledge of their content prior to the exam date.
Two of the sample grade 12 fnal exams in English had questions on monuments in Dubai and Abu Dhabi
whereas none of the textbook units had these cultural references. Exam questions required students to write a
composition about these monuments.
During class observation, the only cultural reference used during the entire session occurred when one
teacher, who dominated the speaking in the class, drew on the board a local senior woman wearing an abaya
(traditional long attire) talking to her granddaughter.
Local and Global Issues
Teachers were not really concerned about relating classroom content to issues beyond the classroom, whether
related to local or global topics. They were preoccupied with covering the assigned material to which they had
no contribution. As Ibrahim stated, ‘There is no way to link the readings in the textbook to the students’ real
world, you need to be creative and this requires time’. When asked in an interview whether she would discuss a
subject like disabilities, we recorded that Maha’s answer was straight to the point:
NO! It is a taboo. Neither parents nor students admit that their children have disabilities
even if they are curable such as dyslexia.
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When asked in an interview whether he relates classroom content to students’ lives, Samir, an English teacher in
one of the male schools was recorded as saying:
I do not see why we should bother about these issues since students are demotivated. They
have a ready-made job waiting for them after graduating as long as they pass. They either
go to army or to police stations. In both cases, they earn a good income.
A similar response was heard by the teachers in the female schools. Some comments were: “Most of the girls
dream of getting married after graduating, that is their only ambition” and “…the same goes for parents in terms
of lack of interest in their children education’ said other teachers.”
In the second-class observation, the teacher provided examples of real life experience such as the excessive
use of mobile phones and their impact on the youth. She used these examples while revising a grammar lesson.
The teacher asked them to provide examples of simple, compound, and complex sentences using excessive use of
mobile phones as a theme. This observed pedagogical behavior contradicts the testimony of the interviewees who
claimed that they were incapable of tackling local and/or global issues other than the ones mentioned in the
textbook.
Absence of Englishes
The textbook “On Location” refers to British versus US spelling when there is a difference and sometime points
out vocabulary variations. The handouts collected by some teachers to supplement their teaching material are
selected from the Internet and are either written by British or American authors who would use regional
vocabulary and spelling.
None of the interviewed teachers had heard about Englishes or Global English and paid little attention in
their teaching to any kind of English apart from British vs. American in terms of existence, usage, and variations
if any. In fact, in one of the two class observations, one of the researchers could hear the Emirati teacher
impersonating the Indian accent by suddenly changing her accent to imitate the common Indian accent used in
the Gulf region. Kubota (2009) states that liberal multiculturalism includes open-mindedness and non-prejudiced
attitudes in interacting with people with diverse racial, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds. She suggests that
“liberal multiculturalism promotes tolerance, acceptance and respect toward different cultures and culturally
diverse people while supporting equality among them” (p. 30). This was certainly not the case for the teacher
who imitated the Indian accent in the frst class observed for this study.
Despite the fact that the majority of the participants did not belong to what Kachru (1985) called the
“Inner circle” of English speaking countries, they were still compelled to teach according to the English teaching
curriculum informed by inner circle countries, mainly the UK and the US.
Implications of Pre-action Phase
The generally qualitative fndings reveal a common frustrating and demotivating teaching environment. There is
a noticeable disconnect between the three main stakeholders of the studied educational settings: decision makers,
teachers, and students. On the whole, teachers seem to be hopeless, disempowered, and demotivated. According
to their teachers, students are demotivated because they have a ready- made professional future. This is of course
not necessarily the case as there is an issue of unemployment among nationals of the UAE. Decision makers are
located at the Ministry and send their correspondents or representatives to check that set policies and curriculum
are well implemented. Yet, from the fndings, it seems the reality on the ground is different. Policies are in place
but the curriculum is disruptive and most of the time, it does not match fnal exam questions and students’
aspirations. This could be confrmed by the low grades and negative outcomes of the English courses as reported
by the teachers interviewed for the study.
The fact that, in the observed classes, most of classroom talk was teacher-controlled is a refection of the
dominance of the “banking” model of education (Freire, 1996). Class observation confrmed this view of the
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teacher being a “depositor” of information and students a “depository”. According to Freire, the banking
approach will never encourage students to consider reality critically. Students need to “domesticate reality”
(Freire, 1996, p. 56). They could then perceive reality as a “process,” a constant transformation.
Students’ lack of interest or demotivation can be traced to the disconnection between classroom content
and their socio-cultural contexts. Some teachers confrmed that when issues related to students’ heritage are
discussed in class, learners show a considerable enthusiasm. Giroux (1988a, 1988b), Kanpol (1994, 1997),
McLaren (1989), and others developed a critique of formal education to understand the cultural politics of
schooling, addressing the marginalization and exclusions of schooling by encouraging students to develop their
own voice. Education is more than “speaking” or “writing,” it is rather another way of articulating reality
(Pennycook, 2009, p. 130).
Giroux (1983, 2011), Pennycook (2007a), and Freire (1996) interpret students’ absences, low performance
and grades, disinterest in the curriculum, and misbehavior as a form of “resistance.” Kumaravadivelu (1999)
observes that sometimes students’ lack of preparation and lack of ability to participate in class discussion is a form
of “passive resistance” (p.454). Canagarajah (1993) suggests that this resistance in the classroom may play a role
in “larger transformation in the social sphere” (p. 996). Gramsci (as cited in Darder, Marta, & Rodolfo, 2009)
believes that the hegemonic spirit dominating in schooling refects the “hegemonic process that reproduced
cultural and economic domination within the society” (p. 7).
The fact that a few teachers have different teaching methods than others showing certain praxis in class
means that change is not impossible. It implies that teachers can make a change even in the most restrictive
teaching environment. The language of “possibility” and praxis (theory and agency together) are not a myth
even in the most hegemonic teaching environments. Explaining a pedagogy of hope, Freire (1992) stresses that
“one of the tasks of the progressive educator, through a serious, correct political analysis, is to unveil
opportunities for hope, no matter what the obstacles may be” (p. 3).
Most teachers in this study did not have pre-service training which explains the narrow defnition they
ascribed to curriculum. Some were not familiar with the terminology to describe the components of a language
curriculum (Troudi & Alwan, 2010). When asked about their role in the curriculum, they automatically referred
to the textbook and supplementary handouts. They were mostly following a traditional pedagogy which
according to Moreno-Lopez (as cited in Wachob, 2009) is a name assigned to a period that favored pre-defned
syllabi and focused on agreed-upon course materials to be taught.
The limited reference to World Englishes and the emphasis of the studied curriculum on the “inner-circle”
English refect EFL teachers’ lack of awareness of the importance of the three circles of Englishes and the
evolving positions of English beyond its original geographical origins. The study also unveiled an absence of
knowledge about the world’s “shift of gears” from what was once “supremacy” of inner English as opposed to
outer and expanding circles (Aktuna & Hardman, 2008; Kachru & Larry, 2008). It is not about a variety of
English used from inner or outer circle in the classroom but rather the awareness that there exist Englishes other
than the inner circle English in use in many parts of the world. These World Englishes are, or should be,
considered by their users to be just as accurate and legitimate as the English of inner circle to its speakers. The
English curriculum and textbooks of the UAE refect an exonormative native speaker model (Kirkpatrick, 2007).
This refers to the deliberate choice of a native speaker model of English as a reference for teaching and learning.
Teachers’ training and learning experiences have also been shaped by this model which is automatically
reinforced in their classroom practice. In the case of the UAE, an expanding circle country, there is a logical and
historical explanation for the exclusive choice of an inner circle model. Its legitimacy and prestige have long been
established through media, public institutions and educational policies. Pragmatically, native speaker models,
codifed curriculum planners and teachers have easy access to dictionaries, grammars, reference tools and
materials made available by established and competing publishing industries in the US and Britain. For policy
makers in the UAE and similar contexts, codifcation also “brings with it the notion of acceptance as a standardlearners can be tested and evaluated against codifed norms and standards” (Kirkpatrick, 2007, p. 184).
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Action Phase
Structure of the Workshop
The workshop consisted of two parts. The frst part was a review of the theoretical framework providing some
background information on critical pedagogy. The second part of the workshop discussed the mechanism of
introducing the three elements of critical pedagogy under study.
The hands-on workshop was based on the Freirian Conscientization concept in which students are viewed
as subjects rather than objects in the classroom and in the world. Conscientization about the student teachers’
cultural background, the country’s linguistic reality and the link of classroom content to the outside real-life
context was at the heart of the intervention. Three methods for achieving conscientization (Izadinia, 2009) were
applied, frst through codifcation (Heaney, 1995) then generative themes (Shor, 1992), and eventually the
problem-posing method (Freire, 1996). An example of the codifcation approach was initiated by showing the
teachers a picture of a child on a wheelchair and asking them what references the picture evoked. There were
many responses to the question such as “disability,” “special education,” “taboo,” “accident,” “high speed,” and
“victim.”
We divided the 20 student teachers registered for the workshop into fve groups and asked each group to
discuss one of the suggested references. The frst group chose the theme of “disability and its different
implications in the UAE,” the second group discussed “taboos,” the third chose “accidents,” the fourth discussed
“high speed,” and the ffth opted for “victims of road accidents.” At the end, each group had to present to their
peers their synthesis on the subject thus narrating their own experiences and attitudes towards the topic in real
life and sharing their knowledge of the subject matter. An element of Freirean Praxis (action-refection-action) in
this case was attained.
Subsequently, we followed the generative themes approach by writing the word “divorce” on the board.
Teachers had different themes proposed upon hearing the word. Some suggested “high rate of divorce in the
UAE,” others said ‘abandoned children in the Arab world’ and so forth. The audience was divided into groups,
with each group discussing one of the suggested sub-themes then sharing results with the rest of the participants.
When asked if this method could be applied in real classrooms, 15 of the 20 volunteer teachers were positive
about it. The third application method was the “problem-solution” approach which was introduced to the
student teachers by sharing what could be a common and intriguing problem in the Gulf: “high speed.” It was
left to the audience to suggest solutions with arguments.
For the focus on Global English, the student teachers were given fve anonymous texts written by authors
from Kachru’s three circles and were asked to identify the type of English in which each text was written. Ten
(50%) of the teachers could distinguish between British, American, Australian, Kenyan, and Nigerian Englishes.
This low rate can be explained in two ways. First, it is possible that the texts did not have signifcant variation of
English as Crystal (2000) shows in their study of a number of newspapers published in various English-speaking
countries. Crystal could fnd various cultural references and names of locations but not real linguistic differences
among the studies texts. Another explanation could be that the teachers were not aware of Englishes other than
UK or American; we believe it was the latter case.
Reactions to the Action Phase: Enthusiasm and Caution
The hands-on workshop outcomes refect the reaction and attitudes of 20 EFL teacher volunteers out of the 42
participants who showed enthusiasm about introducing critical pedagogy in their classroom while at the same
time expressing some concerns and challenges. The three elements of critical pedagogy: cultural representation,
local and global issues, and Global English, were considered during this action phase. Enthusiasm was observed
when the researchers introduced the concept of “Conscientization.”
Yet, while the 20 EFL teachers showed great interest and motivation towards the introduction of elements
of critical pedagogy in their teaching, they expressed some concerns about the applicability of this approach. The
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workshop ended with a discussion and recommendations as to how these three core components of critical
pedagogy could be introduced in the best way possible into the EFL curriculum.
The four points below are the main fndings from the post-action phase:

1. Constraints on academic freedom. Educators thought that they should have the freedom to discuss any
issue in the classroom provided it is related to classroom content. Lindsay was recorded as stating:
We would love to have some space of freedom to discuss hot global issues in the
classroom without being penalized later…

2. Lack of teachers’ participation in setting up the curriculum and mainly not having a say in the choice
of textbooks was raised by participants, we noted Suad’s words as follows:
We are like slaves…we do not have any say in choosing the teaching material and
especially the textbook we teach.

3. Lack of cultural competence to be able to tackle culturally sensitive issues was an interesting fnding. Our
feld notes recorded Fuad’s explanation:
To be honest, I don’t think I have the necessary skills to discuss culturally sensitive
issues in my class but this workshop helped in many ways and wish to see more of
Intercultural Communication sessions in our Teacher Development Programs.
4- Awareness of World Englishes
This workshop was an eye opener to many of us on the variety of Englishes in the
world. There should be more of these texts written by authors of outer and
expanded circles in the textbooks we teach but I can always add some into the
supplementary teaching material. (Suad’s statements as recorded in feld notes)
Teachers’ suggested solutions to these obstacles were to empower teachers by involving them in the
curriculum development process and by adding an element of critical pedagogy to their in-service training
programmes. Maha and Ahmad expressed a number of needs:
Teachers need more pre-service training in critical pedagogy and deeper knowledge of
Intercultural Communication. (Maha’s statements as recorded in feld notes)
Individuals who are involved in creating the curriculum should be the same as the ones
teaching it to experience the challenges that EFL teachers face in the classroom. (Ahmad’s
statements as recorded in feld notes)
Ahmed also suggested transferring what he learned in the workshop into his classroom practice (according to our
feld notes):
Look when we brought up the sub-topics to be discussed in this workshop, it worked very well
and all participants were excited to take part in the discussion, why not do the same in the actual
classroom and let students choose the topics they would like to examine…?
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Summative Discussion
Teachers can be empowered through critical pedagogy by following relevant pre- and in-service training
programs. Teachers’ training could consist of cultural studies component, which will increase their cultural
awareness (Samovar & McDaniel, 2012), and avoid “cultural essentialization” (Kubota, 2001 as cited in Aktuna
& Hardman 2008, p. 168). Being culturally competent requires an awareness of the self and the other. Cultural
competence is more than knowing about the existence of other cultures, it is also understanding how to approach
and discuss culturally sensitive issues.
For many EFL teachers, the fact that they are multilingual and multicultural regardless of their ethnic,
educational or cultural background can help in integrating critical pedagogy in their teaching. In fact, “their
multilingualism will serve to know and share their students’ concerns and experiences in learning a language”
(Kirkpatrick, 2007, p. 187). He stresses that this multilingualism of English teachers gives them the advantage of
understanding their students’ diffculties and puts them in a position to empathize with them. In addition, when
educators are exposed to new teaching and learning methods where the teacher and students exchange roles,
collaborate (Lang & Evans, 2006) and together negotiate the curriculum (Norton & Toohey, 2009), learning
becomes a joy and a pleasure to both the teacher and student.
Awareness of World Englishes, if incorporated into the teacher education curricula, can help trainees
understand the local uses of English within a global context of communication. Also, such knowledge should
counteract negative attitude towards variation and variability of world Englishes, especially since EFL learners
usually use their English in outer or expanding circles rather than within inner-circle environments.
Furthermore, EFL teacher education could present a broader scope of the ownership of English and show the
teachers that English authority and ownership are not limited to those with “native like pronunciation and
knowledge of sociocultural norms emerging from inner-circle countries” (Aktuna & Hardman, 2008, p. 167).
Equally relevant and important constructs here are English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) (Jenkins, 2007, 2014;
Mauranen, 2012) and English as an International Language (EIL) (Holliday, 2005; Jenkins, 2006). The two
concepts along with World Englishes have important implications for English language teacher education,
English language testing and ELT materials. Jenkins (2008) for example explains how an ELF approach will be
increasingly needed to resolve problems of mutual intelligibility. This does not exclude native speakers from
Britain or the US who have to “adjust their English for international communication” (Jenkins, 2008, p. 237). It
should be noted that EIL does not escape criticism as it has also to be revisited against claims that it is a tool
benefting Westerns powers in a global race for international markets and resources (Phillipson, 2009).
Pennycook (2007b) warns against the myths of EIL stressing that it should not be seen as a natural development.
By doing so, he claims, we depoliticize English “making it innocent, giving it a natural and eternal justifcation”
(Pennycook, 2007b, p. 109).
Another component in EFL teacher education is a clear distinction between professionalism in teaching
and English profciency. English profciency is no longer limited to the mastery of grammar and lexicon (Nelson,
2011). There should be an understanding of the context in which the utterance is said and also an awareness of
the “speech community” (Samovar & McDaniel, 2012). EFL teachers need training and deep knowledge of the
language and the cultures (s) that shape it.
EFL pre-service training could foster critical approaches in teacher education. When English teachers have
an understanding of how education is related to broader social and cultural relations rather than merely
attempting to “fulfll predefned curricular goals” (Pennycook, 2009, p. 299), they can contribute to the making
of knowledge in their classroom. Within this framework, the role of the language learner is not to imitate a
“circumscribed and standardized model” of the native speaker but rather to act as a “border-crosser who
negotiates between the universal” (the other/macro) and the “Particular” (the self/micro) “and combines a sense
of belonging with a sense of detachment” (Giroux, 1994, p. 68).
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The above statements contradict in some way Ellsworth’s (1989) outdated claims that Freire (1996) and
Shor’s (1992) emancipatory authority implies that a teacher knows the object of study “better” than students do.
During the workshop, the researchers proposed some local issues for discussion such as divorce and disability,
but the students could also propose the topics and teachers facilitate the discussion, as is already the case in some
writing courses in universities in the UAE. Ellsworth (1989) also hints at the failure of critical pedagogy to have a
balance between teachers and students in terms of “institutionalized power imbalance” (p. 10). We believe that
when roles between students and teachers overlap in the classroom, the goal somehow is to design class content
and conceive programs that refect this balance in and outside the classroom.
Furthermore, Johnston (1999) considers critical pedagogy as an exercise of EFL abstraction. However, the
hands-on workshop showed the opposite; teachers spent almost two hours touching upon practical topics that
relate classroom content to global issues through generative themes (Heaney, 1995) and codifcation methods
(Shor 1992). The methods used allowed these teachers to “conscientize” not only about ethnic diversity in the
classroom and hence in the country that hosts more than 200 nationalities (The National, 22 March 2009 as
cited in Randall & Samimi, 2010) but also to “conscientize” about the possibility of overcoming some of the
challenges that hinder their ability to introduce some elements of critical pedagogy into their teaching. There
was no “dictation” to tell students teachers what to do. They led themselves into the different sections of the
workshop while identifying some of the challenges and possibilities to apply this critical approach. This was a
natural result of the hands-on workshop on critical pedagogy. A similar attitude from the students could be
expected in a real critical teaching classroom.

Conclusion
This paper is an attempt to examine the possibility of introducing a critical approach to EFL teacher training in
the United Arab Emirates. The ultimate goal is to empower teachers and subsequently their students to become
agents of change. Conscientization is the awareness of being a subject rather than an object in the world (Heaney
1995) and according to Izadinia (in Wachob, 2009) ‘conscientization’ can be reached through codifcation or the
generative theme or the problem–solving method.
The study revealed a gap in teachers’ knowledge of critical pedagogy, mainly the three elements under
scrutiny in this study: cultural representation, English in the world and local and global issues. A revamp of the
EFL teacher pre-service and in-service training programs is required.
In the Arab world, critical pedagogy is still in the infancy stage. Although some teachers are conscientious
about their role in promoting freedom of expression in the classroom and making their students social agents,
they have not achieved that. If teachers themselves feel they are “slaves” in the educational system, we cannot
expect them to teach to liberate their ‘oppressed’ students. In the Arab world critical pedagogy needs to engage
in more than changing the teacher-student relationship (Freire, 1996; Izadinia, 2009; Kanpol, 1994;
Kumaravavidelu, 1999). It should go beyond this equation to include the entire chain of command that is
involved in the educational system, i.e., the policy maker-administrator-teacher-student relationship. The culture
of silence that Freire (1996) refers to in which the dominant culture silences the oppressed through marginalizing
or undermining any voice that challenges their authority applies as much to teachers as to students. Thus,
teachers should “strive not only for educational advancement but also for personal transformation” (Izadinia,
2009, p.11) and therefore become transformative and critically minded intellectuals.

Future Actions
In the future, we intend to include all the Emirates and major cities of the UAE in a plan for a longer period of
teacher preparation and initiation into critical pedagogy. We also intend to follow this by a series of classroom
observations to see if and how teachers will incorporate any elements of critical pedagogies into their daily
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teaching practices. In addition, future research in the UAE and the Gulf needs to investigate the learners’
reactions to critical pedagogy and whether it can have any effect on the overall quality of their educational
experiences and possibly their language profciencies.
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APPENDIX 1
EFL Teachers Questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to inquire about schools’ and teachers’ background and ways to introduce
Critical Pedagogy in the curriculum
1. Information about the school
a) Private
b) Public
a) Primary
b) Secondary
c) Both
Number of students in the school
_____________________
Average number of students per class
______________________
2. Teacher’s gender
a) M
b) F
3. Years of teaching experience
______________________
4. Have you ever heard the term critical pedagogy?
a) Yes
b) No
If yes describe briefy what you know about it in 2 lines
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
If no how do you wish to be informed about it? Through (circle that applies) :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2018

Readings
Workshops
Lectures
Courses
If other, please state
______________________________________________________________________________
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5. Do you contribute to the preparation of your course(s) syllabus?
a) Yes
b) No
If yes how?
___________________________________________________________________________
6.Do you contribute in the course teaching material?
a) Yes
b) No
If yes, state how in 2 lines
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
If no, who is in charge?
a) Ministry
b) Principal
c) Supervisor
d) Other, please state
________________________________________________________
7.Do the students have a say in the teaching material?
a) Yes
How?
____________________________________________
b) No
8. Do you accept criticism from students?
Yes
Such as?
____________________________
No
Why?
________________________________
9. What is your most frequent teaching methodology?
a) Traditional by rote (memorizing) method
b) Experiential
c) Lecture format
d) Collaborative
e) Problem-solving
f) Others, what?
_________________________________________________
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10. How much time do you allot for interaction with students in class?
a) 5 mn
b) 15mn
c) most of the class
11. How would you defne diversity in the classroom in no more than 2
lines?
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
12. Did you wish to integrate CP in the curriculum such as critical thinking, more interaction with students,
change of roles, change of methodology, democracy in class, (this could be an interview question)
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APPENDIX 2
EFL Teachers interview questions
1) What do you think of the textbook especially that it is new?
2) Do you have leeway in adding material to the set curriculum?
3) If yes, tell me about your role in the “hidden curriculum”? How do you fll the gap(s) if any whether it is
related to content in general, culture or skills.
4) Do you tackle culturally sensitive issues in the classroom? Do you let the students talk about their
personal lives and problems? How much time do you allot for students’ talk in class?
5) Do you relate classroom discussion to the outside world by tackling global issues for example…..? If yes
how? If no why?
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Abstract
English language education in Taiwan has experienced a number of modifcations over the past decade. The Ministry of
Education (MOE) has initiated several reforms since 1994 to change the historical grammar-translation pedagogy into one
emphasizing more communication. The purpose of these alterations was to increase learners’ communication profciencyy so
they could meet the new demands resulting from increased internationalization and globalization. Previous studies regarding
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) in many other EFL (English as a foreign language) settings and Taiwan have
shown promising resultsy yet the process of implementing CLT has often been challenging. Many factorsy such as large class
sizes and parents’ negative attitudes toward CLTy have been found to negatively infuence teachers’ willingness to implement
CLT. Using a multi-methodological approach of quantitative surveys and qualitative interviewsy this study aims to examine
teachers’ needs for better communication-oriented practices in the classrooms of Taiwan. In totaly 75 teachers were
surveyed. Based on their degree of willingness to participatey 15 of them were further contacted for more in-depth
interviews. The fndings of the study revealed that to make CLT more applicabley teachers demanded in-service training
and assistance from native English-speaking teachers (NESTs). In additiony students’ and parents’ re-education to value the
development of communication profciencyy and to gain more knowledge about CLTy and the support from school
authoritiesy were considered crucial.

Keywords: communicative language teachingy CLTy multi-methodological approachy learning motivationy
communicative competence

Introduction

In order to meet the demands of the fast-growing global economyy to recognize the status of English as an
international communication tooly and to increase the number of people who can communicate effectively in
Englishy many countries in Asia have reformed their English language education in the past two decades
(Littlewoody 2007). New English syllabi aimed at “teaching English for effective and appropriate communication”
have been released regularly in Singapore (Zhangy 2006). The MOE in Hong Kong introduced a policy of
trilingualism (Englishy Cantonesey and Chinese)y which emphasizes the development of oral profciency (Lawy
2003). English has been used as the medium for instruction at schools led by native English-speaking teachers
(NESTs). Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) pedagogy was frst introduced in the sixth curriculum
(Yoony 2004)y and further reformed in the seventh curriculum in South Korea in 1997 to initiate new English
education. It was promoted as a compulsory subject in every primary school. CLT was utilized in order to

* E-mail: huang4@umail.iu.edu; Tel: (7) 312 1101 ex 2116*311; Address: 100, Shih-Chuan 1 st Road, Kaohsiung, 80708,
Taiwan.
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enhance students’ interest in English communication (Jung & Nortony 2002). The CLT movement started in
Japan in 1985y and has since then been maintained. Educational movements highlighting “practical English”
were generated to develop learners’ oral-aural communication ability in order to make them the functional users
rather than knowledge accumulators (Aliponga et al.y 2013; Bulter & Linoy 2005; Ohashiy 2015). Globalization
has also been the driving force for the education reforms in China (Changy 2006; Chengy 1988; Garbe & Mahony
1981; Huy 2005; Huiy 2001; Zhuy 2003). Despite the resistance after the implementation of CLT at
undergraduate and high schoolsy the State Education Development Commission in China authorized and issued
three major English-reformed syllabi in 1992y 1993y and 1996 respectively to enforce the cultivation of
communicative competence (CC) starting at the secondary level (Liaoy 2004). The ambition was advanced in
2001 through the application of task-based instruction starting from the third grade (Huy 2005; Huiy 2001).
These communication reforms reached Taiwan from 1994 to 1995 when a new curriculum for junior and high
schools was published with a clear objective asserting that “communication-orientedness was the principle of
high school textbook compilation and classroom instruction” (Wangy 2002y p. 135). New textbooks featuring
communicative activities have been used since 1999. English language learning was further lowered to the third
grade in 2004 with the suggestion of an English-only policy and the adoption of “active and interactive” models
via various teaching genresy realiay and other materials from diverse topics (Ministry of Educationy 2014). With
the pervasive implementation of CLT in the EFL contexty future diffculties and alienation were frst anticipatedy
especially among teachers. Thereforey a thorough and critical investigation on their current needs and interests
will help alleviate this often chaotic atmosphere and better their CLT practices in the future. It is precisely this
research gap that this study aims to fulfll.

It Matters to Communicate

The great debate of the constituents of communicative competence has been ongoing in the literature regarding
second/foreign language (L2) education (Bernsy 1990; Canale & Swainy 1980; Omaggioy 2001y Savignony 1983).
Such debate reveals the signifcance of communicative competence and its development using authentic CLT
activitiesy which encourage learners’ maximum communication in many different contexts (Wuy 2008). When
engaging in CLT activitiesy learners learn by doing and testing each other’s perceptions through interaction in a
positive and non-threatening environment. They acquire the meaning and knowledge on their own
(Hendricksony 1991)y and gain grammatical/sociolinguist/discourse/strategic competencies (Pokoma &
Vasylievay 2014). Ideas or concepts of the activities that matter to learners increase their motivation and of
involvement. Simply having the knowledge of a language is not enough. Only through meaningful negotiations
can students become effcient learners and administer what they have learned (Allwrighty 1984; Antóny 1999;
Englandery 2002; Oxfordy 1997; Raoy 1996). Zhang (2006) confrmed that the ultimately successful language
learning experiences were created through interactive and meaningful communication. Including communicative
competence as one of his teaching principlesy Brown (2007) has also argued that it is the “‘goal”’ of language
classrooms and should be achieved by constant and extensive language use. Likewisey Littlewood (1981)
summarized several contributions that CLT activities make. They provide learners with whole-task practicesy
which are structured to suit learners’ ability levels and to help maintain (or enhance) learning motivation.
Learners’ motivation is more likely to continue (or even increase) if seeing how and what they have learned is
successfully employed in communication with others. The more effective in communicating with othersy the
higher the motivation will be maintainedy or it can even be enhanced. In additiony CLT activities allow natural
learning. Much language learning takes place through natural processes when real communication is achievedy
thus making either inside- or outside-communicative activities a key portion of the total learning process. Positive
relationships are fostered when completing CLT activitiesy thus humanizing the classroom by turning it into a
learning-supportive context (Changy 2011a). Joyful atmospheres among teachers and students are producedy
which consequently sustains students’ efforts to learn.
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CLT Practices and Resistance in Classrooms

The emergence of CLT in the 1970sy and the prosperity of western countries (for example the USA and the UK)
in generaly made more innovative teaching techniques availabley such as content-based instructiony task-based
teachingy and problem-based learning (Richardsy 2006; Spaday 2007). Despite its wide acceptancey its sequential
introduction into an eastern context has led to widespread dissatisfaction and resistance in many EFL (English as
a foreign language) contexts (Ahmad & Raoy 2012; Barkhuizeny 1998; Celce-Murciay Dörnyeiy & Thurrelly 1997;
Huy 2002; Kumar & Kainthy 2015; Liy 1998; Loy 2001; Shamimy 1996; Yuy 2001). In this contexty cultural
differences were often mentioned as problematic. As Ellis (1996) pointed outy process and meaning are what CLT
emphasizes while content and forms are highly valued in EFL classrooms. The distinctive learning motivation
held by learners is another reason. ESL (English as a second language) learners have an urgent need to
communicate because of the existence of an English-speaking community beyond the classroom; in contrasty
EFL learners lack such urgency. Ofteny English is merely a compulsory school subject or a “maybe” useful tool
for job-hunting in the future (Sreehariy 2012). Echoing Ellis’s viewpointy Lo (2001) asserts that many EFL
practitionersy despite receiving a master’s or doctoral degree in the felds of language instruction in Englishspeaking countriesy found it diffcult to carry out ESL-based theories (CLT included) after returning to their
home countries due to sociocultural variances. Littlewood’s (2007) review of several published papers has also
revealed that factors associating with classroom managementy students’ avoidance of Englishy minimal demands
on English competencey and conficts with educational values and traditionsy have possibly constrained CLT in
many Asian countries.
In Vietnamy Pham’s (2005y 2007) interviews with teachers found that there exist contextual confictsy such
as large class sizesy traditional examinationsy personal beliefs of teachers’ and students’ roles (Iwashita & Ngocy
2012)y and students’ low motivation. Moreovery Zhang (2006) notes that the consequence of applying CLT
marginalized grammar teachingy leading to failure in achieving the target outcome of teaching reading and
writing in Singapore. In Thailandy Saengboon (2002) has confrmed that school administrative policy might
sometimes impede CLT by grouping a large number of students (up to 100) with heterogeneous levels of English
profciency in class. Teachers were forced to use non-CLT-based textbooks to teach for tests.
Regarding South Koreay Jung and Norton’s (2002) observation suggests that many teachers complained
that materials development and large class sizes functioned as a hindrance to CLT activities. Similarlyy Li’s (1998)
survey reveals that many constraintsy caused by teachers themselves (defciency in spoken Englishy low strategic
and sociolinguistic competencey lack of training in CLTy few CLT re-training opportunitiesy misconceptions
about CLTy insuffcient timey and no expertise in CLT material development)y by students (low English
profciency and motivation to advance communicative competence)y by the educational system (large class sizesy
grammar-based examinationsy insuffcient fundingy and a lack of support from schools)y and by CLT per se
(CLT’s inadequate account of EFL teaching and a lack of effective and effcient evaluating instruments)y
negatively impact CLT (Kleinsasser & Satoy 1999; Satoy 2002). With regards to Japany Kubota (2002) has
revealed an unwelcome attitude held by teachers at public secondary schools toward NESTs. Theyy in effecty
regarded CLT as a virus impeding students from intellectual and cultural virtue development.
In Chinay Burnaby and Sun’s (2007) study has suggested that many teachers believed that CLT is mainly
applicable to those students that major in English. Zhu (2003) observed that Chinese students were strongly
infuenced by Confucian concepts. They were trained to be obedienty but not to challenge authority.
Consequentlyy they tended to keep their opinions to themselvesy and passively hid their ability as knowledgereceivers. Hu (2002) also noted that CLT tenets contradict Chinese culture in terms of their embodiment of
opposite teaching philosophies. It advocated interactivenessy learner-centerednessy verbal activenessy
independencey and individuality; whereas Chinese learning cultures asserted ancient epistemologyy teacher
dominancey mental activenessy receptivenessy and conformity. Likewisey Aldred and Miller’s (2000) investigation
has pointed out that the active roles that learners play in CLT classrooms contradict the socio-cultural traditions
of Hong Kong where students are supposed to be silent and avoid making mistakes by not raising their hands to
ask or answer questions.
English is a compulsory subject and the only foreign language that is tested for all kinds of entrance
examinations in Taiwan (Hoy 1998). Despite the importance of English and the popularity of CLT in classroomsy
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due to insuffcient and inadequate channels for CLT-related training (Changy 2011b)y and access to authentic
materials (Kuoy 1995)y low support from school administratorsy and parents’ demands for good test results and
standardized answers to check their children’s learning outcomes (Suy 2006)y Wang (2002) observes that many
Taiwanese EFL teachers tended to neglect the communicative activities compiled in the reformed-CLT
textbooks. Insteady they tended to favor the traditional grammar translation method (GTM) for convenient and
immediate learning outcomesy leading to learners’ inclination toward memorizationy grammary readingy
compositiony and translation (Cheny 2001; Chung & Huangy 2009). Some parents even believed that the best
teachers were the ones who had taught their children to score high on testsy instead of helping them gain
valuable communication skills. Instilled education values and beliefs also play an important part. Many
Taiwanese students are educated to maintain a more listener-centered standpoint within communication (Liuy
2005). A call-upon for opinion in class was beyond their expectationy and this could often result in a
communication shut-down between teachers and learners (Babcocky 1993). Learning assessment was another
problem. Much emphasis was still placed on the evaluation of written skills via standardized discrete-point tests
(Wangy 2010). Thusy the development of new assessing techniques such as a portfolio or teacher’s observation
and recording of a learner’s performance was obviously crucial.
The discussion regarding the practical diffculties associated with CLT in diverse EFL settings has revealed
not only its signifcancey but also concerns over the consequent controversies and cultural appropriateness
(Tanakay 2009). Notwithstanding the extensive investigation on logistical problemsy little attention has been paid
to teachers’ needs and interests. This study therefore aims to fll this obvious research gap.

Research Questions

Employing multiple data sourcesy this study attempts to understand EFL teachers’ requests in order to advance
their CLT practices in classrooms after its prevalence in Taiwan. The particular research questions addressed
here were: (1) How have the teachers in Taiwan perceived CLT?y (2) How has CLT refected in their teaching of
English?y (3) To facilitate CLTy what support have they needed from school authoritiesy parentsy and students?y
and (4) What improvements could be made to better their CLT practice now and in the future?

Methods

Questionnaire and Survey
The methodological assumptions utilized in the study were derived primarily from Kleinsaser and Sato’s (1990)
work. With the objective of understanding teachers to better their CLT practicey we used a mixed-method
approach since a quantitative approach provides a general (broad) view that controls statistically the biasy and
external factors of the phenomena studied. Converselyy the multiple sources collected via qualitative approach
provided a more complex (deep) understanding of the issue. A “Teachers’ Needs for Better Communicative
Language Teaching” questionnaire adapted from Li’s (1998) and Rao’s (1996) studies was administered. It was
divided into three main parts. The frst part contained questions regarding the interviewee’s backgroundy
including agey educational degreey and years and grade level of teaching. The second part listed questions
regarding teachers’ general views on CLT and their actual classroom teaching. The fnal part included statements
about the support and resources that the teachers anticipated. The surveys were conducted on a one-to-one basis
either in Chinese or Englishy through either telephone or in persony to encourage cooperation and rapport
creation for a potential interview to take place later (Dörnyeiy 2003).
Interviews and Interview Questions
Interview is the best way of learning about people’s interior experiences and how they perceive and interpret
their perceptionsy which in turn was affected by their thoughts and feelings about a particular event (Weissy 1994).
The narration and viewpoints elaborated by the interviewees are a convenienty yet faithful channel beyond any
possible substantial boundary to get a glance of their world (English teaching in this study). Thisy againy provides
reliable scientifc explanations to understand the meaning of the particular phenomena described above. In this
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studyy almost all the interviews were conducted in Chinese through telephoney onliney or in person to avoid
possible limitations and miscommunication. Each interview lasted approximately from 30 to 60 minutes.
The whole process was audio-recorded and further translated and transcribed verbatim to ensure accuracy
and richness of data for later analysis. The interview questions mainly consisted of three sections: (a) the major
questions: eight open-ended descriptive questions from the themes that had emerged from the questionnaire
(Brinkmann and Kavley 2009; Karner & Warreny 2010)y which were the teachers’ general views on CLTy their
actual classroom teachingy and the support and resources they anticipated (see Figure 1: the transformation of
questionnaire themes into interview questions); (b) additional questions used to “explore particular themesy
conceptsy and ideals introduced by the conversational partner” (Rubin & Rubiny 2005y p. 136)y such as “how do
you usually teach vocabulary / sentence patterns / main test?; how do you think of MOE’s supplementary policy
for CLT?; do you think it applicable at the school where you teach?; how many students do you usually have in
one class?; have you ever thought of ways to overcome diffculties?”; and (c) probing questions: used to clarify
missing information or ambiguous concepts while keeping the discussion goingy for example “what do you mean
by….?; would you explain….?; please give me an example of how you….; can you say something more
about….” (Biklen & Bogdany 2003).
Following the “tree and branch modely”1 the researcher asked all the main questions and then follow-up
questions drawn from each interviewee’s response to each main question. Occasionallyy appropriate probes
(repetition of particular words with questioning intonationy asking questions for more detailsy showing attention
to encourage elaborationy and asking for an explanation or clarifcation) were used to ensure that we would
obtain vividy thicky deepy and detailed descriptions of the investigated phenomena (Rubin & Rubiny 2005).

Figure 1. The Transformation of Questionnaire Themes into Interview Questions
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Participants
The participants were selected randomly to “minimize the effects of any extraneous or subjective variables that
might affect the outcome of the survey study” (Dörnyeiy 2003y p. 73). In totaly 75 English language teachersy
which had been selected randomly from school websitesy 2 were contacted and surveyed. The age of the
participants ranged from 24 to 60y with the majority being in their 30’s. Altogethery 62% had less than 10 years’
of teaching experiencey while 38% had more. Thirty-fve (46.6%) had a bachelor’s degree and 40 (53.4%) held a
master’s degree. Based on their willingness to participatey 15 were further interviewed (see Table 1). For
confdentialityy pseudonyms were used throughout the paper.
Table 1
Teachers’ Background Information
Teacher
Name
Gender

Age

Teaching Years

Field of Study

Degree / Country

1

Fanny

F

52

30

TESOL

MA/TW

2

Jimmy

M

28

1.5

English Literature

MA/AU

3

Kelly

F

38

13

English

MA/USA

4

Lucy

F

34

11

English Ed.

MA/TW

5

Maggie

F

25

2

TESOL

BA/TW

6

Mandy

F

40

10

TESOL

MA/USA/UK

7

Mary

F

37

13

Social Study

BA/TW

8

Penny

F

31

5.5

Language Ed.

MA/UK

9

Sophie

F

41

17

Counseling

MA/TW

10

Sunny

F

30

6

Art and Media

BA/TW

11

Tiffany

F

37

15

English

BA/TW

12

Yuki

F

39

10

TESOL

MA/TW

13

Yvonne

F

36

11

Business Management

MA/UK

14

Wendy

F

40

10

English

MA/USA

15

Zoe

F

51

29

TESOL

BA/TW

Data Analysis
The collected survey data were analyzed using SPSS 20 to calculate the means and a total number of the
participants’ responsesy frequencyy and percentage marking in each response for each statement. These
quantitative data were sorted into three major categories based on the three themes found in the formation of
interview questions and several sub-topics to integrate with qualitative data. The translation and transcription of
interview data were the second phase of the data analysis. After translating and transcribingy conceptsy 3 themesy4
eventsy5 and topical marker6 were frst identifedy followed by a further and more thorough examination for
clarifcation of unclear concepts and themesy and the synthesis of different events for better comprehension of
the overall narratives. The fnal stage of the data analysis was coding. As Weiss (1994) statesy “the idea in coding
is to link what the respondents says in his or her interview to the concepts and categories that will appear in the
report” (p. 154). Appropriate codes were derived primarily from the identifed conceptsy themesy eventsy and
topical markersy or from the reviewed literature related to the issues under examination. The categories of codes
that were applied include (1) activity codes: behavior occurring regularly (teachers’ description of their teaching
situation); (2) event codes: specifc activities that had occurred in the setting or the lives of the interviewees (the
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mention of the diffculties encountered); and (3) strategy codes: methodsy techniquesy or other ways interviewees
used to accomplish something (support and needs teachers asked to better their CLT implementation in schools).

Teachers’ Perceptions and Practice of CLT

Results

Table 2
Teacher’s General Views on Current CLT Policy, Report of Teaching Methods Used, and Needs to Improve Their CLT Practice
Frequency
(n = 75)
Teacher’s general view on current CLT policy
The development of students’ English communication is important.
CLT policy is applicable.
CLT is impossible now or in the future.
Teachers’ report of teaching methods used

100%
49.3%
8%

Grammar Translation Method (GTM)
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)
Both GTM and CLT based on the actual class situation
Types of need

48%
54.6%
87%

Making English our second language
More funding for teaching equipment
Chances of overseas studying programs in English-speaking countries
Regular CLT-related training
The establishment of more English Villages
Modifcation of English textbooks
The promotion of General English Profciency Test (GEPT)
More English-profcient training led by native English-speaking teachers (NESTs)
CLT-related teaching demonstration conducted by “seed teachers”
Class-size reduction
Students’ re-grouping based on their English profciency
The addition of class meeting time
Authority for English assessment
The inclusion of oral profciency into term exams
Parents’ re-education to better understand CLT and new possible assessment tools
Students’ education of the importance of communication-profcient development
Co-teaching with NESTs
The hiring of more teachers of oversea-studying experience
Good interaction and regular conferences among teachersy parents and school administrators.

49.3%
58%
88%
94.6%
49.3%
74.6%
32%
96%
89.3
94.6%
70.6%
66.6%
68%
81%
88%
94%
92%
50.6%
44.6%

Table 2 presents the percentages counted on items regarding teacher’s general views on current CLT policyy
actual classroom teachingy and needs for better CLT practice. It is clear that all of the surveyed and interviewed
teachers asserted that the cultivation of students’ oral communication ability was important and necessaryy
although almost only half of them (49.3%) believed that CLT policy was applicable. They agreed on CLT’s
tenets and practiced CLT activities if there was enough time. To fulfll CLTy most teachers (87%) had conducted
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a semi-traditional teaching approachy or a “reconciling communicative approach” (Raoy 1996y p. 456)y a mixture
of the two main teaching approachesy CLT and GTMy regardless of various implemental conficts.
Teachers’ Expressed Needs to Better their CLT Practice
To effciently practice CLTy they indicated a need for (1) training to improve English profciencyy (2) opportunities
for CLT-related workshopsy (3) opportunities to work with native English-speaking teachers (NESTs)y (4) raising
students’ awareness of the importance of communication-profcient developmenty (5) increasing parents’
recognition of CLTy (6) class re-organizationy and (7) textbook modifcation and testing-format alteration.
Training to improve English profciency
English language profciency has always been a concern to many non-native EFL teachers (Bultery 2004). This
concern has taken several forms. Some teachers were worried that their language skills were inadequatey
unbalanced among four skills (Bultery 2004; Changy 2006; Liy 1998) and defcient in oral English (Brutt-Griffer &
Samimyy 1999). Some thought that they lacked strategic and sociolinguistic competences (Liy 1998). Many felt
that they were not equipped to teach in communicative manner (Andersony 1993) or that they were unable to
deal with students’ unforeseen needs (Littlewoody 2007). Consequentlyy they struggled to introduce
communicative activitiesy or avoided English communication courses per se (Waday 2002). Having similar
concernsy 3 out of the 15 interviewed teachers argued that it was necessary to improve their English profciencyy
as Mary notedy “I think in-service training is insuffcient. I personally wish that every year we were given the
chance to review or improve our English skillsy just like in those classes we had when we were undergraduates.”
The quality of training mattered to these teachers. Opportunities of more knowledge and better language
enhancement were the most welcomed and motivatedy as Yuki assertedy “If more advanced training is providedy
I believe we will be happy to cooperate.” To improve their English profciencyy 88% of the surveyed teachers
embraced the chances of overseas study programs in English-speaking countriesy and 96% of them welcomed
the training classes led by NESTs.
Wherever the locationy an ideal language training workshop should not mainly be lecture-based and
teacher-centeredy especially if it is for the improvement of oral profciency. According to Fannyy well-organized
and highly-profcient training sessions should be structured and centered on “communication.” They are not just
language classes per se. Indeedy they offer an opportunity for teachers to gain further knowledge in their subject
area. They are also channels that allow teachers to critically analyze not only each other’s language profciencyy
but also the identity of English speakers and teachers:
It doesn’t need to be long… maybe one or two hours a day and six days a week during the summer or winter break. We
get together to study with the native speakers. It can be in the format of a teacher study group (TSG). Just let us get
together and chat with the native speakers. Through activities, we not only learn the content-area knowledge, but also get
the chance to communicate. The teachers with stronger communication skills can be the stimulus to bring positive impetus
to those who are weaker. We learn from each other. By so doing, I believe what is achieved is not just the main function
of the classes. Teachers will also be empowered. (Fanny)
These teachers’ demands refected Cullen’s (1994) suggestions about non-native English-speaking teachers
(NNESTs)y indicating a fact that NNESTs “need to improve their own command of the language so that they can
use it more fuentlyy and above ally more confdently in the classroom” (p. 164). Indeedy in-service language
training is essentialy especially for veteran teachersy like Fanny and Mary who have been in the feld for more
than 10 yearsy but have lost their skills owing to the lack of utilization and practice.
Opportunities for CLT-related workshops
To promote CLT policyy the MOE and many textbook publishers in Taiwan offer numerous on-the-job training
workshopsy although according to several of the interviewed teachers (3 out of 15)y many of these occasions have
been fruitlessy simply because they are usually the announcement and advertisement of either testing plan. “I feel
the workshops for high school teachers are not CLT-related at all. The topics discussed are usually about the
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General English Profciency Test (GEPT)y” Lucy commented. Ory they are about a certain education policyy as
Mary statedy “Teacher trainingy I thinky does not focus on teachers’ needs. Often I attend training that is focused
only on the promotion of education policy.” Echoing such dissatisfactiony 94.6% of the surveyed teachers
requested more appropriate CLT-related training opportunities and 89.3% of them asked for the teaching
demonstration conducted by CLT seed teachersy as Meggie notedy “I want to know if any organizations or
schools carry out CLT successfullyy how they make CLT happeny and what their students’ learning outcomes are.
Their visiting is highly welcomedy but I do believe their suggestions are valuable.”
Despite the considerable amount of knowledge about language instruction they obtained before their onsite servicey teachers have inevitably encountered problems during their actual classroom practicesy especially
regarding new methodsy like CLTy which was part of university methods coursesy but was never put in practice. It
is natural that teachers doubt their abilitiesy and the feasibility of practicing CLT without sustainable training.
Regular and constructive workshopsy even if they are in the form of lectures about CLT or other seminarsy allow
teachers to share their teaching experiences or encountered problemsy thus helping them to deal with new
innovations and changes in methodology (Koosha & Yakhabiy 2013)y as Fanny suggestedy “No matter what the
topic is… about teaching materialsy gamesy chantsy or songs. I feel that each workshop is an opportunity to
improve myself.”
Opportunities to work with native English-speaking teachers (NESTs)
Facing the situation of insuffcient English-improving opportunitiesy and the urgency to teach communicativelyy
these teachers (93%) have sought the assistance of NESTs through co-teaching. They value co-teaching chances
because NESTs compensate for their oral-defcient shortcomings and help them solve this pressing need. “It is
important to enhance students’ oral abilities. That’s why I have applied for a NEST. The MOE will offer me one
and he/she is coming next semester. I hope he/she can teach the entire class in Englishy” said Kelly. Considering
the communication defciency among her colleagues and herselfy Mandy expressed a similar opinion about the
invitation of NESTs. She believed NESTs’ presence is one of the elements for feasible creation of total English
immersion for herselfy her colleaguesy and students. All of them will beneft from such situations because of the
instant and continuous English practices and reinforcement accompaniedy as she pointed outy “Not all English
teachers at my school have spontaneous conversation abilities. Having a full-time NEST herey students and I will
be forced to speak English to him/her. A more spontaneous English learning environment will be created then.”
The teachers’ opinions regarding the construction of a more spontaneous language learning environment
went beyond the classroom. In their wordsy if the use of English stayed at schools onlyy CLT’s effcacy would be
limitedy and learning would be constrained. For exampley to extend this argumenty according to Zoey a new
language policy legislating English as one of our offcial languages is needed: “If they treat English as a second
languagey it won’t be learned merely in schools. When it is needed at each corner in Taiwany students will be
forced to learn and to use it communicatively.” Notwithstanding the good intention embeddedy not many
teachers supported the ideay for only 49.3% of the surveyed teachers agreed that making English the second
language would make CLT more feasibley too.
Raising students’ awareness of the importance of communication-profcient development
As mentioned previouslyy for most school learners in Taiwan (as in many Asian countries)y English is an essential
subject and the only foreign language in both junior and high schools. It may be an important subject that is
tested regularly (even daily) at schoolsy but not an imminent one that signifcantly affects the students’ daily lives
(Ellisy 1996). After ally the communities they live do not depend on English as their main medium of
communication. Thereforey students lack integrative motivation for improvement. As a resulty English learning
becomes only a “need-to-do” routiney instead of a “want-to-do” passiony not to mention the cultivation of
communication profciency.
In the studyy 94% of the surveyed teachers agreed that learners’ cultivation on the importance of learning
English and developing communication ability could positively boost CLT. In the interviewy Wendy further
argued for the necessity of an uprooted instillationy an action to alter learners’ beliefy and their attitudes toward
English learning:
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We should do something to let our students know that English is really important, especially in the development of
communication. Otherwise, they will always think that English is only a school subject. They must know that the English
they learn is a usable tool for international communication, but not just for tests.
Increasing parents’ recognition of CLT
The side-effect of viewing English as a school subject is the parents’ over-emphasis on their children’s testing
outcomesy that isy the higher the test scorey the stronger the satisfaction. This potentially infuences teachers’
selection of a particular teaching method. Namelyy teachers would simply choose the methods (usually analyticaly
but not communicative ones) best ft to pursue high scores to ease and please the parents. To win the parents’
cooperationy 88% of the teachers suggested that parents should be re-educated to better understand CLTy and to
know new possible assessment tools for CLT. Thusy regular parent-teachers meeting should be compulsory since
they are occasions that permit teachers to decode and explain to the parents the essence and beneft of learning a
language through CLTy as Yuki confrmedy “Parent-teacher meetings...one or two timesy especially in the
beginning of each semester is to let parents know at least what CLT is and that the activities conducted are not
just games. They are meaningful and functional.”
Language learning is a lifelong journey requiring the assistance of skilled and benefcial guides (good
learning and teaching methodsy such as CLT). Teachers pointed toward the right direction. Students (the
travelers) decide the depth and width of their trip. Once in a whiley parents join iny take the leady and even
redirect without the awareness of a possible detour. Thereforey without a doubty a pre-traveling education and
clear instructions are necessary in order to maintain and ensure the joy of the journey.
Class re-organization
Large class sizes (ranging from 30 to 100) and grouping of students in the same class based on heterogeneous
English profciency (Jung & Nortony 2002; Littlewoody 2007; Phamy 2005y 2007; Saengboony 2002; Yuy 2001)
have been an issue since the CLT’s prevalence in many EFL settings. Such conditions resulted in classroommanagement problemsy for exampley unbalance oral practice opportunities or teachers’ failure to pay attention to
low-performing students. Having encountered similar problemsy most surveyed teachers (94.6%) favored a
reduction in class size. Brown (2007) writes that a class of 12-15 students is ideal because it is “large enough to
provide diversity and student interaction and small enough to give students plenty of opportunity to participate
and to give individual attention” (p. 245). The fgure for many of our interviewee teachers was 20. The number
was perfect enough to facilitate CLT activitiesy as Yvonne assertedy “I think 20 students should be good. This
makes direct communication among us possible and easier.”
Taking only the quantity into consideration was not good enough. Quality countsy too. In the surveyy
teachers (70.6%) claimed that it was necessary to group students based on their English profciency. Ideallyy
students of equivalent English profciency should be grouped in the same class. They learn better and advance to
a higher level quicker. Doubtlessy such an arrangement alleviates the teacher’s role and promotes instant
communication:
Students should be grouped as basic, intermediate, or advanced level. I remember when I learned English in cram schools.
My classmates were students who had the same profciency as I did. I think teaching the class with students of similar level
of profciency is easier. When I communicate with one student, I communicate with the rest simultaneously. (Jimmy)
Textbook modifcation and testing-format alteration
Teaching materials are the best and the most convenient resources that allow teachers access to various activities
and ideas to facilitate instruction and promote communication among students (Pany 2013). Unfortunatelyy
according to Jung & Norton (2002)y they are usually the most diffcult part for CLT’s realization. In Taiwan and
many Asian countriesy textbooks compiled after CLT policy usually followed a similar patterny starting with a set
of CLT-featured guidelines posted by MOE. Publishers needed to producey reviewy and revise the textbooks
accordingly. Teachers were usually put at the end of this assembly line. If they were lucky enoughy they were
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permitted to make a “personal” choice among these licensed and published textbooks. If noty they were just
forced to use the ones that were selected by school authorities who were usually not English teachers (Richardsy
1993). In facty teachers’ needs and voices are seldom taken into consideration during the compilation process.
Compared to the previous non-CLT textbooksy these so-called CLT-featured editions despite being improved and
localized to include the local culture (Nguyeny 2005) still did not meet many EFL teachers’ requirements. In
shorty they were simply not CLT enough (Wuy 2001). Being the frst-hand users of these materialsy 74.6% of the
surveyed teachers asserted that there is a need for a textbook modifcation. According to Jimmyy a good-enough
recompilation must be integrated and conducted by a state-owned organizationy but not by a private publisher.
This is a huge project. It should be monitored and supervised closely and unanimously. The re-compiled
textbooks must be classifed. The books of each level should list information suitable specifcally to the students
of that level. New information and topics should be added level by level. The degree of diffculty and complexity
increase with the advancement.
MOE should appoint our National Institute for Compilation and Translation (NICT) 7 to carry out textbook
recompilation. I don’t think private textbook publishers can accomplish this work. The content of each level should be
proposed clearly. For example, for the basic level, learners should learn the 26 alphabets. The acknowledgement of
vocabulary related to daily things and colors is necessary. At level two, grammar rules should be taught. (Jimmy)
The discussion on textbook recompilation was followed by the request for testing-format alteration. As
revealed in the surveyy 81% of the teachers called for a shift of test format from paper-baseness (usually the test
of reading and writing skills) to the inclusion of oral profciency. Without appropriate alterationy whatever effort
put in the educational reforms or the improvement of students’ communicative competence would be fruitlessy as
Penny commentedy “Unless they change the direction of big examinations by including the assessment of oral
profciency. I meany I believe teachers spend time teaching communicativelyy but I believe they spend more time
teaching readingy writingy and grammar for good test results.”

Discussion
Many of the CLT-related constraints that occur in Taiwan are also common in other EFL contexts. Thusy
teachers’ needs may be close to identical there. The following discussion applies to the issues proposed by the
teachers in Taiwan. This also extends to other contexts where CLT prevails.
Implications for Teacher Training Programs
Cullen (1994) points out that a NNEST training session without taking English language into consideration fails
to meet the EFL practitioners’ needs and expectations. Many scholars (Brintony Kamhi-Steiny & Snowy 2006;
Edgey 1988; Ellisy 1986) have argued for the necessity of putting a language component into training workshops.
To do soy Edge (1998) has suggested that teachers (as trainers) and trainees (as teacher students) should both be
viewed as “language usersy” because besides methodologyy a “language improvement” component should always
be added into EFL teacher training sessions. To develop a CLT and an English profciency improvement course
for teachersy the principles of maximizing English exposurey offering opportunities to share knowledge and ideasy
and basing training on task-based and inductive arrangements (for more detailsy see Brintony Kamhi-Steiny &
Snowy 2006; Britten 1988; Hayesy 1995) are essential. The training techniques utilized to achieve the above
principles include (1) lectures / demonstration: trainers’ provision of straight inputy raw materials and
demonstration of particular techniques; (2) elicitation: using question-and-answer technique to try to draw out
teacher trainees’ opinions on specifc topics; (3) workshops: trainees’ individual or group work to prepare
materialsy teaching aids and lesson plans; (4) whole discussion: a general discussion of any topics with all trainees
together; (5) group/pair discussion: teacher trainees’ work in group or pairs using an activity sheet; (6) panel
discussion: asking a group of trainees to form a panel. The rest should prepare and ask a number of questions
relevant to chosen issues. The trainer will act as chairperson of the panel or the facilitator of panel discussion
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(based on Ellisy 1986y p. 95). Workshops and training adhering to the above-mentioned principles and techniques
are not just about training per se. In facty they are CLT customized learning experiences themselves. They gratify
teachers’ eagerness to gain appropriate language training. Through discussion activitiesy teachers practice English
by sharing their opinions and knowledge with one another. Simultaneouslyy they can critically analyze and make
a contribution to each other’s language learning techniques and teaching progress.
Tips for Working with a Large Class of Mixed-level Learners
Although teachers’ wishes refect their urgent needs to advance their CLT practicey in realityy it is the school
authorities who make administrative decisions (such as those regarding the curriculumy class sizey and scheduley
students’ performance testsy budgetsy and even some teaching materials). Unfortunatelyy they are also usually the
ones who jeopardize CLT (Saengboony 2002). Under the circumstance when class-size reduction and rearrangement is impossibley the tips on working with large classes of heterogeneous-profcient students with
limited time will possibly ease teachers’ anxiety. Teachers should make each student feel that he/she is important
by remembering their names. By so doingy teachers show their awareness of and respect for students as
individualsy and put a value on each student’s presence and contribution in class. In this sensey the maximization
of English practice opportunities using pair- or group-activities is vital. Teachers may feel chaotic during the
practicey but this may be the only way to give students time to practice their English. To balance students’ diverse
English profciencies and skills when pairing or grouping studentsy teachers can occasionally place students of
similar profciency and skills in the same pair/groupy or sometimes place them of different levels within the same
pair/group. To ensure equal and selective monitoring and feedbacky teachers can spend the bulk of their time on
just a small number of groups during students’ collaborative worky and the groups that are not monitored are
invited to report results to the rest of the class. It is the teachers’ obligation to make sure that each student has a
chance to talk. A constant and updated record of who has or has not been called to talk during a lesson or a
whole semester would be the best way to ensure a random and equal roll call (Browny 2007; Wharton & Racey
1999).
Alternative Assessment: Assessing Students’ Communicative Competence
To develop a suitable tool for oral-profcient assessments can be a challenge for many EFL teachers. Integrated
Performance Assessment (IPA)y a tool designed to meet the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Language (ACTFL) profciency guidelinesy 8 provides a good model to meet the needs for valid and reliable
assessment to determine students’ competences (Adair-Hauck et al.y 2006). Under IPA’s frameworky language
performances can be divided into three types of tasky and each can further be tailored to ft the learner at specifc
levels:
I.

II.

III.

Interpretive communication task: at this phasey students will be required to read or listen to an authentic
text (weather forecasty commercialy lettery short storyy or flm) and reiterate the text or answer questions
relevant to the texty either in a spoken or written form.
Interpersonal communication task: performing task at this phase requires dual interpretation and
negotiation between two learners. They may be given information that the other person may not have
about a particular topic. Theyy thereforey need to exchange and negotiate to obtain the missing
information.
Presentational task: the activity used at this phase is one-way. It requires learners’ to give presentation on
a given topic to a specifc group of audience (teachersy classmatesy or parents)y such as giving a speech on
an event or introducing things that they have created.

If the IPA model is relevant to oral profciency assessmenty portfolio assessment would be an excellent tool
to assess other language skills (mostly reading and writing). Portfolio assessmenty in the words of Moore (1994)y is
a purposeful “collection of evidence used by the teacher and students to monitor the growth of the students’
knowledge of contenty use of strategiesy and attitudes toward the accomplishment of goals in an organized and
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systematic way” (p. 170). What goes into students’ portfolios is determined by teachers or students themselvesy
depending on the learning goals and achievement presentation (Pierce & O’Malleyy 1992). Farr & Tone (1998)
provided some general guidelines for this type of collectiony and Chen (2000) suggested that the items should
include: (1) sets of papers refecting students’ cognitive learning processesy such as rough drafts from different
genres (lettersy essays reportsy and personal narratives)y polished productsy and a learning log; (2) reaction and
refection papers showing feelingsy problem solving and critical thinkingy and a dialog journal refecting numerous
purposes for writing and reading; (3) books or other reading materialsy selected classroom testsy audiotapes of
students’ reading that display the examples of what students have accomplished and read; and (4) arty
audio/video recordingsy and photographs that exhibit the skills that the students can master.
These two types of assessment (performance and portfolio assessment)y according to Pierce & O’Mallay
(1992)y complement each other in terms of evaluating students’ overall performance and bring a “washback
effect” on teaching. They emphasize that performance and portfolio assessment:
Together represent authentic assessmenty continuous assessment of student progressy possibilities for
integrating assessment with instructiony assessment of learning process and higher-order thinking
skillsy and a collaborative approach to assessment that enables teachers and students to interact in the
teaching/learning process. (Pierce & O’Malleyy p. 2y 1992)

Conclusion

English has been recognized as an international language of communication for a long time now. In an attempt
to increase the number of people who can communicate effciently in English for the reason of fast-growing
economic globalizationy many Asian countries have launched a series of English education reforms (Littlewoody
2007). New syllabi featuring CLT to enhance students’ interests in English communicationy and to develop
learners effective and appropriate communicative competencies (profciency) have been introduced (Huy 2005;
Jung & Nortony 2002; Yoony 2004; Zhangy 2006). English was suggested as the major instrument for instruction.
Communication-oriented classes that had been implemented at the undergraduate and senior high schools were
lowered and practiced starting from the junior high schoolsy even the third grade (Huy 2005; Huiy 2001; Liaoy
2004; Wangy 2002). The publication of a “fresh” curriculum emphasizing CLT-related characteristics initiated a
new era for English language education in Taiwan. The textbooks featuring CLT were subsequently compiled
and usedy which was accompanied by the advocacy of English-only policy (Ministry of Educationy 2014; Wangy
2002). Doubtlessy many of the actions have further cemented the dominance of English in classroomsy and
stressed the importance of acquiring English language skills through CLT. Despite these ambitions and good
intentionsy without suffcient support and thorough preparationy the results have been somewhat disappointing.
In facty prior to its prevalence in Asian classroomsy CLT has long been questioned due to its failure in
ftting into the social-cultures of Asia in practice. Problems and doubts have been reported regarding its
applicability (Barkhuizeny 1998; Celce-Murciay Dörnyeiy & Thurrelly 1997; Huy 2002; Liy 1998; Loy 2001;
Shamimy 1996; Yuy 2001). Simple factorsy such as learning motivationy valuesy and beliefs about students’ and
teachers’ roles in classroomy as well as teaching philosophies potentially impaired CLT’s implementation effcacy
(Aldred & Millery 2000; Ellisy 1996; Loy 2001; Zhuy 2003). The policies by school authorities aggravated the
“alien problems” (Phamy 2005y 2007; Zhangy 2006). Despite the stated goals to develop communicative skills and
the top-down adoption of CLTy administrators have tended to put a large number of students with variousdegree of English profciency in one class (Liy 1998; Saengboony 2002)y and ask teachers to use non-CLToriented textbooks to teach for paper-based examination only. Most importantlyy parents’ high expectations of
good test results have forced teachers to stick to traditional GTM methods (Suy 2006; Wangy 2002).
The English-education reforms in Asiay the discussion on the impact of CLT-related activities in language
acquisitiony and many of the previous descriptions about practical resistance reveal that CLT is appreciably
questioned by teachers. The cultivation of students’ communicative competencies was undeniably necessary.
Hencey it is worthwhile to further critically examine the issue in order to understand more about the teachers’
needs so as to more effciently practice their CLT teaching. The results of this study refect many of the problems
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that teachers meet in EFL settings. In this studyy the participants confrmed that to better their CLT practicey
they needed training to improve their communicative profciencies and workshop to gain more knowledge about
CLT (Changy 2011b; Liy 1998). For teachers without access to suffcient trainingy the chance to co-teach with
NESTs became valuable. According to the intervieweesy student-parent cooperation was also crucial. Teachers
contended that there was a need to recognize English as a communication tool (but not just a school subject)y and
the development of communicative competence (Cheny 2001; Chung & Huangy 2009; Liy 1998; Suy 2006; Wangy
2010). They also expressed that classes should be re-organized by reducing student numbers (to 20 at most)y and
that students should be re-grouped according to their level of profciency (Jung & Nortony 2002; Liy 1998; Phamy
2005y 2007; Saengboony 2002). It was also suggested that textbooks should be recompiled and stratifed to ft
each level of study (Kuoy 1995; Liy 1998; Saengboony 2002)y while oral-profcient assessment was believed to be
necessary to facilitate successful CLT (Liy 1998; Wangy 2010). Scholars who are interested in the continuous
exploration of similar topics may consider EFL classroom observation to examine teachers’ actual issues in using
CLT.
Notes
1
In the tree and branch modely “the interview is likened to tree with the truck as the research problems and the
branches as the main research questions. Each deals with a separate but more or less equal concern. In the
interviewsy the researcher would try to ask all the main questions and then the follow-ups to obtain the same
degree of depthy detaily richness and nuance” (Rubin & Rubiny 2005y p. 145).
2
For parents’ better understanding of each school’s rationale and policyy teachers’ teaching and students’
performancesy every school in Taiwan has established its own website. The website (in both Chinese and
English) lists the school’s phone numbery historyy syllabus for each classy teachers’ namesy and the subjects
taught. The following is an example of this type of website in Chinese: http://
www.jges.mlc.edu.tw/woops/html/ and in English: http:// 163.19.160.248/~eng/ex1/index.html/.
3
A concept is a word or term that represents an idea important to the research problem.
4
Themes: are summary statements and explanations of what is going on.
5
Events: are occurrences that have taken place.
6
Topical markers: are names of placesy peopley organizationsy petsy numbers…and so on (Rubin & Rbuiny 2005y
p. 207)
7
National Institute for Compilation and Translation (NICT): is the highest agency in Taiwan for the compiling
and translating of textbooks for various subjects and grade levels. Their compilation and translation also
include works of academia and the culture of Taiwan. For more detailsy see http://www.nict.gov.tw/en/.
8
The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Language (ACTFL) profciency guidelines: are standards
developed by ACTFL to serve as a direct reference when deciding learners’ target language profciency for
teachers of the foreign languages taught in the United States (USA) (for more informationy please visit
http://www.actf.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=1).
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